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result,
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Nations under God

During

missions

chapel,

senior Nate Perkins kneels

before the
American
each

flag

flag

Philipians

seven

with the

in hand. As

was

2:10-11

cited in the

flag's

cross

lowered,
was

language

re

of the

courrtr q. Twen tu
missions teams

were

sent out around the world
in 2003. photo b� Er ic Stephen
Vorrn
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A

"I'm from Canada so

In one accord

President Roberts pra�s
over the student bcdq at

going into the States
is going into another
world.

the annual State of the

man's

Uruver srtq Address

used this

as

pas
tors from Tulsa churches
in

agreement. Roberts

called

campus to a
for wholeness and

_join

quest

the

stressed the

sion

as

tian
-

a

is

an

that

even

global
no man

island and

should

we

always

think of others be

Chris

fore ourselves."

university."

-ADAMKDERT

STEVE BERESH

freshman

junior

importance

of holiness. photo b� Russ Miller

"Globalization
nects

all

people

over

con

from

the world to

place, from one
place to all over the

one

world"
-REBECCA

BRATSCH.1JN

sophomore
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rue,

means

I've

my mis

field

though it's

"To

\i-'fekt\ noun, 1: change brought
about by influence; verb, 1: to bring about
a

result, 2:

to make

a

effect

difference for Christ

Twelve rows of students rose to their feet when prompted by
First

Lady Lindsay Roberts in a chapel service. Roughly 120
students stood as a representation of the population of Ada, the

small, rural Oklahoma town where Oral Roberts was raised.
Roberts, an unknown from the world's perspective, was not

expected to accomplish much in his lifetime. But the driving
point of the illustration was no one in the audience of 4,000
would be sitting in the chapel, taking part in the service or
attending this University if it were not for the massive impact
this

one man

It

had

on

the world around him.

from the

inspiration of the Chancellor's model that
chose to lay aside attitudes of casual indifference to

was

students

instead believe their purpose was to make a difference in the
lives of individuals. The time spent at the University was not

only training for the future, but practice in the present.
The way students perceived their potential changed as they
developed skills and grew spiritually by the guiding hand of
their instructors and chaplains. Through outreach ministries
and missions as well as day-to-day encounters, students were
able to spread the love of Christ being cultivated inside of
them.
As

person reached out to another, and, in tum, the
affected person touched someone else, the impact students had
one

on one

another reached worldwide. As students left Oral

Roberts

University, their courses differed, but what remained

a

constant was the trail of lives touched for the better.

]

\�Io-bel\ adjective.

-50

1 :spherical: 2: of.

relatin� to, or
involvin� the entire
world: 3: not

Story by

re

stricted in outlook

Rebecca Boller

applicability.

or

Focused on the homeland
Senior Shawn Orth minis
<

ters to

a

Indian

girl

at the Crow

Reservation

southeast Montana
summer

in

during

missions.

"The

one

thing that stood out to

me

about the Crow Indians

was

who

simplq growing in God
ever� dou, living to honor
Him. I solelq thank God for
the privilege of Team Mon
were

rnitted

corn

itself

to

train its students
take

over

this

to

tana," Or+h said. photo
tcsq Shawn Orth

en

trre wor ld f'or Jesus

in

their

o w ri

unique vva.y,"
-DAVINA MOORE
senior
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\i-'fekt\ verb, 1: to bring about

effect

cause

change in others

for

a

a

result, 2:

to

bettered life

CGWY'pL-1S life

It

was a

scorching August day,

the start of another school

year. Thousands of students from 51 countries descended
upon the sun-drenched campus in anticipation of what another
year would bring. From freshman to graduate students, emo
tions ran high. During this year new friendships would be

established, lives would be touched and memories made to last
a

lifetime.

friends in the strangers chosen by their
roommates for "Get Your Roommate a Date" as they endured
Students found

new

built that spe
night of the month when diverse musical styles

the initial awkward moments. Memories

cial Thursday

blended with the audience's cheers

were

during performances

at

The Hut.

sledding behind Towers on snowy evenings to late
night study breaks at Village Inn and Nordaggio's, some
college activities remained unchanged, but those involved
made each year unique. These events defined campus life. No
matter what a student's major or background, campus life
activities represented the college experience.
As a prism gathers light from various sources and binds it
together before casting it into an array of colors, campus life
could have been likened to the prism, sending graduates out to
produce an effect in the world forever marked by the diversity
and unity that bound students here. Story by Joanna Jones and
From

>.
�
U)

\da-'var -sat -e. di-\
noun.

1: the condi-

�

�
"0

tion of

being

different

having

or

differences 2:
instance

or

a

of difference

an

point

Nicky

Yates
>

The dating game
Kerstin

Senior

Coldsbu,

_junior Sarah Mackowiak,

Crustol Long and
sophomore Beth Ztrnm-:
er'mon
erupt in laughter
during The Hut. Senior
senior

Daniel Russell hosted two
rounds
Game."
were

of

Dating
Winning couples

given

out. photo b�
<

"The

a

free dinner

Russ Miller

Gotcha!

Juniors Dave

Kangas and
put their ath
letic abilities against each
other. "It's funnq to see how
creative students get with
sledding on that hill behind
Towers-from tarps to
garbage cans," Carlson
Keri Carlson

said. photo b�
© Oral Roberts University

Chris

Dingess

"I -was

pleasantly
surprised to find
this is

a

cul tvir

ally diverse place
in -which you
meet

from

can

peop le
diff eren t

backgrounds and
gro-w

to

respect

thata1:x::>ut them."
-NOBEL

MACADEN
freshman

'<With the diverse
groups you leam
more a1:x::>ut pe0-

ple. You can see
people for -who
they really are;
look

you

than skin

more

deep."

-TlFFANYE
SELLERS

sophomore

''The overall

ex

perience

has

broadened

my

horizons. I
the

enjoy
diversity on

campus because I
amfrornamulti
cul tural

back

ground:'
-JOLIANCAMPELL

junior

''The

diversity on

ca.rrrptas is like a
potluck dinner
-where

brings

everyone
their

o-wn

dish."
-DANIELRUSSELL
senior
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A

Breaking bread

Taking
break

much

a

needed

between

in

her

classes, senior Rahel Cirrno
snack at the .lovo

buqs a
Stop.
>

For staners

Sophomore Martin Kattam
Kenqo gives students
the boost the� need with a
chai tea to make it through
those eor lq classes. photos
of

b�

Michal .locchunowskt

I
ISABELLE SOUCY
...

0
�
�
.

...,

"Bein� here has
tau�ht me a lot
about acceptin�
other

people's

differences. There
is

diversity

every-

where. You look

on

campus and everyone has a different

\.-

way of life."

AUp 10 par
Junior
WOf'RS

Tuno thu
on

Yor dq

homewor-k in the

computer

lab. He had to

balance his time between
academics
team.
© Oral Roberts University

and

the

golf

\in· ter na- tton- al\:
G.l
-

The air

hot and

hung thickly
among the crowd gathered in expecta
tion. The year was 1998; the place,
Ghana, Africa; the evangelist, Richard
Roberts. Undoubtedly God's will had
drew these people together on this day.
For freshman Gideon K wadjo Gawu,
this day marked a new beginning. Gawu
accepted the challenge ofli ving a Christ
was

centered life. He also made the decision
to attend

college after he graduated high

school.
"I thank God that today I am a student
and I

hope the wonderful
Christian and God- fearing environment
of the school would help shape my des
tiny to do great things for God, not only
here but especially in Africa," Gawu
at

[ORU],

said.
The International Student

Organiza
(ISO) helped students like Gawu
get involved with weekly prayer meet
ings, a monthly fellowship dinner and
tion

the

new

Friendship Family Program. ::

This program allowed local families to

adopt an international

....

"We are here to show God's

our

own

differences," junior ISO President

Vera Kim said.
That

spirit of united diversity en
couraged international students to reach
beyond their own boundaries.
"ORU has changed my course of
life. It has compelled me to discipline
myself in ways deemed proper for a
good and growing Christian man," said
sophomore Ronald Ho of Singapore.
Drawn from every nation, tribe,
people and language, students were

given

the

opportunity

to educate their

whole person. Story by Joanna Jones

Bevond the classroom

freshman Will� Bustinza
of Peru finds time between
classes to read

through

a

magazine about his home
countr q.

<

Strides of excellence

track

practice. "I r eollq en

_jo� the Chrtstton
ment. It's

get

envir-on

something �ou
I'eall� fast,"

used to

Diah said.
© Oral Roberts University

glory by

uniqueness, yet united and
firm on His love, thatis reflected through
our

<

Jamaican native, sentor
Dwane Dioh runs during

�

student and pro- B
vide love and support during his or her
transition into college.

>

A close call

Sophomore Tim Burch and
junior AI�ssa Shimasaki
battle it out dur ing the
back-to-school picnic. "I
went to the

get food,
pla� that

picnic just to

but

stopped

to

game with Tim.
Of course he won, but it
was

de f ini t e lu

fun,"

Shirndsuki said. photo b� Russ
Miller

I\.

The next scon Hamilton?

Senior H.J. Smith shows off

during Skate Night. Not ev
er�one had figure-skating
talent, but
have fun

on

ever qone

the ice

did

during

the annual event. photo cour+

tes�
>

Ian freeman

Balance the fun

Sophomore Lisa McGregor
and

f r e s hrnon

Fr enke

cling

Lauren

to each other

for balance. Skate

Night

onl� gave students ex
tended curfew, but also a
not

great
photo

time with friends.

cour tesu

Ian freeman

© Oral Roberts University

\stu·dent a-ssoc.i-a-tion ac-trvi-tiesv
The cafeteria was filled with the sounds

of timers

buzzing, dice rolling, hoops and
hollers. Every board game imaginable was
present, along with competitive students
and mounds of food. It was the premier of
Student Association's Game Night.
"Connect Four

was

my favorite game

kid.

shop is a great place to
do just about anything. I love going down
there to study or hang out with friends; and
"The new coffee

=

Students also

gathered periodically

bundled up in hats, scarves and gloves
invading the Tulsa Ice Rink for Skate

Night.

In

light

extended

was

of the festivities, curfew

an

extra hour to maximize

shop,

to hear music

from talented

long-standing staple

a

matter much

to the SA events
a

variety

of

from rappers to comedians to
acoustical soloists.
"I love to

perform,

and

as a

music

ma

j or, I'll take any chance to get ex perience,"
junior David Franklin said.
Finals Blast, which

cold, but it didn't

mem

was

held in the

moving so fast and getting
those aerobic points," sophomore Vanessa

Eagle's Nest during fall finals week, gave
students an hour break from studying to
enjoy submarine sandwiches and ice

Vic en a said.

cream.

was

because I

was

One way to

Night

was to

up after a cold Skate
a hot cup of cocoa at

warm

enjoy

the brand-new coffee
em

shop. With its mod

look, comfortable couches and brand

new

computers, it's

no

surprise

that it

attracted many students.

=

performers

enjoyment.
"It

e

the Eagle's Nest, located next to the coffee

calendar and has attracted
included students

=
=

E

said.

activity

en

in

bers of the student body. The Hut has been

Another SA

::::;

said.

Playing it again was like reliving
the days when I would whup my sister
every time I played," senior Joseph Brettell
as a

,!!.

the decor is awesome," senior Selah Davis

"I think I've gone every finals week
since [my] freshman year. It' s a good time
to

get

out

of the dorms and socialize. It

definitely helps
focus for
Justin

more

Mayo

clear my head and re
finals studying," junior

me

said. Story by Angela Smucker

JOEY STONTZ
<

Armed and ready

Senior

Trevor

A.

Outman

Sophomores

to spra� the
next person who gets in his
wa�. The buck+to+schcol

Chlnwor th

good venue
for new and returning stu

crowd

stands

picnic

r eodu

was

a

dents to rnoke

new

friends

and catch up with old ones.
"College is great, but the
fun times with friends

better
what

because

we'll

are

that

is

remember,"

Outman said. photo b� Russ
Miller

"I like it when SA

Talent extravaganza
Matthew
and

Chris

McLeod of the band Asher
Burton entertain the

during the first Hut
of the �ear. "Pla�ing at the
Hut was a great oppor tu
nit� fOI' our band, and it
lot of fun. It gave us
oppor tunrtu to pla�

was a

an

downtown at The Loft with
some

re

ctlu

awesome

bands," Chinworth
photo b�

© Oral Roberts University

Aaron

Svenbu

said.

provides free food
down in the

Ea�le's

Nest because 1

am

hun�ry �uy. That
free food is just
wonderful, espe
cially durin� finals
week."

a

vcom-mu-ter stu-dentsx:
Deep within the gold-plated walls of
the Learning Resources Center hid a room
in a quiet nook of the second floor. Few
people knew it existed, but for those who
did, it was a room of serenity and escape
from the business of Graduate Center traf
fic. These enlightened students

were com

The commuter

served

lounge

ha

as a

to go home between

classes.

often smelled of burnt popcorn
from makeshift lunches and the air filled
room

with sounds of ESPN

ing

thing

commuter

that makes it hard to be

is that I have to drive

Sports

Center blar

from the television. Students talked

about their full lives consumed with

classes, family and work.

of my

out

While

some

commuters felt

often

enjoyed

the

opportunity

had its ups and
most students who vied for a space

campus and go to school, you'll make it
happen," junior Sara Diven said.

that it

commuter was a hindrance at

Means of transportation

Senior Ronald Cecil heads
home after a da� of
classes. Commuters relied
for their school
commute and to dine in
cars

on

"M� favorite place to
off campus is Mar�'s

town.
eat

Italian Tratteria at 15th
and Peoria,"Cecil said. photo

b�

Aaron

Svenbu

>

was a

small

parking lot admitted
price to pay for extra

living space and a home-cooked meal
a regular basis. Story by Julie Vicena

Around the table

Sophomore Ben Bausili and
Ko t hor lne

freshmen

and Dustin Wuer s

Krueger
pla� card

commuter

games in the
lounge between

classes. It wasn't

spent

classes,
time

o thers

olwcqs

to go home

possible
tween

so

be

the�

en_jo�ing each

cornponq. photo b�

Russ Miller

experi

Although commuting
in the Mabee Center

a

to

in campus life, but it is nice to enjoy a
home-cooked meal at night," sophomore

school. It's hard, but if you want to live off

Being

little dis

life away from school.
"I like being a commuter because you
still have the opportunity to get involved

downs,

Sunday

a

ence

Med- X

I teach

more

connected from acti vities on campus, they

Randi Mathews said.

1\

anytime

on

way," senior Chancey Lee said.

"I stay really busy because I have three
jobs. I work as a nanny, and I work in the

pharmacy, plus

a

campus. It's a
lot harder to get to class on time, and I'm
not as motivated to go to club meetings or

something's happening

for students who did not have the

opportunity
The

"The

reason

other events at school because it's

muters.

ven

the label suggests
spending time dri ving to and from classes.

times for the

© Oral Roberts University

on

5
fn

=

=

E!
=

u
,..
,..

A

<

CoHee and company

Sophomore

Deep in thought

Commuters senior Shawn

Adopt-A

Lou.juruor Michael Butcher

Commuter director E.rin

freshman Matthew

and

Rogers greets _junior Rob

Wofford take

ert Schuller with

before

cup of coffee
cor

a warm

during

breakfast. Several events
were held
throughout the
�ear to give commuters a
chance to come together
and

become

quainted.

better

ac

photo b� Russ

Miller

<

the

presence of God,"
Wofford said. photo b� AOI-on

Svenbq

Tea time

Bill Ranahan

Sophomore
an

pours
tea at his

ice cold

glass of
apartment with

his wife Marcia. Ranahan
has

been

clwous

a

com

muter student while at

tending

ORU. "I like

getting

awa� for the s tudu atmo
sphere," Ranahan said. photo
cour te

sq Bill Ranahan

LAUREN ELIZONDO
:r...

.�
s:

:s
.

...,

"In my spare time I
am a
Youn� Life
leader at Union

Intermediate
School. I

am

Hi�h
able to

share the love of

© Oral Roberts University

Christ

time

chapel
put the
finishing touches on their
homework. "M� favorite
thing about chapel is the
praise and worship, I love
the extra time to spend in

an

commuter

lq morning

some

to

throu�h

everyday life."

has wide closed
freshman Brandon Haskell
>

and

Bowen

.lcson

senior

guess what freshman Chet
GI'inaldi tries to conveu in
the sensoskdch challenge

of Cranium. "I

knew

never

drawing with m� eues closed
was so

photo b�
v

hard," Grinaldi said.
Chris

Dingess

Super Bowl showdown
Sonia Hart, Aaron
and Liz Gustafson

Juniors
Ball

watch the

Tampa Ba�

caneers score a

Buc

touchdown

against the Oakland Raid
ers during the Rock/Rem
nant Super Bowl por tu.
T ampa Ba� won with a score
of +8-21. "It

good

photo b� Russ

>

was

a

rockin'

time," Gustafson said.
Miller

Hot potato

Sophomore Aimee Raile of
Infinit� gives verbal clues
to encourage team mern-:
bel's to guess the word

shown

on

the

screen

of

a

beeping

mechanical game.

Catch

Phrase.

along

Infinit�,

with theil' brothel'

wing, Consuming fire, and
sister wing, Red, spent an
evening pla�ing garnes, pool,
ping pong and hanging out
at Vic tor-q Christian's cof
fee house. photo

cour t e

sq

JOI-ed Buswell

> More Iban an ordinary day
freshman Danielle Cotrone
surprises freshman Cristan

Ballmann for her btr thdoq.
Cotrone blindtolded Ballmann
and took her out in her pojc-:
mas. "I [drove] around Tulsa

for 30 minutes, then we met
ever uorie at Zio's and ate

cake," Cotr-one said. photo b�
BarbOl-a Stosek

© Oral Roberts University

\wing e-ventsv
Gliding precariously on two thin, metal
blades, she prayed she would not lose her
balance on the slippery surface of the rink.
Despite her inexperience with ice-skat
ing,juniorCherie Glass hadfun on Unity's

created

lasting

memories

as

students

bonded with their brother and sister wings.

af

"My wing got together off campus and
made this huge bonfire. It was great. We
roasted marshmallows, hot dogs and any
thing else we could get our hands on,"
sophomore Brandan Koehn said.

terward, all I remembered was my skates.

The residents of Men of God and Moriah

"Get Your Roommate
"When I

thought

a

Date."

about the

I realized I had been

almost the entire time

evening

staring
as

I

at my

feet

was so concen

trying to skate right," Glass said.
The most popular activity, GYRAD
was unique for each wing. Some joined
themselves to their date using plastic hand
cuffs, causing difficulty while driving and
eating. Others made up quizzes to see how
well the dates got acquainted by the end of
the evening.
Retreats, banquets, community out
trated

on

reaches and intramurals

were some

acti vities that made college life
each

of the

special for

participant.

"I feel like I have
can turn to

a

dozen sisters that I

when I need advice

or even

if

Ijust need to goof off and be silly," sopho
more

Hannah Barton said.

The

friendships built during

the events

carried

on a

tradition where

they

came

together for a weekend at a Kansas estab
lishment, "Shead's Spread Farm."
"We slept in the barn loft on bales of
hay while the girls slept in the lap of
luxury in the farmhouse bedrooms," sopho
more Ian Speir said.
Though the sleeping conditions seemed
a bit primitive for the men, that did not
keep them from having a good, fun time.
"We played 'Capture the Flag' and
pelted each other with eggs, flour and
rolled up socks," Speir said. "You can
imagine how long the line was for the
showers afterwards."

wing had memorable experiences
and none can deny these functions fos
tered a sense of unity among students.
Each

Story by Joy

Jerome

< Gucci got him
freshman Bradlj Paselk,
shocked ljet hcppu, boasts

to

sophomore

William

Baker about the fun he had

Cucci's wing dur

visiting

ing the E.MR/Claudius Open
_just $1, he r e.

House. for
ceived
from

a

one

photo b�

kiss

on

the cheek

of the Gucci

girls.

Ann Clas

ANNA WAGNER

l:
(IJ

E
s:

�
.::

© Oral Roberts University

"Participatin� in
win� events has
helped

me

make

friends

on
lifelon�
my win�, Rock, and
on
Remnant, my
brother win�."

�
-

:::::;
fn

=
=

e
=

c.:I
�
.-

TIM 6URCH

�

"I think everyone
should be able to
�o
on a roommate date

o

g

s:
Q.

because

g

�reat

to know

cool,

they're

fun. You
fun

�et

lot of

a

people

that way."
>

Basics of ballroom

Seniors .lenn f ranzen and
Wes Pebsworth receive
direction from instructor
Donna

Beth

Ingersol on
dancing techniques.
Inger sol taught ballroom
dancing at the Cotillion

their

Ballroom in Tulsa. photo b�
Russ Miller

\night·life\:
While

always
men

nightlife

outside the dorm had

ended earlier for the women, the

had to

adjust

their lives to

a new

clock this year with the modification of
curfew.
"It hasn't

really impacted

my

evening

activities except there are no more one
o'clock International House of Pancake

trips and midnight food runs for the sister
wing," sophomore Richard Schmalzbach
said.

Guys on campus had to be a little more
creati ve, often spending time inside of the
dorms having fun.
"There are a lot of nights when the guys
will just hang out in my room and play
video games or watch movies. We also
talk a lot about spiritual stuff and debate

theology from the Bible," junior Ben
jamin Scherger said.
While studying at the new Starbucks in
Utica Square and watching movies was
the preferred way to spend time out of
class, some students had more demanding
responsibilities. After a day of classes,
senior Joshua Vicena reported to his full
time job at St. John's Medical Center.

"My favorite part of the job is to talk to
the patients and help them feel better. I
especially enjoy working on the infant
floor because the babies

are

fun," Vincena

said.
The dollar theatres and coffee

shops

thrived with students. Textbooks could

always be found sprawled across tables
Nordaggio's while students studied.

at

Dorm dwellers may have been envious
while those off-campus had that midnight
snack at IHOP.
"I

prefer my own coffeepot anyway
because studying is free that way," Vicena
said in consolation to those students who

thought they might be missing out on late
night freedom.
After a demanding schedule that in
cluded attending classes, pulling all
nighters and cramming for tests, students
looked forward to taking a break.
"When I'm not in class or studying, I
just enjoy spending time with my friends.
It does not matter what we do, we always
end up making quality memories," fresh
man Stephanie Jones said. Story by Julie
Vicena

© Oral Roberts University
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Hair today, gone tomorrow

their prize, _junior
Deana Ball and sophomore

Claiming
<

CoRee talk

Chr+s tl Bowman

Cor-r-ie Saum catches up
on life with
_junior Akisha

Glasgow

and senior Nina

T ukor skt. Saum,
nia

a

Teen Ma

intern, stopped b� to

check out the

shop
some

new

coffee

campus and spend
time with her friends.

on

photo b�

Russ Miller

<

social

Bimat's head after

and

photo

bugs
cour

scav

to win," Ball said.

tcsq

Chr-tstt Bowman

Tune-ing in
Fr-eshmen Jessica Clark

1\

.....

Lauren

Davis,

Samantha

the Miss America

Pageant at theil' famous
watch por+q. a tradition
for the girls since sixth
grade. photo cour tesq .Iennrter

© Oral Roberts University

Con

enger hunt was that we had
to eat a whole s tlck of butter

Suttles and .lenntfer Helm

Helm

a

bizarre thing about the

Whrtneq Tirns,
r-ecr eote

Joshua

suming fire, Red and 'nfinit�
scavenger hunt. "The most

And the winner is

Juniors

shcvejunior

chairman

Mitchell reviews the latest
CD releases at Borders. "I
love

going there because
great people , go
with. The best part to me
is _just getting lost in the
of the

books," Clark-Mitchell said.
photo b� Chris Dingess

>

In other words

Master of Arts in Educa
tion student Maria Donovan

explains an English assign
ment to

has

a

student. Donovan

taught English

a

as

Second Language (ESL) for
three �eOl's at ORU. "I want
to continue teaching ESL

after'

I

graduate fr om

ORU," Donovan said. photo
b�
v

Eric

Stephen

Vorrn

Deeper love

Master of
dent

.Joude

stu

Divinit�

Duncan talks

with _junior' James Pitman
after'

"Deeper'," the college

service at father's House.

Duncan served

as

dent ministries

pastor', uti

lizing

the stu

what he had learned

at school. photo b� Russ

>

Miller

Call to worship

Master of Arts in Educa
tion

students

Maureen

Goeld jar and Thirza Khoe
participate in praise and

worship during

a

chapel

service. photo b� Chris Dingess

>

Mission accomplished

Charles Johnson, an MBA
student, sits at an infor
mation table

during

MiS

sions Rush. "I chose to s tou

here for
cause

grad

school be

I wanted to continue

working with the Missions
Department" Johnson said.
photo b�

Eric

Stephen

Vcr rn

© Oral Roberts University

\grad.u.ate stu.dents'c
One

degree down,

one

to go. The foun

undergraduate degree

dation established in the

and

a

master's de

undergraduate
to
a
be
program proved
stepping stone as
graduate students began their course
through uncharted waters. Whether part

gree, Michelle Beeson decided to come
back to ORU once again to get her certifi

of the School of Business, Education

"Coming back after seven years, I have
been excited to see the technology of the
equipment and how the teachers always
give us the current perspective on things to

cation in

or

was

to attend

graduate
Airlines marketing

sales executive,

Howard felt the Lord

nudge

this

University.
a rare opportunity,

"It's

when

been established in the market

stop everything and
It's

a

a

you've
place, to

back to school.

stop work
full-time student, and to

tremendous

and become

come

blessing

force I was

to

aware

of what I needed to come

practical application learned in
graduate programs spurred students to ob
tain personal goals, reach out to others and
gain rewarding real-life experience. Story
by

an

<

J oanna Jones and Jennifer Jones

Marks of excellence

Master of

Divinit\j stu
grades

dent Leslie Parker

papers in fulfillment of her
duties as a The ologu
Teacher Assistant. photo
b� Aaron Svenbu.

MATT GIARDINI
"

I enjoy

�raduate

bein�

a

student

because there's
less

busy work,

but I learn
The

more.

professors

really want you to
succeed in all that
you do.

© Oral Roberts University

need to do,"

The

walked off the

campus for the last time with both

to do what we

back and focus on," Townsend said.

engross oneself in studies as op
to having to do it part-time while

really
posed
working," Howard said.
After thinking she had

us

Having earned an undergraduate degree
in theology, David Townsend shifted his
focus to business at the graduate level.
With work force experience, Townsend
decided to pursue his Master of Manage
ment degree.
"Since I had already been in the work

her toward

E
=

Beeson said.

school. A former Delta

=
=

�

enable

thankful she made the decision

en

�

cation.

Theology and Missions, students were
ready to take the plunge and obtain their
graduate degrees.
Rita Howard, a Master of Divinity stu
dent,

teaching

from the School of Edu

=

:=
-

"

�

:�
"'C

'b
�
�
U')
<'l

E

vhome.com.mgv
C\

vveek of SA evel"\ts

Throughout

the

geC\�ed

week, the excitement

escalated. From All-Dorm

House

Open

the

tovvC\�d school

rare

opportunity

spi�it

for extended curfew in

the middle of the week. Much of the stu

banquet at the Doubletree Hotel,
there was something for everyone to en
joy. When the night finally arrived, stu
dents and alumni alike donned their gold

dent body

and blue and headed to the Mabee Center

other," freshman Laura Cooke said.

to

to

support their Golden Eagles and "Re

member the Titans."

"Many students did not even know that
we

used to be the Titans. We wanted to do
with the

history of the school,
so we decided to use a play on words with
the movie," Homecoming coordinator
sophomore Sarah Harwood said.
Students began the week of festivities
with an All-Dorm Open House. Wings
took the opportunity to have some co-ed
something

time

on

the floors.

wing," senior Damany Daniel said.

Students attended the annual Battle of
the Bands to hear their favorite

and musicians compete to
After Party.

singers
at the

play

Students li ving on-campus also had the
>

the Tulsa Ice Arena.

"Skating
and I had

was so
a

blast

My friends
just laughing at each
much fun.

brought in the
cast from Wonderama to perform "Crazy
Love," a musical comedy about life and
relationships, for the students and faculty
attending the Friday night banquet.
"'Crazy Love' was hilarious. The main
character was great at reenacting the dif
The Student Association

ferences between

men

and

women

his crazy antics. This banquet takes the
cake as the best homecoming banquet yet,"

junior Rhett

Thomas said.

won

their games

against

Southern Utah,

the party began. The winners from the
Battle of the Bands played while students

mingled

and snacked

on

finger foods.

Party was so fun. I got to
meet people who I usually would not see
on campus," sophomore Y oland a Martinez
"The After

said. Story by Jennifer Randolph

High five

Junior Donnie DenniS

gratulates
dr-Ick Moore

senior
on

con

Ken

the 86-73

Eagle homecoming
over

vic tor u

Southern Utah. photo

bl,j Russ

Miller

SARAH NELSON
...

o
s::
Q)
til

with

After the women and men Golden Eagles

"I showed pictures of my famil y and all
my toys and gadgets to the girls on my

sister

participated in a skating party at

"I love

Homecominq

week. At

Borders,

I

of my
old RA friends who
ran

into

were

some

back in town

for the weekend. It
was

�reat

to catch

up with them."

© Oral Roberts University

Cheers

<

Junior Dana Palser, senior
Daniel
Nickole�, Julie
Teunissen

ondjunior

VVendt toast to

Aaron

great
"M� fiance, Julie, came
down from Chicago to go to
the banquet with me,"
a

time.

Wendt said. photo b�

=
-

:::::;
en
=
=

Ann Clas

E
ca

�

v

=

Just for fun

Sophomore Shell�
and

....

Preslar

_junior Tanner Herriott

plou

with their homecom

ing prizes. Throughout the
week,

homecoming r-epr e
sentuttves passed out to
:

kens students traded for

prizes at the Aftel- Part�.
photo b� Russ Miller

Sing it
Senter Michelle Thevaos
<

performs during the Battle
of the

Bands. fourteen

acts

performed in three
categories: acoustic/ al
ternative, rock and

mis

cellaneous. photo b� Russ Miller-

<

Let them eat cake

Homecoming committee
sophomor-es E.rin
and
Lour-el Hibbs
Rogers
members

serve

cake to students at

the "Remember the Titans"

After
Miller

Part�.

© Oral Roberts University

photo b�

Russ

v

Sav cheese

Juniors

And� T oohill, Josh
Damon and Nick Larson and

>

sophomore .ler-ernq Ouino

freshmen

nes

are

Wenzel

and

fa

observe

coutiouslq as the
Tok�o Gardens

part

recogniz
ing m� dorm group for
their efforts this �ear,"
Larson, Wesleq SLDD said.
was

photo b� Russ

A.

Singing in the rain

freshman Maurice Hines
and

junior Angie Urmanec

hide under

an

umbrella

on

the wa� to the men's RA
banquet. Students had to
run through downpours of
rain to make it to the ban

quet

in the

Charlotte

all smiles at the

chaplain banquet. "M�
vorite

Plaving with vour food

Regents Dining

Room on the 6th floor of
the Gc. photo b� Russ Miller

Miller

cook

at

Seth Asher

prepares their dinner. "It
was fun to watch him cook
at the table," Asher said.
photo cour tesq Jared Buswell

> Sining prenv
freshmen Lisa Trussell and

Janice

Pear� enjo�

their

time at the Honors Pro

gram

banquet

which took

place at Gilcrease Museum.
olwous remember

"I will

arriving 45 minutes late.
We missed the salad,"

Pear�

said. photo

cour

tesq

Jared Buswell

© Oral Roberts University
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REBEKAH LANCASTER

..

N
...

"Part of

o
s:

quet

Q)
rJ)

ban

our

scaven

a

was

�er hunt. The
hardest clue

was

'find near' which led
us

to

Hideaway

Pizza. The best

part
that
<

of it all
our

was

team won."

Spring is in the air

Sophomore

Michelle Mc

Glaun, freshman Terata
and _junior Nicole
Boucher share last minute
Kanu

leaving for
banquet. photo b�

before

laughs
Gucci's
Jennifer

Randolph

\ban·quets\:
The

women on

campus
in anticipation of the

sun

arose

day's

with the
events.

They busied themselves with manicures,
pedicures, hair appointments and last
minute finishing touches so that every
detail would be perfect.
"I love the excitement of getting all
dressed up like a princess. It is fun to
watch all the girls help each other get
ready for the evening," junior Kelly

floors

participating, but it grew to include
a large mixture of people. We had dinner
Adam's Mark Hotel downtown. It

at the

beautiful," junior Rachel Logan said.
Banquets for the RAs, chaplains and

was

APAs

were more

with friends. It

than

was a

just

a

great meal

time to honor the

hard work of student leaders.

"One of the
Erika

[Ponce],

in my dorm group,
crowned Kelly [Shields]

girls

Shields said.

with a homemade crown and banner. Then

Although the men might not like to
admit it, they were just as excited about
getting ready for their banquets.
"My friends and I spent hours looking
for the perfect flowers for our dates. I

Kelly

succeeded, but some of the other guys did
not. While

hair, guys
ers

girls

were

fixing

fixing each
dates," junior

were

for their

each other's

other's flow
Josh Damon

said.

Banquets

came

From dinner at

in

a

variety

a restaurant

and

of

styles.

a scaven

ger hunt to an elegant meal at a country
club, each banquet offered good food, a

and fun for students.

unique atmosphere
"Our banquet started out with just a few
© Oral Roberts University

souri

crowned Erika with her Miss Mis
crown.

It showed just how close

group really is,"
Robinson said.

our

sophomore Emily

After getting all dressed up and heading
for the

evening, students spent their
time together to reminisce with friends
about the year's events.
out

"One of the guys on my floor, Nate
[French], made a video of the events from
the

year. It highlighted the core
activities .football games, wing functions
..

and retreats. It wasn't about
lains

or

AP As; it

was

about

ior Joe MacKenzie, RA

Story by

Jennifer

Randolph

on

RAs, chap

people," jun

Remnant said.

\i-'fekt\ verb, 1: to demonstrate abundant

effect life;

2: to exude involvement

City was filled with
Intercollegiate Legislature (OIL)

The 90-minute drive to Oklahoma

anticipation as Oklahoma
delegates eagerly awaited their chance to control the state
capitol for five days. Oklahoma state senators and representa
tives stepped aside and loaned the visiting delegates their
chambers as offices. Student delegates elected their own
governor, senators and representatives, and the mock gover
nor elected Supreme Court justices to serve during the Moot
Court Competition, where student delegates argued cases
before the court in

a

real-life fashion.

These students felt the effect of their

capitol experience
and take charge, and

�
s:

\yu-n at-e\ noun, 1:

a

condition of har-

::s

accord;
continuity

mony:

2:

without deviation
or

change

as

in

purpose
action; 3:
the quality or state
or

of

being

made

one

personally, when forced to step out
professionally, by giving them insight into various fields of
study. Delegates discovered the difference between book
learning and hands-on experience while turning bills into law
and establishing contacts with professionals state
wide. Through teamwork, the ORU chapter of OIL won "Best
Delegation" for two consecutive semesters.
Fifty-two other clubs and organizations were also active
throughout the year with goals ranging from beautifying the
campus to instating new policies. The common thread run
ning through the clubs was they all consisted of students united
toward one goal-affecting lives. The activities allowed mem
bers to leave positive imprints on the lives they encountered.
Story by

Jennifer Jones
>

Paint bv number

Juniors Rhett Thomas and

Brendan Squashic prepare
for their skit at the AP A
retreat. "Our

success as a

program relied heovllq upon
our unified vision and thor

ough understanding of
each APA's unique grf t
ings," Thomas said. photo
cour tesu

<

Jared Buswell

In a round about way

Lower

Claudius

dorm

gr oup+junior SLDD Lizz�
Upshur and chaplains

Yolanda Mar
Donna McQueen,

sophomores
tinez,

Danielle

Voss,

senior

Carissa Little and juniors
Diana Schwartz and Allison

Marshall-gather for a hug.
photo b�
© Oral Roberts University

Ann Clas

'''It -was irnp::n-tant
for

me to

get in

volved because it

allo-wed

me

participate

in

to
a
en
=
=

beyond my
field of study."
reas

S
...

-"NATHAN" LYCAN

'i!
-=

fres}unan

ICII
-

=
"=
=
-=

"A

of

general

sense

unity has con
greatly
our efficiency

tributed
to

and service to the
student
a

body

as

-whole."

-ALICIA
PICKETT

sophol'nore

"The
tions

organiza
on

campus

prornote unity by

giving
dents
come

a

the

stu

chance to

together
build rela

(and)
taorisb.ips,'
-MEGAN

GILLOGLY

junior

''Clubs and orga
nizations grant

students the op

portunity

to

ex

press themselves
-while
to

the
this
go

preparing

contribute
purpose

to

of

University to
into

every

rriarr's -world."
-MARCUS CRAM
senior

© Oral Roberts University
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Ticket taker

RA Rob Bru

Sophomore

nelle wor-ks in the Mabee

Center during ball games
to raise rnoneu for the RA
program. "Working at the
games is fun because it's
like wor klng with l:cI0ur
friends," Brunelle said. photo

b�

1\ Merry

Russ Miller

Hew kid on the block
Sophomore RA Gertie
1\

Christmas

RAsjunior Bethanl:cl O'Connor,
senior Wesleu Pebsworth and

checks attendance at the be
ginning of chapel. She became

junior Rachel Hunich share
some

their
mas

a

laughs while wor-king on
entr-q for the Christ

it; the

tree ornament contest

at the Christmas

banquet for

the

Rules

air.

raderie in dorm group and a chance to
vent, chow down, and enjoy your fellow

Members of the Resident Advisor pro
gram encouraged and motivated one

RAs," senior RA Chantelle Todman said.
RAs were given opportunities to learn

As the
voices

sun came over

the

pierced

another

quiet morning

their

during

the horizon,

early morning jog.

The Head Resident Advisors

(HRAs)
and the Resident Advisors (RAs) ar

early for a
final week of training which began with
physical exercise.
The program taught that leadership
and servanthood could not be separated.
Both the men and women RAs adopted
mottos to help them remember their
goals. This leadership emphasis opened
doors to major areas of influence in
rived

on

campus

one

week

important role rela
tionships play in leadership-we are peer
leaders. We're not leading people be
"We learned the

us," senior HRA Steven Elliott,

said.
After long nights of desk duty and the
many miles traveled up and down dorm
hallways making room checks, HRAs

and RAs

were

leading, serving

and

com

municating in an environment that pro
vided acceptance and support along with
instruction and correction. They also

long-lasting relationships

themselves and with students

among
their

on

wings.

"Being
me a

I

a

part of the RA program gave

chance to

was

serve

able to be

was an

a

32 different guys and

part of their lives. That

opportunity

I would have

never

gotten otherwise," senior RA Matthew
McLeod said.

students' lives.

neath

life lessons of

formed

ready

ation.

Often this

weekly

dorm groups.

for rest and relax

was

found

through

"Dorm groups provide a place where
an RA can just be herself. There's cama-

TheRAprogram wasn't just about dress
code, curfew or room check; it was about

willing to be
stretched, confronted and challenged and
as a result would change and grow.
"Being a RA is a ministry; it's not about
ajob description," senior RA Kim Kuzmic
said. "It's about relationship."
Li ves were touched, friendships formed

raising up leaders

and God

was

the students

who

were

able to work in the lives of

through the lives ofRAs

and

HRAs. Story by Charissa Adelmann and Dana
Allen

women are

just

awe

It keeps me busu, but
it's such fabulous experience
[for the future]," Bell said. photo
b� Aaron Svenbq

some.

the RAs, chaplains and APAs
in Claudius. photo b� Russ Miller

Following

RA for the spring semester
Red, Susie 2. "I have enjo�ed

on

© Oral Roberts University

HOi alarmed
Junior RA Richard Hannon

<

checks the fire alarms on
his floor. As part of their

duties, each Monda� night
after hall
were

ing

meeting RAs
responsible for mck

sure

were

in

photo b�

the fire alarms
wor

Chris

ktng

Dingess

order.

v

Time 10 calch UP

Senior Bill Westers and
sophomores Steven Bowen
and Sergio Resendiz, RAs,
share a few moments while
taRing time to fuel up
before going to the Mabee
Center to wor k as securttq
at a ball game. photo b� Russ
Miller

GREG NEUENSCHWANDER
..

0
til

.;_;
�
'"

...
s:
Q)

"The best

thing

the

about

pro-

gram is being able
to look back over

-o

'iii
Q)
..
..

the year and see
how people's lives

0

.�
Q)
til

have
cause

changed

be-

of the little

Sarah Nelson

givejunior Am� Kelbert her
donn

ke� to check into her
room. "B� being a RA I was
able to meet diverse people
I otherwise wouldn't have

gotten

to

know," Nelson

said. photo b� Russ
<

Millel-

Brain Ihing

Senior

Rachel

Highland,

HRA, gathers tog ethel'
with the RAs of Braxton

for

night ploutng Cra
nium in the E.agle's Nest.
The HRAs and RAs got to
a

ge ther once a week to
tor each other and

men

just

relax. photo b� Russ Miller
© Oral Roberts University
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no way I
take
back
would

C3

this

senior

=

'il:

-=
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you

There is

and

=
-

do.

things

A Kevs of Ihe kingdOm
RAs _junior Christie White

en

,52

experience."
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N
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AI vour service

Sophomore chaplain

Peter

Ramirez and ,juniol' chap
lains Luther Schrum and
Lance .lones
move

see

in. "It

help
was

students
to

great

the impression it made
students.
The�

the

on

surprised we would
help them and get moved in
so quicklq," Schrum said.

wer e

photo b� Russ
v

Millel'

A java SlOP

Taking

time out of their

schedules, _junior chaplain
Allison Tuttle shares her
heart with senior

SLDD

Mindi Wallace

dur-ing one
wceklu account
obtlrtu meetings at the .lovo
Stop. photo b� Russ Millel-

of their

REGGIE SMITH

("J
-

"My best memory
from the retreat

a.
("J

s:
C)
�

o

was

the water
Some of

fight.
got carried

"Hean 10 hean
us

away.
and somebody filled
up

a

trash

Sister

can.

[Cindy]

got
was

a

good sport

funny:'

It

was so

>

Tue sdcq

night

dorm gl'OUp, ,junior chap
lain Allison Marshall and

sophomore
Mills

all wet. but she

about it.

During

a

Yolanda

chaplains

Martinez

and

Comfoning

.Iuntor

arms

chaplain

Shields embraces
student after
vice.

"I

people.

a

Kell�
a

fellow

chapel ser

love

pr oulng for
I don't take it lightl�.

what the Lord had done

I have to listen to the Hol�
Spirit and follow His lead

for them that week. photo
b� Ann Clos

Russ Miller

Donna

McQueen shared

ing," Shields said. photo b�

© Oral Roberts University

With

a

Servant's Heart

Chaplaill\s

Q:

What did

riding

all\d SLDDs:

around in

in

golf carts
and help

al\Na}'s available

students.

to

They had the chance to interact

matching lime green T-shirts
ing students move in have to do with the
chaplains and spiritual life dorm directors

with students in small groups
to-one basis.

(SLDDs)?

having the guys open
being able to listen to
chaplain Chad Bailey said.
Chaplains and SLDDs also got together

"The best thing about being

chaplain is
up to me and just
them," sophomore

A: It was a second-year project in which
the

chaplains helped

students

move

into

their dorms and get familiarized with their
new

or on a one

a

week in dorm groups. As a way to
extend their ministry as a team off campus,
once a

environment.

"The main focus of the

chaplain pro
one dorm group went throughout Tulsa
gram was great leadership begins with great
servanthood," Women's Chaplain Cindy doing random acts of kindness such as
Mills said.
buying coffee for a stranger and paying a
At the onset of the year, Mills and Men's family's way into the dollar movie theater.
Time was also spent encouraging and
Chaplain Jose Miranda started off the pro
one another as they formed a
gram by washing the feet of the spiritual uplifting

v

life dorm directors. The SLDDs, who work

support system centered around each dorm

directly under the Men's and Women's
Chaplains, and are over the wing chaplains,
then washed the feet of the wing chaplains.
"We want to hear, 'Well done, thy good
and faithful servant,' not 'Well done, thy
good and faithful leader,'" Mills said.
Chaplains met with their wings for devos
once a week. This time was used to
study
the word and further their relationships
with God. Being placed in a special posi
tion of responsibility allowed the chaplains
the privilege of sharing with and listening

group's emphasis

StOry swapping

SLDDs do

little

for the year.
"We have taken that verse in I

4: 12 to be

and

in

Jennifer Jones

What it's about

Senior

after chapel and share some
difficulties of their position.

chaplain Reggie
sophomore
chaplains .lcel Cummings,

"It's hard to maintain the bal

Peter Ramirez and Chad

a

up

Smith

between

being m� girls'
best friend and still holding
ance

them

accountable,"

SLDD Ceson

Ke�

and

Baile� participate in praise
worship at the Camp
Vic tor u chaplain retreat

and

senior

said. photo b�

in

Russ Miller

Mannford, Okla. photo

cour

"

Pray ve for

Junior

one

another

SLDD

Nick

Larson
puts the
servanthood theme of
the

chaplain program
practice as he
pr ous for sophomore
wing chaplain Todd
Asper at the retreat.
into

photo

cour tesu

Timothy

life, love, faith,

are trying to live
speech
that," junior SLDD Jen Foster said.
The chaplains and SLDDs were always
ready and available with their open door
policy. These programs were more than
just a campus organization-chaplains and
SLDDs were about changing lives through
serving, one student at a time. Story by

v

catching

example
purity-we

an

© Oral
MillsRoberts University
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[dorm
team name [at

ing

"Our

25

.�

to

going
'Knights who

-g

was

'-

w

[from

w
o,

E Search
w
"0
1:)

be the
say Ni'

Monty
the

but

Rhett

thought
'Knights of

the

o

Holy
it

Thomas

'

'The

movie,
for

Grail'],

g

having

means

push-ups.

to

>

do

Seniors Daniel

junior ADD
Jamie Hedges cheer on
por ttcporrts in the 'Extreme
Games.' A float trip, skits.
Kutsch

Cla� Smither
tard� junior APA
Stephen Booher how to
pr oper-lq execute his pun

fun and

ishment. photo b� Bal'bara

also

Stocek

photo

Russell and
show

and

part

fellowship

c:

we

I

cour tesu

Jared Buswell

was

St.

became instead.

Snack time·

With snacks

>

spread

out

as

the e�e can sce.jurr
ior ADD Christ� Pechnik
arranges the last bag of

far

as

the table

during
studq lounge. "Hav
ing these lounges allows us
to reach more people and

chips
an

on

AP A

let them know

all�

here

b� Barbara

we are r e.

[for them]." photo
Stocek

Questions and

answers

students in the

Pointing
right du-ectlon.junior Lqnn
Dcugher tq. sophomore
Jamie Bos and senior Jes
sica Stone help American
Hts toru students prepare
their exam. APAs

for

hosted

groups for
education tests

stud�

general
throughout the
b�

were

of the weekend.

Knee.' So that's what

.2-

1\

retreat]

the

Python

u

group's]

Super stars
During the APA r-etr eot.
sophomore APA Kristin

Push-up punishment
Being late to an AP A meet

JULIANNA THRALL

�ear. photo

Barbara Stocek

© Oral Roberts University

v

Busv

as a

bee

Hard al work

v

Sophomore AP A Emeko
Okof or helps freshman
Ter r q Vekich on her phqs

tutors

homework. "The AP As
have ver� helpful spirits
and are willing to persist

from another student be

until

broken down into their lan

Senior AP A Thomas Duncan

sophomore Ttff'onq
Boatright. "Students can

ics

sometimes
cause

the� know �ou under
stand," Veklch said. photo b�

better

learn

[the concept]

can

be

guage," Duncan said. photo b�

Barbara Stocek

Barbara Stccek

1\

en

Test time

APAs

=
=

s tudu

==

lounges for each dorm.
Equipped with food and,

'S

more

sponsor

irnp

or

t crrt lu,

e
ca

1:11
-

=

a

'=
=
ca

tudq atmosphere, the
girls of Gabrielle's House
were r eodu for a night of
crunching numbers. photo
s

b�

en

.c:::t
=

is
=
N

Barbara Stocek

Excellence

Encoura
APAs a",d ADDs

The yellow

see

the

pote",tial

shirt, a long -standing trade

Program members
swarmed the campus in their yellow shirts
to direct traffic, answer questions and

implemented an A+ Incen
tive that provided the top A recipient of
the week with a Smarty-Pants Award,
which included a pair of pants full of
study snacks hanging outside the
recipient's door.

minimize the stress and confusion that

AP A Event of the Week was another

mark of

registration,

pressed

was

to start the year. Like

ready

and

bees, Aca

demic Peer Advisior

with the validation process.
AP As devoted much of their attention

came

ensuring
into college
exciting.
to

the induction of freshmen

life

was

"We want to make
awesome.

both seamless and

a new

student's life

We realize that ORU is

ferent world and that college in
a new

to

world,

so we want to

a

dif

general is

do all

we can

get people used to the academic side of

the institution," senior Daniel Russell,
APA

Program Coordinator,

said.

by encouraging scholastic excellence,
providing academic advice, leading study
groups and referring students to various
girls

learn better

habits and realize that it's not im

study
possible

to

get

an

A. It's all about

popular way

to encourage

being

available to my girls when they need
APA
Korene
me," junior
© Oral
Roberts
UniversityMosher said.

study habits

and A+ work. This included Coffee
and

Study Shuttles, which in
volved organizing a group for the pur
pose of studying together.
Night

The APAs teamed up with Commu
nity Outreach to give to Tulsa Public

Schools. Once
tored

a

a

month, each APA

tu

child. The children received

help and encouragement, and the advi
sors

got

a

chance to sacrifice of them

selves and invest in the

The mission of the program was to
assist students in improving their minds

on-campus services.
"I want to help my

Mosher

Through

community.

the AP A tools of the Event

of the Week, A+ Incentives and pro
viding service to schools, APAs were
able to

help others reach their potential
academically and grow in tenacity, en
durance and ability. Using the program
as

a

vehicle to touch

extended

a

caring

those students
and the

hand

new

to

college phase

Angela Smucker

lives, advisors

by supporting
university

the

of life. Story by

> Skaling frenzy
Juniors Christina Valdez,
Vice President of SA Ac

tivities, and E.sther Kim,
Director' of Social func

tions, collect mone� and

give stamps to students
at the

SA-sponsored Skate
Night. Approximatellj 500
students attende� the
event. photo

cour tesu

Jared

.

Buswell

Praying hands
Members of the Fr-eshmen

v

Council

gather in pr-oqer
Bible studu. The
Council was comprised of
35 students who disploue d
leadership, ambition and a
willingness to grow. photo
after

a

cour+esq

Brian

Mccullough

TODD YARGER

C)

"The Freshman

s::
es
o

Council retreat

C)

was

s::
<'J

�irl

E

played �ames,

s:
til
Q)
...

'+-

like
on

swin�
even

a

takin�

A
a

date. We

danced and
roasted

marshmallows.
After

bein�
to�ether, we �ot
to know each other

Banker's hours

>

Junior Jennifer Dell, an SA
bank teller', rnul trtusks

A bile oul of life

At the
Picnic

Back-to-School

sponsored b� the SA.

working
get m� homework done
and see people corning in
and out of the coffee shop.
all while pr ovrdlng a service

freshman Josh Atkinson

for the students." Dail said.

photo

while

her shift. "I

can

photo blj

leg. Other
activities included pluuing
squirt-gun tag and listen
ell_io�s

ing

a

tur keu

to live entertainment.
cour

tesq

.Jor-ed Buswell

Russ Miller

better."

© Oral Roberts University

A

Voice

for

the

"Being a student you don't have a lot of

The smell of french fries and the sound

of oldies music drifted into students'

cars

money,

parked at a Sonic Drive In. As good as that
was, the best thing about students being
able to frequent Sonic for a snack was the
20 percent discount they received when
using their Diamond Cards.

The Senate and the Freshman

was

working under the SA, did their part
to improve conditions for the students.
The Senate passed bills, voted on issues
and implemented changes on campus. The
Freshman Council

ership,

mentored in lead

encouraged
Advisors, chaplains
were

do to

help

help

them

save

Card

was a

God idea,"

the

develop leadership abilities and to
serve and impact our class- all while de
veloping relationships," Freshman
Council President Ryan Brock said.
Together, the SA, Senate and Freshman

students, He said I could
money

...

The Diamond

Aguilar said.
of negotiating with

Council determined to make the students'

companies,

voices heard

on

campus.
"We want to change the students' per
ceptionofORU. The more we can [change
that

given to the student body as a gift from the

perception], the more your degree is
worth," Aguilar said. "The more your de
gree is worth, the more you're on demand.
We want the students to be proud of our

Student Association.

school." Story by Mica Kilstrom

counts on the card. In

turn, the card

Hear ve, hear ve

was

v

A night to remember

A

Rodriguez,

warm

fire,

a

cold

night

senate floor leader, decides
what
bills will be debated.

and

The Senate consisted of 30

freshman Council Retreat.

representing each
dorm, commuters and gradu

The

Tahlequah

was

used to better

ate students. The Senate

quaint the members and
pr-ovide them with Bible

charge

photo b�

marshmallow roast

a

all

were

students

in

or

cil is to

ing
complete. In exchange for free advertis
ing, 12 companies including Papa John's,
McDonald's, Smoothie King, Subway and
California Cleaners stamped their dis

was

of passing bills in

favor of the student

to

Academic Peer Advisors.

the process of select
the discounts featured on the card was

,

was

and members

become Resident

God what I could

asking

After six weeks

Sophomore

Council,

"Our main goal for the Freshman Coun

"When I

"

about

both

in office.

Daniel

[discount]

50 times," senior Nicole Philbrick said.

(SA) was the production and distribu
tion of the Diamond Card. The card, which
came out in
August, gave students and
faculty year-round discounts at places they
needed most. SA President Alex Aguilar
got the idea while praying about his term

v

when you want to treat your
you can do it with a discount...

I've used the Chick Fil-A

tion

�

so

self, [now]

One innovation of the Student Associa

various

People

ingredients

in the

r e tr-e o

t

ac

and fellowship. photo
cour+esq Brian Mccollough
s tudu

bod�.

Barbar'a Stosek

Ensuring democraCY
Graduate student Alex

1\

Aguilar,
listens

SA President.
officer's
to

present problems, ques
tions and solutions at the
E.xecutive SA

Aguilar

was

for the veto
of

meeting.
responsible
or

passage
Senate bills. photo b�

Barbara Stosek

© Oral Roberts University
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Click and shoot

During a meeting, senior
Photograph� E.ditor Russ
Miller discusses pho'togr-c
ph� techniques. The pho
tographers met weekl� to
receive new assignments
for both the Oracle and
the Perihelion. pho to bq Michal
.Joochirnowski

All in a day's work
Yearbook editors, fresh

1\

1\

Stephanie Mendez and
sophomore Christi Bow
man, prove that working
can be fun as the� share a
few laughs with �earbook
man

Chris

Putman

producing

the Peri

advisor
while

Thursday afternoon. Yearbook
editors were rushing to complete pages
by the deadline. Passersby could hear the
frantic tapping of keys on the keyboard as
editors typed their stories and finished
their spreads to accurately record the
memories. When news spread that the
printers were not working, moans of frus
trations echoed throughout the office.
was

gather
conducting

in the Oracle

for
as

The lives of students involved in stu

anything but dull.
Whether working on the yearbook or the
newspaper, staffers were busy making
last-minute changes to capture the year
for the student body.
"Our goal was to give the most com
prehensive and exciting representation of
dent publications

were

every aspect of the lives of those who
make this school unlike any other," said

sophomore

Christi Bowman,

Spiritual

photographer

responsible for the
production of the yearbook, the "Perihe
lion," worked to ensure that the year's
events were recorded accurately and thor
oughly. To do this, editors conducted
interviews and photographers captured
the spirit of the school by taking photos
that represented the diversity found in the
were

Eric

In addition to

Stephen
producing

junior

Vorm.

the

biweekly

student newspaper, "The Oracle," the
editors also produced a special edition of
the paper as a recruitment piece for pro
spective students. They were busy around

making last-minute
tuning details.

the clock

"There

were not as

many

revisions

new

editors,

making the learning curve smaller than it
was coming into the paper last year. Be
of this,

we were

able to focus

on

the

of the paper rather than just pro
a paper," said junior Sheldon

Yoder, News Editor.
To take

Life Editor.
Students who

character of the moment," said

quality
ducing

a

break from the

intensity

of

deadlines and corrections, the newspaper
and yearbook staffs had outings. During a

party

at

Java Dave's, the staffs

were un

escape their love for words as they
socialized outside the office playing Catch

able

to

Phrase.

Nights

like these

proved

a

great

way to relax and make memories of their
own.

well

as

louout room.
got together

at Java Dave's
a

weekend in

Cit�. photo

Michal .loochtrnowskt

the reader's attention and shows the

cause

night

Oklahoma

"We tried to capture the subject in an
interesting way and take a picture that will

and fine

a

members

pra�er before
their meeting

The staff also

students' lives.

grab

staff
in

helion. photo b� Russ Miller

It

Put God first

Oracle

Jennifer Jones
byOral
Story ©
Roberts University

b�

v

Extral Extral Read II aboHl n
Expressions Editor Lind
seq Goodier and Perspec
tive Editor .lccqui Moore
deliver newspapers. "Hav
ing the fruit of m� labor in
m� hands makes all the long
hours and hard work worth
it ali," Goodier said. photo b�
<

Michal .loochnrvowskt

Women at work

Assistant Editor Nick�
Yates and Editor-in
Chief Rebecca Boller
work on their honds and
knees to prepare pages
for approval. I rea"� en
jo� how ever�one on the
staff is dedicated and
how well we work to
gether as a team," Yates
said. photo b� Russ Miller
"

_JOANNA JONES
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"Being on yearbook this year
has given me
such

an

opportu-

to become

nity
patient

C'II

you do when

=

seems

as

a

and it
if

against you?"

Two heads are bener than one
Editor Cherie

Glass

and Graphic De
Ronald
Ho work to
signer
on
an
advertise
gether
ment for the Oracle. "This

has

been

the

classroom.

I

ultimate

would

not
trade the skills and friends
I have been fortunate to

ocqutr e during m� time
here at the Oracle," Glass
said. photo b� Russ Miller
<

All in a day's work

News Editor Sheldon Yoder
and Oracle Editor-in-Chief
Beth Pitts share a classic
moment

of

frustration
Oracle staff
© Oral Roberts University

photo b�
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'i5

every computer
has turned

Advertising

en

person.
What else can

you're on
deadline,

1\

a

journalism
during an
meeting.

Michal .loochtmowskt
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C'II

e
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en
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Happv Hanukkah
Beth Pitts and
sophomores Barbara
Stosek and David Dor clr q]
>

Junior

plou Dreidle, an ancient He
brew game, at the Hebrew
Club Christmas Part� held
at

Assistant Professor

Lenore Mullican's
>

Maniacs

photo courtes�

Junior Justin

After

an

Administrative
So c ie t q

Management
meeting, sophomore John
Buchanan thanks guest
speaker Jeff Magee. photo
b�

Chris

StoseR

Mabee

Center Maniacs vice presi
dent, recruits new mem

Passing the time

v

Ma�o,

Dingess

bers

during

club rush. The

Maniacs had several out

ings throughout the
including CiCi's pizza

�ear
with

the basketball team. photo
Am-on

b�

Svenbq

JOEL ANDERSON
"One

�
o

"0
�

s:
<:J

�
�
�

man

in his time

plays many parts:
technician, student,
repairman, partygoer and friend.
The CT Club enables
tech

Q..

anyone with

E

interest to fulfill

�

o
<:J

these roles.

a

Home-

work isn't the

thing

we

only

share!"

1\

Feliz Navidad

At

the

Spanish

Club

> Aware of the surroundings
Environmental Steward

Club members

Christmas Part�, sopho
more Kara Dixon, logistics

ship

coordinator, and sopho

senior

Melissa Bartlotti

AI�ssa Walker, as
secretar�/trea

assist

in

more

more

Marcus

sistant

Eve lun.

swap club memo
ries with member _junior

StoseR

surer,

Sheri Cashman. photo b� Russ
Miller

sopho
Haggard and

cleaning

photo b�

© Oral Roberts University

Lake

Barbara

of

horne.
Barbara

v

Bunel slVle

Junior Beth Carlson fills her

plate as she passes through
the food line at Psi Chi Rho's
Christmas por tq held in
fireside. The clu-b hosted
events

geared toward pre

paring students for the

psuchologq field. photo b� Chris
Dingess

1\

Presidenlial priorities

1\

of

Am� Palmer, Socletu
Human Resource Management
president. and junior Thomas
Senior

Gancarz, treasurer, finalize

itinerar� before the first
meeting of the �ear. Meeting
topics ranged from "Violence in
the Workplace" to "Leader
ship." photo b� Russ Miller
the

Reaching Oul

After

Social Work Club
meeting, Pastor Bill Wil
son shares his heart with
Assistant Professor Dr.
Joseph Mukasa and fresh
man Jessica Stough. photo

b�

© Oral Roberts University

a

Chris

Dingess

\i-'fekt\ verb, 1:

effect

to cause to

turn, 2: to sway

others for Christ
spiJl'it""aI

life

It

was

grasped

in the

God discussed in dorm

powerful, divinely-inspired Word
rooms.

It

was

witnessed in the

of

unwa

vering commitment of sharing sweat and laughs over 2-by-4s
and paint cans on early Saturday morning outreaches. It was
acquired in a moving response to a Spirit-led altar call in a
creative aerobics class.

day leadership conference
"for the students, by the students." It was glimpsed in the
precious smile of a young girl touched on a mission trip in
Mexico. It was imparted in the Chancellor's fifth revelation
shared with theology-minded students, faculty and staff.
It was captured and conveyed to the nations in Music
Ministries' new self-produced live worship album. It was
revealed in the heart of God exposed to students united and
devoted to worship. It was the inspiration embedded in this
University, one unlike any other, whose foundation was in
grained in spiritual life. This sacred revelation transcended the
typical to become extraordinarily evident in every aspect of
living.
The ultimate Source of this inspiration remained a constant,
as promised, compelling each Golden Eagle to courageously
sway others for the cause of Christ and create an exceptional,
world-changing effect. Story by Christi Bowman
It

§
�
('J
...

\in-spa-'ra-shan\
noun, 1: a divine
influence or action

Co
til

s:

person held to
qualify one to
on

a

receive and

commu ....

nicate sacred

revelation 2: the
action

\movin�

\ect

or

power of
the intel

or

emotions

was

ignited

in

an

intense

two

"

>

Knee bent in prayer

.lunior

chaplain And� T oohill
Wesleu 3, Unrtu, enters
into praise during weeklu
worship. "Our three-point
of

focus

was on

courrtcbllttu

pra�er, ac
and the Word.

We have shifted to

digging

into the Word to discover

T oohill said. photo
tesq Rhett Thomas

r-eclrtq,"
cour

<

Hean for the nations

Dr. .leff

Ogle

over

pra�s

senior Hannah Newlin af

ter

a

chapel

rnlsslcnor-q
was

able to

address

b�

T err� Law. "I
see a man

loved nations and

who

proved

it

with his life. The video he
shared of

Iraq

heart to break
for the
© Oral Roberts University

said.

caused m�
even more

nations," Newlin
photo

.louchnnowskl

b�

Michal

'''When

someone

inspires

me,

they

open the door to
a reality that un

possible things
can
be possible
and

infuse

vvith

a

me

passion

fulfill

to

another

dirneI.'1Sion of my

destiny."
-TRINNIN OLSEN
freshman

'"For me, this year
I've learned to lis
ten and be

led

by
I-loly Spirit

the

and

trust

I-lim.

That's vvhere in

spiration

comes

from-the

I-loly
Spirit just leading
and guiding.'·
-JOSI-IVAJOI-I1"lSON

sophomore

"Inspiration
makes

me

-wa.rrt

to complete my
goals and the

steps

tha t

God

has put in my life
to

fulfill

I-lis

glory:'
-JARRJ:CJ<._ CROWE

junior
"OR U

spired
ally
I

has
me

to

re

look at vvho

a.rrr

and

believe

-w

-CRISTIN

LOMBARDO
senior

b.y

vvhat

believe."

© Oral Roberts University
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Daring 10 be differenl

Taking

a

step of boldness,

man� students respond to
fall Revival speaker Jerr�

Savelle's

challenge

"unwavering

an

to have

commit

ment" to the Lord and to
not compromise. "f aithful
ness means sticking to it,

going all the wou, going the
distance," Savelle said. photo
Eric

b�

Stephen

Vor rn

a

Will your words be of
eternal value?
Will your
..

callin2 pass the test of
fire? This is reality, 2uys;
..

I'm not

entertainin2 you
what in your life counts
.,
for eternity?

.1

.

Th.
ere IS

a

process

preparation and
in the process
where you
...

2et

In

a

purpose
In order to
are

20in2

to 20, to be what you have
to be, there is a

process."

..

Excellence is the mani

festation of God

throu2h

your life... [it] means leav
in2 traces of God every
where...

when

it's

excellence

you've done

your

best."

A

"i Gloria aDios!"

trumpet, ploued b� senior
Richard Oppedisano, jun
ior

Adron

sophomore
unite

to

and

John Curcio,

cccomponq Jose

Miranda in

photo b�

Palmer

a

Chris

Spanish
Dingess

Blessing His holv name
Sophomore Andrea Vanse
>

The sounds of the trom
bone, alto saxophone and

song.

helps lead worship as a part
of frontline. "I think that
m� favorite part is just
being able to look out [from

the

stage]
and

bodu
changed,"
b�

to the student

see

people being

Vanse said. photo

Russ Miller

© Oral Roberts University

ith the

electrifying

Life," students visualized

presence of God in the

the need for the messge of
Christ to be spread to

room,

thousands entered

Christ's

Chapel on Mon
days and VVednesdays to
find a seat in their wing's

istries focus

section of the sanctuary.

people who are already full

Chapel provided oppor
tunities to unite in worship
and prayer. Many openly

of the Word, while there

basked in the presence of
God, staying long after ser
VIces were over.

"We're

praising God,
we're praying together cor
porately and openly," jun
ior Jolece Money said.
Not only was this year
set

apart with

a new sense

unreached nations.
"A lot of Christian min

people in this world who
are starving for salvation,"
senior Cinsia Bristol said.
Dr.

Myles Monroe's ex
hortation planted a desire
in many to rise to
level of excellence.

thinking about this
everyday. am I doing this
'

...

in excellence?"

A

senior

One of the

ing aspects

also for
loved

the undeniable presence of
the Lord.
"I

sense

a

different,

trations

convey his

mes

seem

numerous

over

There's

...

a

rated with the "Bread of

McMillan and Christi Bowman

this

a

=
-

:::;

pass owcq. photo b�

Address. He

place," Faculty

Chaplain

one

student who had

WhOlly Holy
President Richard Roberts ap
peals to the student bcdq dur
ing the State of the Univer si tq

great anointing

on

a

A

students

flowing barrels of bread
piled on the character por
traying those who are satu

Mills

Russ Miller

to be better students.
a

Chaplain Cindl:-j

opens the service with a mov
ing pr ouer for the speaker and

inspir
chapel was

most

of

Praying in power

Women's

Rene Schroeter said.

heavier anointing

sage. As

a new

"I'm

Luce, used dramatic illus
to

saved

are

of freedom in

worship but
was also marked by diverse
chapel messages.
One chapel speaker,
Teen Mania president Ron

on

to pursue

Dr. Frank Hult

ness"

gren said. Story by Jennifer

a

encouraged them
"quest for whole

end fulfill the call to ho

liness. photo b�

eric

Stephen

Vorm

�-----------------------------+-

<

Bringing

Junior

a

sacrifice of praise

Joanne

freshrn.an John

Ball

and

f essler

continue in worship after
the evening fall revival ser
vice.

photo b� eric Stephen Vorm

© Oral Roberts University

A

There is a purpose

Students en_jol:-j the antics
of Metro Ministries direc
tor Bill Wilson. He

spoke
"theologq in the
threshing," describing
three general tl:-jpes of
people in the bcdu of Christ.
about the

photo b�

Russ Miller

"Cord"uallv His

>

Senior Ben Beresh

guitar

to

dents into

uses

his

the stu

bring

praise. "We have

lot of diverse talent. dif

a

ferent

people

and instru

ments," Beresh said, who
has been a pad of Music
Ministries for three �ears
and has plcqed the guitar

for

St�ai9ht
II

People

eight. photo b�

Russ Miller

'F�oW\ the Hea�t

...

drawn to Souls �'

are

Fire because it's

expressive

an

!i!roup; there is an emphasis on
freedom-even the rehearsals
intense and like. 'Let's let

are

down
new

our

II

inte!i!rity
!i!0od for

Music

Ministry

youth

service

choir

really care."

memory from
tour was at a

favorite

My

see a

in the

leaders who

see

[also)

can

It's

leadership.
to

I

hair.'

level of

in

Charleston,

I felt the need

North Carolina.

up and encoura!i!e those
who hadn't !i!iven their life to

to

step

the Lord to do
certain that it
the

Lord,

ent.
to

so.

was a

I wasn't

word from

but I had to be obedi

I learned it is better for

step

and look foolish then for
one

lot

some

not to hear what God wants

to say to them.
II

me

out in blind obedience

"

I think Music Ministries is
more

like

a

this year
fun when we have

family

...

It's always
choir on sta!i!e because that
many personalities all focused
on the same
!i!0al makes it in

terestin!i!

and

excitin!i!."

>

Be still and know

Senior

Kell�

reverence

...

Bell stands in

during chapel.

Bell's soprano voice minis
tered through frontline,

choir and the east coast
six-week tour
summer

Russ Miller

during

the

of 2002. photo b�
© Oral Roberts University

<

111&-I11III

v Put

frontline singers sopho
more Tim Manigault, _jun
ior Chris

of

Students celebrated the

Overton,

seniors

Ministries

Paige

Bostwick rehearse their

parts
b�

key

were

elements of Music Minis
tries' ultimate goals. Front

line, choir and band worked

together

to usher the

body
of Christ into praise and
worship during chapels,
campus church, summer
ministry tours and other
If there
that

ence

before

chapel. photo

Russ Miller

was one

the service

as

closed with

a

was

rendition of

"Who is Like the Lord?"
E.ric

Stephen

Vorm

and time before

evening

campus church

spent

was

rehearsing.
Souls A' Fire,

sion of Music

provided

an

an

exten

Ministries,

alternative to

the genres of worship tradi

tionally
II

we

offered.

Souls is unique because

sing gospel music [that

captured

experi

temporary. We

the

tial because

es

are essen

help give a
who the body

we

full view of

anointing.

of Christ is made up of,
sophomore vocal leader

of this year, it was a
higher level of God's

The commit

ment to live

a

holy

life be

fore the Lord also became

II

Tim

Manigault

As

a

said.

whole, Music Min

this

istries strived to build unity

Choir Director
year,
Edwin Miranda said.

and to grow to new levels
of intimate worship as they

Before services, mem
bers prepared themselves

exalted the Lord.

to enter and lead others

Music Ministries to

emphasis

for

us

II

into

the presence of God through

prayer.

Practicing
new

Lord

photo b�

sence

an

istries

is] both traditional and con

events.
II

members make

their debut at Music Min

chapel on the first
Wednesdcq of September.

Music

and commitment

Returning

Miriam Cowans and Mindi
Wallace and Director

xcellence, anointing

vour hands together

songs

experience

and

was

learning
a maturing

for members.

An hour each

Thursday

"Overall, God has used

truly

change my life and my out
look on what true worship
really is," said junior Front
line singer Elizabeth
Gustafson. Story by Gladys
Trasorras

A "Praise

"
...

Sophomore Tim Burch
plous the tambourine dur
ing chapel. Burch also
ploued the congas and sang
in frontline and in the choir.

photo b�
A

E.ric

Stephen

Vor-m

Vfnh everything in me

freshman

Combs

Mar� Catherine
sophornor-e

and

David Burris sing at cam
pus worship. photo b� Russ
Miller

© Oral Roberts University

Him with tambourines

orship Without Constraint
CaW'\p'-'\s vvol"ship:

I'\e vv

heplace: where appear

on

the eter

service: campus
a

can

of God,"

knees. He said, 'Let the fire

set aside to

of God pour

heartbeat

junior

SLDD

David Williams said.

Sunday evening services
on

a

new

form the

second semester as campus
church transitioned into

campus worship. The for
mat of the service changed
from

Kell�

Shields gives

a

during
tense, spirit-led worship.
photo b�

in

Russ Miller

focus

teaching
and scheduled speakers to
embracing a deeper empha
sis on worship. Students
a

shared

on

testimonies

of

God's work in their lives.
"BUI I gOI mv aerobics poinlsl"
Junior SLDD Jennifer f os

Men's

A

ter

asks, "Wh� do I need

wholeness?" foster stressed
the standard for wholeness
exceeds aerobics

points

church attendance.

and

photo b�

Russ Miller

A

Beller Ihan laser eve surgerv

the congas

After

plouing
during worship, speaker
E.astman Curtis challenged

Chaplain

Chaplain Cindy Mills were
prompt to obey the Holy
Spirit's direction as they
led many of the services
throughout the year.

The Quesl: Wholeness

Junior Nick Larson refers
to 2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1 in

sharing

about wholeness.

students to receive "Jesus
contact lenses" and see
others the wuu God does

Junior E.lizabeth

in love.

b� Russ

photo b�

Joe Kohutek

Jose

Miranda and Women's

>

also
vice

worship. Everyone
praying and got on their

time that the

connect with the

took

off for
was

students

sacrifice of praise

of the

and he had the lights turned

"I feel it's

Junior

one

tions and focus

worship.

Sweel surrender

was

heal"t

students remove all distrac
nal. The

A

"There

SaW'\e

first campus [worships]
when Jose was speaking,

ances

fade. The time: when

foc'-'\s,

Upshur
spoke during this ser
led b� the SLDDs. photo
Miller

© Oral Roberts University

on

us.'

[I

re

member] thinking I wanted
to pray that every day. God
has totally been answer
ing," senior Carissa Little
said.

Many students took cam
pus worship services seri
ously and utilized the time
to mature in the Lord. As

the sanctuary overflowed
with God's presence, stu

dents, sensitive to his move,

responded by uniting
praise.
"What I learned at

in

cam

[worship] is that God is
working in my life-chang
ing me from glory to glory,
making me more like Jesus
every day," junior Jay Em

pus

said. Story by John Kowalik
and Christi Bowman

<

Prayer warriors

Junior

joins

chaplain

Undre Alee

in pra�er with fellow

attendants of the

weekk]

pre-service pra�er
held in the

time

Holq Spirit Room.

Alee described the pr-oqer
as "a time of agreement."

photo b�

Joe Kohut.ek

St .. aieht F .. oW\ the Hea .. t
lit

One

...

I like about

thin�

cam

free

is the

spiritual
pus worship
dom that comes from unstruc
tured

worship.

I [ also]

really

like

the discernment that the lead
will not

[Miranda]
and

or

a

word of

I remember

had

�ive

Jose

a sermon

[instead] have worship all

ni�ht
iU

Sometimes

take.

ers

a

prophecy."
time when I

one

lot to do and

was

espe

�ave the time to
God and went to campus [wor

cially

tired

...

1

ship], [Afterward]
able to

lously

done and still

hour."

decent

lit

The

worship

I

was

miracu

�et everythin�
�et to bed at a

is

a

lot freer

[at

campus worship]; there's no
time constraints on it. It's powerful. [I love how] the altar is

always open, and there's always
the opportunity for prayer.
I
have probably had my most

amazin�

<

Cries of "Freedom!"

.lunior s Erika Ponce and

Ennie

Oqedeji

lose them

selves in the presence of
the LOI�d during campus

worship. "You are free to
worship an� wa� �ou
want it's personal to me,
just to be with God."
Ouedejt said. photo b� Russ
...

Miller

© Oral Roberts University

A

prayer times

there."

Illglng d. HII lOll 'oreler

Sophomore Shell� Preslar
plcqs the keuhour d as
Choir

Director Edwin
Miranda. juniors Ttff onq
Watkins and Elizabeth

Gustafson.

senior

Ebonu
Hetherington and sopho
mores
Lindseu Miller and
David Collins praise the
Lord. photo b� Russ Miller

>

It's all about Jesus

Tuesdou night devos.
worship rose
from Wesleu three as jun
At

a

sounds of

iors Adam Kuert and Aaron

Mitchell

magnified the Lord

with others from the wing.
Unit�'s devos opened at
10:30 with songs and a'ii

discourse"fromjunior
chaplain And� T oohill. photo

er�

cour

tcsq Rhett

Thomas

"Last devos I talked about
living for today. Live for the
instead of tomorrow be

now

cause

if

we

start

living

for to

morrow, we will miss out on what
God has for us right now."

"On Eden, Frances one,
focusing on what it

been

to be

per,
has

an

unquenchable worship

learning
a

heart

worshipping
stances,
can't

we've
means

to be
so

someone

who

committed to

God that circum

other

people

and time

damage it."

"Oevos have been a time of
equipping not just getting in
formation, but making it apply
to everyday life, making ab
stract ideas tangible, fleshing
...

out your

faith."
ENRIQUE JACKSON

>

Circle of love

Sophomore chaplain
becca

.lcckson

Re

leads

a

morning devotional at the

Program retreat
in Tahlequah in October. The
studq was focused on hav
ing an eternal perspective.
Honors

photo

cour

tesq

Jared Buswell

© Oral Roberts University

Totally Devoted
acked into

to Him,

a room on

cards that I had made them,

beds, camping chairs and

reminding them that they
were all originals and were
fearfully and wonderfully

bean, bags,

it

just the
act of coming together for a
time of united worship and made," Ponce said.
Frances 12, Upper Room,
prayer that made weekly
devotionals memorable.
was able to bring culture to
"As we started to wor the devos experience.
"One of the girls of our
ship, we individually fo
cused on God and forgot wing, she's from Singapore,
about ourselves. Focusing served an authentic Asian
on God
through classes was meal. It was really great,"
a big stress relief thanks to
freshman Alex Bailey said.
Students enjoyed spend
devos," senior Benj
Scherger said.
ing quality time with their
Chaplains strived to set wing mates. Encouraged
high standards through cre and led by chaplains, they
atively structured weekly shared verses, prayer and
devos.
testimonies to enhance spiri
Junior Erika Ponce, chap tual growth and intensify
lain of Unity, Susie three, their relationships with the
gave cutout scripture verses Lord.
to the girls on the wing and
"It's midweek devos, it's
left candies on their doors keeping you in check. To
to remind them about me, it's a reminder to keep
devos. At the end of devos, my thoughts pure and live
she would make sure that my life according to God's
she gave each girl a hug.
word," freshman David
was

"[Once] I had them put
their

fingerprints

on

little

�

More than a wing thing
Sophomore Sherr q Peters
A

and

freshman

Jessica

Aguilar of Susie four, Rock,
join their brother wing for
co-ed devos.

Worship was
followed b� sharing and
marshmallow roasting.
photo b�

Russ Miller

Girls iust wanna praise Him
Re_juvenated after fall
A

break, ladies worship

in the

Room

at a
Holu Spirit
Thur sdou night women's
meeting. photo cour tesq Mind�

Garofalo said. Story by Gladys

Wallace

Trasorras

<

Is that so;»

Senior

chaplain

Crout engages in
sation with a

conver

_juniors Angela Dearmond

at

and Deana Ball listen to

girl
Comanche Park. Wings of
ten designated devo time
to reaching the lost thr-ough
various outreaches. photo
Barbal'a Stock

© Oral Roberts University

Jov comes in the morning
With a picnic breakfast.

A

Shannon

b�

,junior chaplain Candace
Murdock in the alcove of
Susie two, Red. photo b�
Christi Bowman

=
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'ii
=
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'5.
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A

Blood bank

Donating

>

to the American

Greatest of these

Making an impact one smile
sophomores Kim

Red Cross, freshman .loel
Ra� was lovingl� referred

at a time,
be r lu

nurses.

Grimes and E.rin
Louder and freshman
Miracle Marshall gather

donation to

around two �oung Tulsa
residents near Vic tor u

to

Old

as

faithful

b�

While giving blood,
the tube broke, causing his
ter

spill. E. ven af
a
cleanup, others hesi

Christian's Dream Center
for Adopt-a-Block out

tated to

use that seat.
photo b� Barbara Stosek

reach. photo b� Chris Dingess

"F�Of'Y\ the Hea�t

St�aieht
IU

...

To be able to pray with the
to see the results of

homeless,
them

�ettin� a job, actually
�ivin� you somethin� or tell
in� you, 'You've been an an�el
to me'

-

that' s what

keeps

me

�oin� [on the Oou�hnut Run]
Sunday."

every
IU

If I

bein�

am
a

not

out and not

�oin�

servant to

others,

basically sta�natin�
am
receivin� spiritual
any out.

not

�ivin�
establishin�
ships and witnessin�
It's effective."
about

til

I

am

because I

food and
It's

just

relation
to others.

One time at the MENO Crisis

Pre�nancy Center,
this little

there

boy, probably

was

about

four years old; he just came over
and sat on my lap and wanted me
to read him this book. That's all

he

did,

happy.

and it
You

love of God

just

made him

so

to show the

�et
throu�h you."

>

Dare to dream

During

an

Adopt-a-BlocR

outreach. junior

Calvin

Battle encourages a �oung
boq. Between 40 to 100 vol
unteers

spent Saturda�

mornings building relation

ships with Tulsa residents.
After an hour of worship
and pra�er at the Dream
Center, the� formed

groups and ministered door
© Oral Roberts University
to door. photo b� Chris Dingess

v
<

Two bvtwo

Juniors Kalista Kunz and
Nizam Rahim _join forces
to load wrapped Beanie

Babies into bins for distr'i
button to

needq

childr-en at

the close of the annual
Christmas Outreach. photo

b�

Chr-isti Bowman

A Continuous
-H-------------

ays of
a

sunlight
effect

blinding

danced

on

caused

as

they

rippling
pure, refreshing

water fed

into the

turquoise

sea.

The

Shannon Jones said.
The opportunities to give

=

but to

';:

were

not

prestigious

distant

mountain

reflected

"It's the satisfaction of

peak

from its surface. The lake
was so

beautiful, so healthy,

you made a dif
ference in someone else's

due to

an

outlet. The water

life and whether they know

did not sit stagnate in the
pool but gave out as much
as

it took in.

munity
an

Outreach served

as

outlet in their lives and

grew because of it.
Outreaches varied from

playing

football with chil

dren at Comanche Park to

en
,...

l1l:I'

knowing

it

not, God knows it,"
sophomore Nicholas West
or

ers

Students believed Com

a
'5

many the often unrecog
nized service was one of

a

lucid that

-io--_-

freshman

trees, hills and

were so

Michal .Joochtrnowskt

Outpouring

many affirmative aspects
involved.

depths

Christopher Pa�ne
a woman in need.
participating in
outreach to the rnerrtollq
handicapped were able to
share Christ's love b� pro
viding food, house cleaning,
fellowship and pra�e('. photo
pra�s for
Students

b�

let the j-Aivej-A flovv

day's work,"

the face of the

lake. A flow of

Power of prayer

Junior

said.

As students had
ti ve effect
were

on

posi
others, they
a

blessed in return.

"There is this guy who
lives at the YMCA. It was

really

cold

[outside], and

God put it on my heart to
give him my winter

sorting furniture pieces and
vinyl siding for Habitat for coat. He just got this amaz
Humanity. The diversity of ing smile on his face," Di
service projects allowed rector of Wing Ministries
students to glorify God as junior Aaron Wendt said.
"M y passion for people and
they utilized their talents.
"I think that mostly my my heart for evangelism has
gifting is serving people, motivated me." Story by
Christi Bowman
and I really enjoy a hard

"

Her arms overfloweth

Junior Jamie Curtis

gets
holidou spirit b�
sorting tous with other
into the

Gamma Beta Phi members
at

the Salvation

photo b�

..

"

Signin' Up

Sophomor-e

Stephanie

Deain manages the Prison
Pen Pal Ministr'� booth

during Cornrnunrtq Out
r ench
Rush. Sophomore
Johanna Henr� and _junior
Kevln Rose get informa
tion about the first meet

ing. photo b�
© Oral Roberts University

Arm�.

Christi Bowman

Russ Miller

Commissioned to Show His Love
"

"

The last words

...

Jesus

spoke to His disciples

in Matthew reverberated in
the hearts and souls of 174
students

they sacrificed
to produce an

as

themselves

effect in others.
The core purpose of mis
of nation

sions

was

wide

evangelism. In the
of the September 11

wake

one

events, those called to mis
sions

pursued sharing

the

vital message of restoration
and

hope

to

Through the Savior's eves
Missions Director Dennis

A

Russell ministers to chil
dren in Juarez, Mexico. photo
cour-tesu Missions Department
Divin' in

Val-winger prepares to take
a leap of faith off the pam
per pole. The purpose was
to challenge participants
to step out of their com
fort

zones.

photo

cour

tesq

Steele

Bethanlj

Servants of all

Trash
more

nior

bags hand, sopho
Emil� Robinson, se

Debbie Strawn and

fervent, united prayer.
"We all gathered around
and prayed for [the letters

asking
people

viding

in

Montana.
Steele

borders to share the

crossed

gospel.

"It's all about loving God
and

loving people-being

smile," said senior Rachel

senior

Highland, team leader of a
month-long trip that ven

them,"

faithful in pro
for every team. For
was

tured into Canada.

Taking

on

the Great

the first time since the Mis

Commission, these modem

sions

Department's begin

day disciples

ning

in 1976, all the funds

were

raised for the 16

sum

trips, according to Mis-

dren. Story by Christi Bowman

Sharing from the hean

"One of the best decisions

life" is the wa�
graduate student and New

of

shared the

message of their Savior's
undying love for His chil

m�

leader

Evan

Essenburg describes his
missions participation at
the 2003 Missions Chapel.

Bethanlj

some teams

support]

Joanna Moore said.

God

nationwide min

that would

volunteer to clean up at
the Crow Agenc� Indian
cour t e sq

crusade.

His hands, His feet, His

for

York

Reservation

experience] untouched,"
said sophomore Holly Page,
whose team joined Dr. Ri
chard Roberts for a healing

istry,

_junior Bethan� O'Connor

photo

saw a

through

>

in

lady get out of a
wheelchair, [a lady] that I
was able to pray for...you
cannot walk away [from that
"I

in power and grace

mer

A

teams went into the field.

cus was on

recei ve

At ropes course, graduate
student team leader Bill

The power of prayer con
tinued to be revealed as the

covered

sent out

Dennis

Russell.

were

and the
1\

Director

Although the primary fo

America.

The teams

sions

team

photo blj

Eric

Stephen

Vorm

© Oral Roberts University

<

Being His hands and feel

Ignoring fatigue and the
tickq heat of Oaxaca,

s

Mexico,
Moore

signs of

senior

checks
a

Joanna
the

vital

resident. Sheets

sel'ved at makeshift hos

pitals as the team brought
modern medicine to remote

villages.

photo cour tesu
Department

sions

ht

Mis

FJ40m the. He.aJ4t
lUI

...

What is

ministry without
prayer? Prayer allows the em
powerment of God in our lives;
our trip was bathed in it. Our
to

was

prayer

fire to

brin2

Mexico. Our prayers
continue to be answered.

were.,

lUI

At the end of each

site,

our

come

team

ministry
[in Seattle] would
and talk about

t02ether

all the

people

talked to. We

we

then would write their
a

and

name on

chalkboard. By the end of the

week

we

were

able to look at

the chalkboard covered
names

and

point

out

touched. It

with

specific
such

people
a
powerful testimony of the love
we

of
lUI

Jesus."
Every day [at the
Reservation]

would

run

to

us

and flock around

sweet and

love and

"Palo paIO gal/ina !"
Juniors Dana Palser and
Nicole Boucher join other
A

...

...

team members in

pla�ing

"Duck, duck, goose" with
some

of the childr-en ot las

Masawguas,

an

area

Mexico where team

in

merrr

bel's ministered dur-ing
their two-week trip. photo

cour+esu

Missions

© Oral Roberts University

Department

=
-

'C

'a.
en
=

-=t

Indian

so

was

-=

Montana
the

us

...

they

precious,

hun2ry

kids

from the bus
were

full of

for it too.

"

>

An hour of healing

Dr. Richard Roberts lous
hands on _junior Tara

Dawson

and

pr-cus for

of

healing
ftbr-ornuolgto
during Spring Revival. A
message was given on
seven nations
opposing ls
r-eel and the need for deliv
erance from those same

spirits. photo b�

E.ric

Stephen

Vorrn

M

This is the year for
anointin�, a year for
of

witness,

a

double

doublin�

year for, I believe,
of salvations. I'm

a

doublin�
lookin� for doublin� in every
area of my life. I'm
believin� for
every area of my life to increase.ftJ
a

U

so

wants to open you up
vessel for His Holy Spirit

[God]

to be

a

that when you walk, it's like
walkin�. When you act, it's

God

like God

actin�. When
talkin�.

you talk.
And you
take the wisdom and the power

it's like God

and the wealth of

almi�hty God,

and you chan�e this world for
the kin�dom of God."
..

We don't have to �o throu�h
or burdened

life double-minded

down. God �ave

Spirit-Christ
a

new

us

the

in us-to

understandin�.
mysteries

and

us

We don't

have to live the rest of
with

Holy

�ive
our

lives

problems.

He said He would search them
out for

"

us."

Ten years and running

Pressing on toward the
goal, President Richard and
first Lcdq Lmdsou Rob
erts are honored in chapel
.lonuor q 27. The date
marked the decade onnl
on

of Roberts' presi
photo cour tesu Campus

ver-sor q

dencq.

Photograph�

>

The hean of wholeness

President Richard Roberts
ministers during the last

evening of a crusade
geria. "There were

in Ni
more

healings this night than an�
other. I pr oboblu had [up]
people who carne to

to 500

platform to testrtq of
healing,"Roberts said. photo

the

cour

tesq George

Fisher

© Oral Roberts University

Striving for a Higher Level
-+-1-----

,

l"'aisi"'9

before

ever

can

I

the sta",dal"'d of holi",ess

re

which he charged members

member a time when people

of the

have been

desperate

for wholeness and holiness.

hungry for the Lord,"
said President Richard Rob

"They're inseparable,"

more

and

erts

after

a

four-day

heal

ing crusade in Abakliki, Ni
gena.
Hundreds of

Nigerians

swarmed the stage, prais
ing the Lord and testifying

of dramatic

healings.

"M y first love is the heal

ing ministry,

and I think it

has to be that way, lest the
ministry be lost. This is not

University that has a min
istry but a ministry that has
a University,"Roberts said.
Students and faculty on
campus fulfilled a challenge
raised by First Lady Lind
a

say Roberts to lift the stan
dard of the ministry by

planting seed faith to raise
enough money to purchase
a critically needed ultra
sound machine for a Nige
rian hospital. This commis
sion stemmed from the

University

strive

to

President Richard Roberts
said of the two. "How

can

you be whole unless you
are holy? When I kicked

off this year in August, it
was in an effort to do more
than

keep

goal

was to

a

standard.

My

raise the stan

dard while others

are

low

ering theirs."
During the intense two
days set aside for Spring
Revival, strongholds were
exposed and spiritual
breakthroughs were made.
Lindsay Roberts chal
lenged listeners to wholly
take on the identity of Jesus
during a chapel service.

1\

are

made in the

of Christ. You're to walk

...

University Address, during

Boller and Christi Bowman

to cancel classes for the

'C

rest of the

en

dcq. photo b� Eric

Vorrn

Prophetic power

and

gives him a word about

a new

encampment

of

an

gels. photo b� Eric Stephen Vorrn

< Recording histOry
Chancellor Oral Roberts

1\

shares the fifth

pr ous for students during
fall Revival. Roberts spent

major

revelation of his lifetime in
which God revealed the
value of pr cqtng in other
tongues. photo b� Eric Stephen
Vorrn

© Oral Roberts University
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Victorious breakthrough
President Richard Roberts

time in pra�er and peti
tioned for the Untver-srtq.

photo b�

Eric

Stephen

'a
....

""

Focultu Chaplain Dr. frank
Hultgren pr cqs for PreSi
dent Roberts during chapel

Him, look like Him
Whatever He did, you're to
do greater works," Lindsay
Roberts said. Story by Rebecca

'Ii

1\

like Him, talk like Him, act

President's State of the

::::i

President Richard Roberts

Stephen

image

like

!!

-

"Y ou' re to be like Christ.
You

It takes two

During the last session of
Spring ReVival, first Lcdq
Lmdscq Roberts helps the
student bod� persuade

Vorrn

\i-'fekt\ verb, 1: improve, 2: to raise the bar,
effect 3: to inspire others to excellence
acadeW\ics

The year began with mixed emotions. Freshmen dealt with
feelings of being away from the familiar and seniors the
excitement of their last year.
Although the sacrifice of grueling hours

hitting

the books

enjoyable, the result- excelling- was. Classes brought
students together; the love of God kept them there. Whether it
was learning more about one's future career or meeting new
classmates, each student had an unexplainable drive to keep
moving forward.
was not

While

some

students

were

called to the classroom, others

preparing to preach from the pulpit. All had one mandate
echoing in the back of their minds-go into the world and bring
about change. And go they did. From the Art Department to the
Theology Department, students inspired each other to reach
were

out.

\a ='kam-plish-ma tlt\

noun, 1: comple tion
2: a quality or

a.
E
o

g
�

ability equippinq
one for society 3: a
special skill or
ability acquired by
traitlitl� or practice

Nursing majors flew around the world to share God's love
with the people of Nigeria, while business and communica
tion arts majors organized a leadership conference, "Ignite,"
to teach students how to touch the world. Students in the Music

Department and drama program lived out their dreams by
writing and performing their own work for their peers.
The students' hard work both in and out of the classroom

demonstrated their love for God's

people. Story by Stephanie

Mendez
>

The commissioning

Assistant

professor

Don

Eland pr oqs over senior
Jamie Ausdemore while

_journalism
Chris

instructor

Putman

washes

Ausdemore's feet. photo b�
Russ Miller
<

In the strobe light

Junior Chris Crawford (as
Jesus) and sophomore

Lorr-u Wilson (as John the
Baptist! Judas) perform in
Godspell. a musical about
the Gospel of Matthew. "I
wanted to show Christ
a

as

real person. Part of that

accomplishment was es
tablishing relationships
with each of the charac

© Oral Roberts University

ters and seeing Christ in a
new light." Crawford said.

photo

cour

tesq

Jared Buswell

'''We need
excellent
ery

area

to

in

of

be
ev

our

lives because it is
all

"Worship

unto

the Lord."
-MICHELLE

MCGLAUN
freshman

academics

'''The

here prornoteyou
to

accomplish,

strive,

to

to

do your

best. Because

"We

have Oral's mis

and

vision,

have

some

sion
"We

thing

look to

to

"Ward."
-AIMEE RAILE

sophornore

"My teachers
pushed me to
become
em

more

bellished

academically,
spiritually and
physically."
-DEOQUILL
GRANT

junior

"I

feel

the

pro

fessors
to

really try
emphasize in

dividual relation

ships

"With

the

students. Prof es

genuinely

sors
care

for the

dents

and

stu

that

leads to academic
excellet'1ce.'

,

--CLAY SMITHER
senior

© Oral Roberts University
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Messv hands

Senior
works

pots

Heather
on

slab

a

start out

Tassoul

pot.
as

The

rolled

pieces of cla� placed around
a

tube and allowed to

dr�,

then removed and carved.
"I

want

to

teacher; I have

be

an

art

olwcqs

loved

art. I want to pass that on
to the students," T assoul
said.

1\

Defining lines

Sophomore
due works

Michelle Mor

on a

project for

class. Each student

required
well

as

for the
the old

to

use a

islands of

was

grid as
shapes

assignment. "I chose
lad� because of the

contrasts

her

in

face,"

Mordue said.

If

1\

Inside Ihe lines

Sophomore Enrique
son uses

Building UP
Sarah
Junior
>

Jack

Prismacolors. Ex

speaks

perimenting with color in
design teaches students

Chair

what colors work best to

was

gether. "As
tries

rna

a

Youth Minis

jor, I will

use

the

designing
logos and the color scheme
in the uouth room," Jack

principles

son

said.

in

with

Wright
Department

Stuart Branston

about her piece. The class
working on boxes con

structed from slabs of

clcq. "Being

able to create

with m� hands is a ver�
gr o ttf qtng experience,"

Wright

said. photos b� Michel

© Oral Roberts University

Joachirnowski

< Every line counls
I freshman Seth Rainwater
I works on a
grid project.

I

Each student's work

disploued

was

down the art hall

fOI' all who wanted to ad
mire the work. "What l liked

vApple whal
Senior Karen
at

Wright sits
during one of
graphic design classes.

a new

her

iMac

The lab received

puters

for the

class

graphic design

con

torrtlq encouraged me to
grow or ttsttcollq," Rainwa

can

ter said.

said.

s

Where is it that you find

computer

most about Mr. Latta's

that it

your artistic

m�

rraoet of

inspiration?

because I

"My ultimate inspi

euttvttq to
design newthings,"Wright
use

_

-+--------------------�-

new com

lab this �ear. "I have al
wous loved art and I love

was

_+-

cr

ration

God. I
make
are

comes

just
sure

from

have to

my eyes

open."

-MARY ANNA SIMON

sophomore

"I

receive

most

of

my artistic inspira
tion from the -world
around me:'
-AARON VOSS
freshman

Breaking the Mold
Doing

free lance for Men in

Black II and Star Wars

having a
hanging on a
or

wall

seem

Episode II
personal painting
renowned artist's

like unattainable

but not for Art

goals,

majors.

To maximize their opportunities
Art

majors

Suttles

like senior Rachel

encouraged to enter
national competitions. Suttles was
a

were

finalist in the Black and White

Photo division of the Best of Col
Annual 2002.

lege Photography
"I was in Europe and saw a little
boy in a wedding party who didn't
even

the

reach the adults' knees. It was

only picture I took of him,

and

I didn't think it would turn out. It
ended up being the best one so I
entered it and won," Suttles said.
In order to

keep up with current
trends and changes in technology,
the department needed to expand
and improve the computer graph
ics lab. Due to a gift from the
Sanders Foundation, the depart
ment was able to enlarge the room
and update the technology in or
© Oral
Roberts
der to better
train
the University
students. The

labs

by both graphic de
sign print majors and graphic de
sign video majors.
"The renovations in the lab keep
us on the cutting edge and make
the labs more user friendly," said
Department Chair Stuart Branston.
During both the fall and spring
were

used

semesters, seniors

were

able to dis

the work

play
during

their

they had produced
college career at the

Senior Show. In order to invite oth
ers

to the event, students created

advertising brochures. Weekly
meetings were held in order to fi
nalize details.
"I feel that the past four years
have been preparation leading up
to

this moment when I

can

show

what God has

taught me. The show
is a way to sum up the highs and
lows of the preparation," senior
Josh Andes said.

Students

dream, draw and

they

encouraged

were

create

felt led to do

as

to

whatever

the

profes

and instructors aided and sup
ported them in their endeavors.
sors

Story by Stephanie Mendez

Artistic Creations

ited to the Music

notes? Will the actors remember

Students also used drama

their lines? These

creative outlet

of

were

the fears

students this year.
Those involved in music and
some

wonderful and

humbling,"

said.

Cottingham
Original talent

wrights,

to

lim

was not

Department.

become

as a

play

actors and actresses.

opportunity to express them
selves through artistic outlets.
Whether singing or acting, they
knew their work could touch

talked to each other after Jesus

were

motivated

by

the

a

life for God.

words of Psalm 91 in

A German

betrayed and taken away.
Lillard was inspired during a
was

"People relate to it [music] and
feel so much when they listen to
it," senior Amy Cottingham said.
Cottingham composed a song
titled "Our Trust" inspired by the
commemo

ration of September 11. The song
was sung during the Chamber

Singers' Christmas concert dur
ing College Weekend.
"You spend time and effort
and energy creating this work.
Then people take the time to
learn it and perform it, and the

church service; two months later

dialogue was finished.
"The experience was amaz
ing. The idea was God-inspired.
It felt like I wasn't even doing
it, and the end product made me
the

think, WOW," Lillard said.
These students

during

a

uses

stu

an

audience members. Story by

Stephanie Mendez

_jazz

band concert. The concert
also featured

guest _jazz
.lourneq.
"I en_jo� the obilrtq to ex
press m�self through m�
ploqing." Diaz said. photo b�
band Sentimental

Joe Kohutek

Ladies meet

Sophomore Ashle� Lunch,
Kell� Cretti and

freshman

_junior Amanda Gonzalez

perform a scene from
"When Shakespeare's La
dies Meet." The pla� was
directed b� senior Amanda
Spenner for Showcase, a
production b� the Direct
ing class. photo
Amanda

able to

artistic expres
sion that reaches the lives of the
dents to create

plcqs

"

were

demonstrate how God

One and two

Junior Michael Diaz

the drums

so

major, senior Jerry
Lillard, had a passion for his mi
nor, drama. Lillard wrote a play
about what might have hap
pened if Peter and Judas had

drama

v

audience is affected. It is

Imagine spending months
writing and rewriting a script or
music piece. It is opening night
and the work is being put to the
test. Will the singers hit the right

cour

te sq

Spenner
© Oral Roberts University
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Look eut

freshmen .loel Swails and
.lohn Owens and
mores

Lindseq

sopho

Miller and

Lor r q Wilson _II'. rehearse
for

"Gcdspell." The actors
practiced for six weeks to
prepare fOI' their perfor
mances. "I en_jo�ed work
group of tal
ented students who be

ing with

came

a

great friends," Millel'

said. photo b� Joe Kohut.ek

v

Big band

Sophomor e .lohn Curcio .lr.
plous along with three oth
ers during the_jazz combo
a quartet with bass. piano,
trumpet and drums. "M�
favorite pad of the con
cer t was watching [guest
band] Sentimental .lour neq
because the� ploue.d well,"
Cur-cio said. photo b�

What have you enjoyed
about

Joe

Kohutek

1:::>eing involved

most

in the

Music and Drama Departments?
"I

enjoy vvorship
ping the Lord vvith
the

talent

given

me

He
to

has

play

drurns and the svveet

people

I rrreet.

and

vvork vvith.."
-DANIEL GROTE-IE

scrpb orrior-e
<

Teacher's honor

1\

Head of worship Dr. Leanne

Polvado introduces Assis
tant Professor of Music

The iov of song

The

Chamber

practice
mas

Singers

for their Christ

concer-t.

"M�

favorite

during
Chapel. Thcq

piece this �ear was the
piece Am� [Cottingham]

honored Dr. Carver for her
22 �ears of service and

wrote," freshman Cr qstot
Duer said. Cottingham's

Dr.

Maril�n

Christmas

teaching.

Carver

This

was

Dr.

Carver's last �ear at ORU.
photo b� Chris Dingess

song

was

the

onl�

one

sung
the concert that

during
was composed b�
dent. photo b�

Aaron

a

stu

Svenbq

"The

Drama

partmen t

De

pushes

you until you can't
go any

further,

and

if you are lucky, you
get applause."
-LESLIE GOSHKO
senior

© Oral Roberts University
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Language of love

How has

being

Wendu
Scr oh Goolsbu. sopho

involved in

mores

Communication Arts influenced

"My relationships
have improved" espe

how

cially after a class
project that required.
us to focus on [devel
oping) relationships."

house

fluence
cation

people

an

Bowman

in

communi

arts

has

on

and hovv im

portant it is."
-JOHN

MERCADO

junior

Shar��::��t ����! I
Students this year made
it clear: they were determined

to learn the art

of

communicating beyond the
classroom. The Communi-

cation Arts

Department

dio stations and

a

tour of

"I

was

much

shocked at how

potential

(l
0

�
�

the Tulsa Wodd.

I

s:
:;;

in

R'

with

o·

saw

D
+

everyone [involved
the Public Relations Stu-

:;;

»
">

helped students prepare for
the challenges of a hightech

professional

field.

dent

Society

of

America].

senior Selah

After 37 years of teaching, Department Chair Dr.

Davis said.

Ray Lewandowski said that
each year brought a higher

Brettell started their

level of enthusiasm.

"Every

year

a new

class

of excitement catches facin

ulty
people
men

tum.
come

We've
in

and have

as

seen

fresh-

seen

how

they've grown intellectually
and

spiritually,"

Lewan-

dowski said.
Students also had the op-

portunity to network with
business professionals with
the Public Relations Mystery Tour, field trips to ra-

+

(J)

It's been like a treasure box

experience,"

Davis and senior Joseph
own

public relations and advertising firm. They had a team
of 40 students that
able to

gain

more

were

experi-

ence

outside the classroom

and

provide

services to

businesses such

as

the

Tulsa Chamber of Commerce.

"A lot of my
to start my own

from the

inspiration
firm

passion

came

instilled

by my advisor, Dr. [Johnny
Mac] Allen," Brettell said.
Story by

them. The

the� had
worshiped

God together. photo b� Christi

helped. me to
big

where

class, ate and

sophomore

hoW"

people

use

class met at Dr. Shirk's

-BETH ZIMMERMAN

see

Rebecca Haskell and

David BurriS and junior
Justin Ma�o sit and dis
cuss love languages and

your life?

"It has

>

Shtr k, senior

Dr.

Sheila Jakobsen

© Oral Roberts University

Guess who

Cour tneu Hale.
Wes Pebswodh and Mincli

Seniors

Wallace tolk

during

T r(lin

ing and Development class.
The students were pla�inf1l
an

ice

which
the

br-eoker game
in
to
tried
guess
the�

rnus ter q

beled

on

character la

their bock. The

game required detective
work and cornmunlcotton
skills. photo b� Russ

Mill€r

>

Stan rolling

Stephen Warnock
operates the camera dur
ing a chapel service.
Through the talents of the
Junior

Multi Media Institute stu

dents, chapel

broad

was

cast nationwide. "I

the freedom of
to make

a

cr

enjo�
euttvttq

normal shot look

interesting

or

different to

the viewer," Warnock said.

photo b�

Eric

Stephen

Vorm

<

Talk radio

Senior T re� Stephens sits
in the announcer's seat and
records

speaking part.
Stephens and a partner
were working on a project
for Broadcasting class.
The students had to tape
a

their broadcast in the
dio lab. photo b�

<

A Chilly tale

A

Evervday life

freshman Justin Harms

Junior Justin

gives his Oral Communi
cation speech using a prop.

presentation

Harms gave his presenta
tion about his experience

freshman Tasha Htrin vis
ited the class to discuss

working

as

a

chtldr en's

sonal Communication class.

what it

camp counselor. "The op
por tunrtu to share how
God changed m� life and

after

[Iives]was the best

people

the Rids'

Ma�o gives a
Interper

for

child

was

of

a

like to be the
well-known

speoker Benn� Hlnn. "I 'think
.

the

pr e serrtcrtton.
better understood

Harms said. photo b�

the pressure these children
part,"
Eric Stephen Vor m
feel," Mallo said. photo b�
© Oral Roberts University
Chrts+l Bowrnan

au

James Allen

The World Goes 'Round
Deali"'9 ethically
Placed in

society where decep
tion has become prevalent and eth
ics have been thought of as a thing
of the past, business majors were
trained to walk with integrity into
their prospective fields.
Amidst the year's corporate

stick to your standards. They've
also taught me to have a hard work

a

ethic and that you can't expect

always come easily," jun
ior Jordan Empey said.
Faculty prepared students for the
future by giving them a broad
cess to

scandals and lawsuits, students
learned they can still be successful

overview of business in

without

agement and business communica
tion skills, all with a Christ-like

compromising

as

their stan

dards and values.
"The business world is

an

perspective.

lot

Whatever

with

of moral issues. We

taught

are

shortcuts, but

ethics in all that

we

a

was

training

to use sound

these students

students received

have caused

distinctive from other uni
was

have learned what it takes to be
leader and to make

being

a

heart and to treat

expenence.
"One thing I learned from my
professors was to never let money

ness.

compromise my values and always

said. Story by Rebekah Hayes

God

Overall,
as

people

meeting.

opportu
enjoued
nit� to develop leadership
skills and 'toke them out to

tq and bless

Turner said.

A.

Time oul

BUSiness

Department sec
retar� S�lvia Johnson and
_junior Graciela Livas diS
cuss

her

graduation plan

sheet. Livas

major

was a

from

finance

Montere�,

Mexico. "I want to be able to
wor k

keep

ness," junior Veronica Bingham

the

people,"

kind

the center of all of my busi

Open door

cornrnuru

a

with fair

I've learned to

Senior Sara Grace Turner,
president of Gamma Beta

the

a

difference.

"I have learned to have

emphasized,
throughout the entire academic

a

to go

compromise. They

but

Phi, specks at

man

ambitions and distorted values

not just in one course,

"I've

such

into every person's world and walk
in truth and integrity where blind

do," senior

versities because ethics

paths

took, they had been prepared

not

Melanie Beresh said.
The

areas

accounting, investments,

ethi

cally-challenging place
to take

v

suc

with

international

businesses, and because it

[finance] is a flexible ma_jor, it lets me do a little of
Livas said.
ever-qthing."
© Oral Roberts University
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v

Time inveSlmenls

Pr'ofessor' Jim

Adjunct

Jamison lectures

during his

Reaching UP

Junior Zlctko Atanassova

discusses

Wall Street

a

article with in

Investments class. "Pro

.lour nol

fessor' Jamison br eoks it
down and rnokes sure we

structor' Charles Atkins. "I

understand, and he

is al

wa�s open to an� ques
tions

we

have,"

sophomore

Rikkie Simms said. photos b�
Cbr-rs Dingess

believe

theu [professors]
investing in m� life.
When I get to the top, the�
are

know I

the�

am

there because

believed

in

me,"

Atanassova said.

-W-hat lessons have the

professors taught
you -will

keep

you that

-with

you?

''The foundations of

discipline that the
faculty has instilled
vvill carry

over

into

my future business
career."
-PETER MARTINO

senior
<

Eal more beef

/I.

Professor Rinne Martin
cooks beef patties during
the business retreat. The
r e tr-ect

was

a

30-�ear

old tradition that allowed
honors students to bond
with their' professors. "Dr.
Martin clwoqs made time
to

m� questions
outside of class. He cares
answer

for his students," junior
Kell� Shields said.

Plaving Mafia

During

the business

re

and de

treat,

pr-ofessor
partment chair Dr. George
Gillen explains how a ploqer
is

eliminated f r orn the

game, Mafia. The annual trip
is funded b� the endow
ment of

a

for'mer business

"Love

God,

people,

and

Dr.

Gillen

'Stan1p
rance

out

igno

go."'

student. "This

gives

us a

sophornore

know

our

said.

rnake

proud:

vvherever you

-KRIST1N

[retreat]
chance to trul�

love

students," Gillen© Oral Roberts University

KUTSCH

v

Listen up

Senior Jessica Nokes lis
tens

as

senior

Michelle

Gossen discusses her pre
sentation. "I love the pro
gram, and b� being in it I
have

how much the

seen

professors
shows

me

love

God

...

lt

that this is what

God wants

me

to be," Nokes

said. photo b� eric Stephen Vorrn

Plaster anvoneil
Seniors .ler clur, Morrow

A

and Tamara Coleman and

junior L�nette Babb use
plaster of paris to make
bug imprints in Science
Methods class. "I learned
how to make science fun
and

enjoqoble

for

kids,"

Babb said. photo b� Russ Miller

A

Stan UP

>

Seniors Jessica Nokes, Jen
nifer Cash and Tara
and

Angstadt

junior

Go speedracer

Assistant Professor

Dr.

Duane Burritt and junior
Joel Pepin race cor s down
track in order to demon

Deborah Bibeau work in the

a

Education Lab. The lab

was

strate how to teach veloc

the

it� to children. "I hope that
the students would be a
reflection of Jesus in the

exc

lu s ive lu

department's

for

students. "I

did not know much about

computer-s
ing

in the

before work
lab; Now I do,"

Bibeau said. photo b�

Svenb�

classroom," Bu'�ritt said.
photo b�

Russ Miller

Aaron

© Oral Roberts University

vStorv time
<Quiz bowl
Junior Rob MerRie reviews
his notes before a test in

Elernentcr-u Reading Meth
ods

class.

taught

us

"The

how to meet

Rids' needs in
how to

class

reading

and

get them involved,"
MerRie said. photo b� Russ
Miller

Juniors Jennifer Lincoln and
Deborah Bibeau rncke a

---+------------------------t-

What has "being

gl'oup presentation about
China in Elernentcr-q Read
ing Methods class. "I en

edcuation

major taught you?

jo�ed rnoking activities for
the project and putting it
together with a group,"

"I found that life is

Lincoln said. photo b� Eric

Stephen

an

not about VIlhat VIle
are

Vor-rn

taught. It is about

VIlhat

do

VIle

VIlith

VIlhat VIle are taught."
-MELISSA PIERCE
senior

"It has

taught

rue to

respect the prof es
sors

I have

cause

rrovv

I Icriow

about -what

be

rrror e

they

go

through."
-ROLAND BELL

sophomore

World of Learning
r

o
:;:
c
\,)
S
\l

\JJ

Dr. Seuss books and animal

puppets might have looked

place
ever,

in

a

they

out of

university setting, how
were common

tools for

education students. Whether spe
cializing in elementary, secondary

special education, students were
fully equipped to teach and minis
ter to children around the globe.
Although education majors were
or

known around campus for their en
thusiasm, the work was not always
easy. It

much time and

required
discipline.
One of the unique aspects of the
education program was the port
folios students began putting to
in their freshman years.
"There's a lot of work. Instead

gether

of a senior project,

we

have

a

port

folio which

highlights everything
we have worked on throughout our
college career," sophomore Beth

Depending on the success of the ex
periment' hard copy portfolios may
very well become history.
"Everyone was surprised when
they announced they would be do
ing portfolios online," sophomore
Kristin Day said. "I think it's a re
ally good [idea]."
Student teaching also high
lighted education majors' involve
ment in the department. Students
had

as

many

as

six

semesters

of stu

dent

teaching by graduation.
"Student teaching is a good ex
perience and a good way to learn,"
junior Carmen Page said.
The rigorous schedule and aca
demic requirements succeeded in
weeding out those who did not feel
truly called to teaching. Education
majors learned to be creative and
show excellence in all their univer

This year, for the first time port
folios were completed online. A

sity endeavors.
"They are held to such high
standards they have to know it's
a calling,"
Department Chair Dr.

test group of 25

Linda Dunham said. Story by Mica

Dixon said.

ted their

students submit

portfolio elements online.
© Oral Roberts University
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The World of Words
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The

English and Mod
ern Foreign Languages
Departments realized the
importance of the mean
ings of words. For that rea
son, instructors taught stu
dents to push themselves
beyond their limits.
The English Department
instructors felt every learner
was

capable of becoming a

better student. Introduction
to Literature was

offered

for the first time based

on

that belief.
"The

course

helps

read, write about and

un

classics to

epics such as
The Iliad," English Depart
Chair Dr. William

authors and their works.
Students also had the op

portunity

the annual Southwest Re-

gional Conference on
Christianity and Literature.

learn

to

more

about other cultures and

languages through the
Modern Foreign Lan
guages Department. The
students hoped this new
knowledge would benefit
them in their future

careers

ministries.
"I know God has called

me

to the mission field, and

plan on using the Spanish
I am learning to communi
I

cate the message of Christ

with the

people I am called

work

with," freshman

to

Amber Wenrich said.

said.

The school also hosted

v

community about Christian

stu

derstand all genres of lit
erature from contemporary

Epperson

conference informed the

or

dents learn how to better

ment

The guest of honor was
author Li Young Lee. The

Each

department helped

prepare the students to an
swer the call to touch the
world with their

language.

Story by Stephanie

Mendez

From every longue

Modern

foreign Languages
Department Chuir Dr.
,

Robert Skinner holds up the
department banner. Skin
ner

has been

for three

taught

ueor s.

here

"I love the

oppor tunrtq to see God
move in the lives of the

students," Skinner said.
photo b� Aaron Svenbq

" Ughls
camera wrile
freshmen Nathan Callahan
...

...

...

K�le Chase and sopho
Diannah Sparks lis

and

rnor e

ten in Dr. Trice Butler's
class. The class

compared
tupes

and contrasted two

of

written

wor-ks. "The

most difficult

part of class

getting the papers in
time," Spor ks said. photo

was
on

b� Stephanie

Mendez

© Oral Roberts University
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Where is the meat�

Assistant Cerrnon profes
sor

Christa Hill and
Chris

more

v

sopho
Waugh pre

.lu ni

ing

wi

people's

or

WI- it i
ng m o] or
Michael Miller sits

Lrndseu
in the Pra�er Gardens hard
at work on his laptop. He
signed a contract with a

Schnitzel. Wiener
shnitzel is an Austrian dish
of breaded veal or pork.
pare

"M� favorite part of

First love

mak
is

website to write 20 short

reaction when thelj

stories. "Writing is m� love:
I hones tlu believe that it's

e ne r s

hni t z e l

taste it for the first time,"
Hill said. photo b� Christine

the

Leder le

said. photo b� Russ

reason

I'm alive," Miller
Miller

How did

foreign language
influence or have an impact
on

your life?
"By leaming
man

I

am

conq uer

and

go

-world

to

Ger

able

to

barriers
into

the

experience

other cultures -with

greater esteem."
-

) <

c Que dice�

1\

The drama

Dulce Ria Chale helps
freshman Amber Wenrich
with a Spanish problem.

fr-eshmen .lesstco Martin

The class

is the Drama"

was

learning

how

to pronounce names of of
fice supplies. "The most re

reads
her

over a

E.nglish

short

class.

StOI-� in
"Dogma

was an es

«It has

pand

warding moment is when a
student understands a
concept for the first time,"

E.nglish as a fun and er�.io�

Chale said. photo b� Stephanie

able

Mendez

photo b� Stephanie

helped

helped

in

rrre ex

roy kno-Wl

edge of the-waypeople

:

sou that brought up man�
different viewpoints of
Chr+s tionih] in E.nglish. "Dr.
Butler has

JOEL lSAACS

sopriorrvore

live in different cul
tures

throughout

the

-cvor Id,"

me see

class," Martin said.
Mendez

-

CHRISTINE LEDERLE

freshman

© Oral Roberts University

Adding UP
Seniors Rljan Golliver and
Jackie Reed and _junior Trf'

v

I-Iow- have you 'been
this year to go

challenged
"beyond your expectation?

fanlj Murralj
calculation

work

on

a

their

during

Phljsics

Lab. The experi

ments

required

'''Working -with such

work.

"I

:motiva ted

Golliver and

has
to

people
challenged rrie

partners

strive for excel

lence in

is

everything

senior

"(I have been chal
lenged] by setting
goals for rriyself', and
lUY teachers have
also challenged me
to become rriore in

dependent."
-SBIBV MATHEW

junior

live wire

Junior

>

Tlj

Warren

and

sophomor-e Tim Stanaland
work together during Digi
tal Sus terns Design Lab.
"We are able to pull [to
gether] our knowledge and
expertise, and we are able
to teach each other oriq
where we are lacking. We
:

are

having
Trff'onq as lab

because Ttff cnq

smart and

photo b�

-LINDSEY ENGEL

A

loved

great helper,"

that I do."

able to learn from each

other," Stanaland said. photo
b� Russ Miller

Over lime

Sophomore
senior

Joe faber and

Shawn

Lcq

after Electronics II to
on

s tou
wor k

Manlj of the
weeklq to
review. "I enjolj

homework.

students met

studq

and

the kind of teamwork
are

able to

use.

work

we

We have to

together to trlj to
assignments,"
faber said.photob�RussMillel'
© Oral Roberts University
understand

group

Rljan

is

a

Reed said.

Russ Miller

>

Working il oul

Juniors Codfr eu

Wanljarne

and Leonard Osahor

stud�

the fr equencq response off
amplifiers in Electronies II
Lab. "Studqing on a small
scale gives

us a

derstanding

better

un

of how

[tl�e
material] builds to the biQ
ger

picture,"

photo b�

Osahor said,

Russ Miller

!

Learning together
Sophomore Brad Doles and
v

senior

Denee Sutherland

discuss

assignment

an

given during their Ph�sics
II Lab. "We

to have

get

hands-on experience and
the application of what we
learn

in

class

makes

it

practical," Sutherland said.
photos b� Russ

Millel'

I\.

All the colors

Senior Josh Martino looks

through the lens of a spec
trometer during Principles
of Ph�sical Science Lab.
The class studied light dif
fracting through elements.
"I liked the fact of seeing in
action what we studied in

class," Martino said. photo
b�

Christi Bowman

Attaining new goals
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the ball'

Walking into the Engineering,
Physics and Physical Science office

the Institute of Electrical and Elec-

noticed the four maps that covered a section of the room. The maps

for the first time in

consisted of

states

one

world map, a United
States map, an Oklahoma map and a
Tulsa map. Red, blue and white flags
were

a

attached to

each map.

on

specific locations
Each represented a

faculty member, student or alumnus
of the Engineering, Physics and
Physical Science Department.
Because of the small size of the

(IEEE) competed
a

Robotics Con-

test against students from nine other
.

"The

objective

was to

design

fn

a

robot that could make up its mind on
where to go. It had to be able to
autonomously 'read' the directions
that

were

junior

in the form of

triangles,"

Leonard Osahor said.

Members of IEEE also started

a

department, the bonds between pro-

tutoring program which received
posi ti ve feedback. Students who had

fessors and students

taken Calculus I and II volunteered

strong.

were

!.:

\J.}

tronics Engineers

Through their relationships, students
were able to develop avenues to impact the program. A new student-led

organization, the Engineering Student Advisory Committee (ESAC)
created this year.
"One day a group of students

was

showed up at my door and said that
they wanted to help with the depart-

ment, and by the end of the
we

meeting

created the ESAC. It was a bless-

ing," chairman Dr. Dominic Halsmer
said.
Students in the school

chapter of

© Oral Roberts University

to help those students who

struggled

in those classes.

"I found calculus to be very challenging, and so it was a great help to
receive

tutoring from students who
had already gone through the class,"
freshman Charlotte Wenzel said.
The

Engineering, Physics and
Physical Science Department experienced a year with new beginnings.
The students strived to reach

new

levels and achieve great skills they
carried with them. Story by Elaine Lau
and Anna Moreno
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Learning to understand
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For many behavioral science
majors, the day Bill Wilson,

me

want to do social

spoke in a meeting after

nothing more ful
filling than helping kids who need
you," Phillips said.

chapel was a memorable one. Wil

Both students shared the belief

featured interviews with

stressed throughout the Behavioral

founder of Metro Ministries in New
York City,
son

troubled and

work. There is

hurting people. He
spoke directly to the students

Department. Learning
why people struggle and working

and reminded them of the intention

with them to solve those issues

and purpose of their chosen
jor-touching hurting lives.

proved

then

ma

Junior Caleb Steele

agreed with
Wilson's beliefs, and planned on
assisting married couples who have
found trouble in theirrelationships.
"I feel that in the future, I will be

well-equipped to serve the couples
that I will work with. I hope to help
couples find the problems in their
marriages and find the best solu

Sciences

to be

rewarding.

"I have learned you can't help
people all the time. They have to
want to

change,

and

skill will make them do
be

an

The desire of students and pro
fessors involved in the department
demonstrated how much they want

help teen
agers who are underprivileged and

They believed in and followed the
three points Wilson stressed to the
department: commitment, care and
compassion. These were the keys
to showing people in the world that
they could count on the students to

have been in trouble. Problems that

aide them in their time of need.

I watched

Story by

Nashea

definitely

ORU. I want

juveniles

the

reason

I

to

go

through

at

touch lives

through

Donnie Dennis

Swinson

takes notes

during
seling Ps�cholog�

Coun
II. The

small and allowed

for

more

one-on-one

look forward

leor-rung. "[I]
pursuing famil� coun
seling," Swinson said. photo

to

blJ

EI-ic

Stephen

There

integration of those
[counseling] skills with Christian
ity," senior Mark Lacitra said.
can

Familv matters

was

so.

of

Sophomore Becky Phillips be
lieved there was a higher calling

came to

class

amount

to

"God is

Junior

no

tion," Steele said.

for her life.

v

home made

Varin

I\.

Head of the class

Associate Professor

Ps�cholog� Dr.
Eldridge writes an
tion

for

of

Clark
equa

btnor u

digits.
Eldridge taught Experi
mental Ps�cholog�, which
combines statistics with

hands-on

learning. "I liked
Eldridge knew his
material. It made learning

that Dr'.

it that much eus!er ."
nior Ellen Walls said.

blJ

Er+c

se

photo
© Oral Roberts
VOI'1n University
Stephen

their work.

Learning experience
Seniors Hannah Newlin and

<

Linda Hunter discuss the

v

Down time

issues of Hunter's senior

Sophomore

paper that earned her- Se
nior Papel' of the Year. "The

studies his notes outside

pr o+e s sor s' open

helped

gr ecrtlu

doors

in m� wrrt

ing because I knew nothing
of wr it ing a paper of this
I will

magnitude.
ber this

thing,"

remem

than an�
Hunter said. photo b�
more

Russ Miller'

Nick Wes ter s

of the Graduate Center
before his next class. The

psuchologq course load was
a

difficult

but stu

one,

dents still found wous to
balance their work and

en.io� the beoutu of God's
cr eutton.

photo b� Eric Stephen

Vor-m

� do you foresee using
the

lcnowledge you
gained?
"I

hope

have

to use

understand

help

the

child in

it

hurting

today's

ciety:'
-AMANDA LOTT

sc-plaorrroce
1\

.lunicr .Icsh Allen focuses
as

Instructor of

Sociologu

.ludrth

lectures

Crunch lime

Sophomore

Kr+s ten Ser

wick takes

test

a

Andrea

along side

"I -will

Moniz

edge
people

in

Ma�ton
during Cultural Anthropol

_junior

og�. The class later did
presentations of different

with Associate Protessor
of Ps�cholog� Dr. Randell

world civilizations. "Learn

feller. "I

ing other cultures has

[learning] how
thought it was
the�
interesting," Serwick said.

made

me

become

minded

person,"

photo b�

Eric

an

open
Allen said.

Stephen

Vorrn

Tests and Measurements

en.io�ed taking the

tests and

work, I

photo b�

Eric

Stephen

to

use

kno-Wl

luinister

using

to
a

broader understand

ing of exactly

-what

their needs are."
-ROAHN HYLTON

senior

Vorrn

© Oral Roberts University

to

and

so

v

I-Io-w do you

reach
hope
people through your major?
to

Time out

>

Senior Kathleen Ndackson
and

sophomore

discuss homework before
Linear Algebra class be

gins. "I like how
we

"'I -will be working
withdi£ferent types

people and I am
leaming how to deal
with people from all
backgrounds:'
-SHANNON HUNT

senior

"I pray the knowl
edge I attain opens

people's
the

as

learn

ears

to rrre

wisdom

from

I

Christ

opens people's hearts
to the Gospel."
-JOEL ANDERSON

freshman

"One on one

>

.lunicr .lohn Carlson

Seeing all

speaks

lns tr-uctor- of Mathemat

with Associate Professor
of Mathematics Dr. An

teaches Math and Socre tu

drew

students how to read and

Lang. Theu were re
viewing an assignment for
Lang's S�stems Anal�sis
class. "Knowing [the pro
f essor sl OI'e olwcqs there
to help is a good thing,"
Carlson said.

ics

use

Leigh

Anne

Locke

statistics. "What I
the

most

en

about

_jo�ed
teaching this class was the
oppor-tunrtu it gave me to
meet and teach students

from other majors," Locke
said. photos b� Russ Miller
© Oral Roberts University

ever

qthrng

learn in class is

nected

of

Aimee Raile

as a

con

cohesive unit.

Real life

Ruth

Long {)rnd
Kennedq u1ltililZe
junior
the computer lab to t:01'mr
plete a project for Oper
ating Sus terns Principles.
"I loved learning more abowt'
the practical applicationQ�
Sophomore
.lchn

It makes �ou think about
math in a different wcu."

computers

Raile said.

future

use

these

and how I

pr-ogr oms

career ,"

Long

con

in ITl�

said.

vTeamwork

Sophomore Sterling
Inean

concentrates

Car
on an

assignment for his Data
base S�stems class. The
class

divided up into
groups, and the� helped
each other understand and
was

work out the

problems.

Working together
Junior Adam Kuert, sopho
more Dawn Pail�, _junior
A

Cr�stal Varughese
sophomore Stephen
collaborate

pr-oject

on

a

and
Koss

group

in Database

S�s
working in a
team and presenting to m�
peers," Varughese said.
'terns. "I like

Developing skills
III

�

;..(II

Excellence, diligence and stead

00 aM

J f,

-0
f

fastness

were common

traits found in

.s:

students and faculty of the

-0

Science and Mathematics

�

ment.

Q)

Majors

Computer
Depart-

demonstrated knowl

feedback from the

one

We

develop

a

professors.
unique friendship and

bond between

us," senior Kathleen

N dackson said.
The

Computer Club became a stu
chapter of the Association for
� degrees and desire to go forth in their Computing Machinery (ACM), a
.� occupations. To excel in their stud- national organization for computer
IJ)
ies, students incorporated spiritual science and computing profes
sionals. ACM topics ranged from
J life into their career paths.
E_
"The computer industry has few basic
computing issues to cutting
f
o
Christians. After graduation, my goal edge concepts.
!J
is to make a good wi tness in the
"To make the computer club more
industry," junior Billy Walsh said.
recognizable, we set things up so that
The instructors focused their en everyone
dealing with computers can
on
on
that
be
ergy
passing
knowledge
involved," Walsh said.
§

edge in their work, dedication to their

dent

!:

s,

would

cause

their students

to

excel

after

Associate Professor of Mathemat

graduation.
"Dr. [David] Eland, the program
ming instructor, taught us many dif
ferent skills, for example, fundamen
tal problem solving, building differ
entprograms and web pages," sopho
more Dawn Paily said.
Professors were dedicated, patient
and willing to work with students.
Small class size helped build faculty

ics Dr. Andrew

student

sketched in the minds of the students.

relationships.

"It allows

more

time for

© Oral Roberts University

a one-on-

Lang put together

"soccer" game. The two-hour
was played in Linear
Algebra.
"This is
events

one

a

event

of the most

[in which]

we

exciting
participate be

developed a bond between
teachers and students," junior Lynn
Daugherty said.
cause we

The connections formed this
year
defined the memories forever

Story by

Julian

Campbell

Hands

an

semester,

It was experience that led three

students filled a classroom on the

seniors to top-ranking placement

first floor of the Graduate Center.

Academy of
Sciences senior paper/project
competition. Senior biology ma
jor Denee Sutherland was one of

Eager to

Their

start a

course

new

material laid before

them, cold and stiff, with
This text

aroma.

but

a

human

an

was not a

body,

book

those seniors. She earned first

cadaver.

a

The cadaver lab

odd

was

one

of

many examples of how the Biol
ogy and Chemistry Departments
trained their students with

an

in

was

really fun to see every

thing I have

seen

in textbooks in

real life. It gave me a better
perspecti ve This [cadaver class]
...

is

extremely important. It gave
me more knowledge of the hu
man body," sophomore Foster
Lasley said.
Chemistry majors also de
pended on the real-life opportu
nities the department presented.
Chemistry students worked with
instruments professionals in their
field used every day.
v

place ranking for her poster in
the microscopy segment and sec
ond overall. She couldn't have
made it through this stressful time
without the

teractive curriculum.
"It

Oklahoma

at the

help

of her advisor.

"My advisor Dr. Wendy
Perryman was always there, al
ways saying, 'It will be okay. I
here with you; we're here for
you.' Knowing that she wasn't
am

going to
project

let

...

me

fail my senior

really good,"

was

Sutherland said.
The

faculty

was

the

driving

force behind the students. With

support and encouragement, fac

ulty

assisted the students and

watched them

accomplish great

feats. Story by Cherie Glass

The fibula

freshmen

Thomas

AI�ssa

and Lili Dodd and senior
look

at

Andrea

Bordt

muscle

groups during
lab. "I learned so

oncrtornq

much, and it has made

me

work hor d: and Ilove lear'n

ing about how the bcdq
works," Dodd said.

Drawing board
freshman Adam

A

studies

Erb�

of the in

disploq
workings of the human
bodu. The biologt] class was
s tuduing specimens and
sus+ems of the bodq. The
class took advantage of
the equipment available to
help them better under
stand the concepts.
a

ner

© Oral Roberts University

v

Watch and learn

Assistant Professor Ca
<

therine

Tone up

Senior _lung Hwang exam
ines the leg muscles on a

Klehm

instructs

freshmen Matthew Dodd
and .lcson Nussbaum dur

model skeleton

ing Chernis tr't, Lab. Stu

Advanced

dents learned how to find

during her
Anatom� class.

Students used the

manne

quin to better understand
the human

bcdq. photos

b�

the

pH of specific solutions.
"I love wor-king with lab ma
terials and
on

Ccseu Gregg

Hovv do you

getting hands
experience," Dodd said.

plan

on.

using

-what you have Ioa.rrtod to
reach

-people?
"I have leamed how
e'lerrrerrts affect the

body, and I vva.rrt to
help people sustain..
t.b.errxse.l ves,
able

to

help

to

be

others."

-RYAN GOLLIVER

senior
<

Mix it up

A

Wide eyed

freshman Lisa Trussell

Junior Kali Inks and tr-esh

refers to her- acid lab sheet

men

during

a

titration lab.

favorite

part

about

specimens

and

observe

in their lab with

reactions

seeing the great

en_jo�able aspect of biolog�

watching

the

_just

miracles that God has
given us. The rocks do CI'�
out

Am�

Lubinski

Gammon

Professor ot Biolog� 01'.
Richard Couch. "The most

Chern [is tr-u] Lab is
and

"M�

Torali

that

God

Trussell said.

exists,"

lab is

being

able to

get

volved, hands-on with
vast

cr r ou

of

Lubinski said.

in

"I

vv is'b

to

in1.ple-

l'"nent all that I have

leamed

as

a

physi

cian.. in.. the rrred'ica l

field."
-JACKIE GREEN

senior

a

specimens,"
© Oral Roberts University
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Bow has ooing

a

part of the

nursing department helped.
you

relate to

to

people?

v

Quick read

>

Juniors Michele Romaniello
and Whrtneq Tims quickl�

lab showed hands-on what

the students learned from

for-t to recruit stl!ldeJ':\�s.

know

"Nursing is closely! rrelartedl
to healing, and I 1fel1r God
calling me to the liH::aling
rnini s t r q," De15rUlSJcRu

over

their Medical

Surgical Nursing notes. The

more

the

ex.perienced.

joy of an honored
lationship -with
ruerubers of the

all

bara Stosek

senior

<'It gives

rue

preciation

an

for

ap

other

students and allows
rue

to

about

share

ruyself

ruore

and

God with others:'
-JESSEE K.RAMER

freshman

>

Real world

and

Junior Kor ene Mosher and

Surgical Lab. The lab simu

Ortega
Spencer per
form CPR on a durnmu in
the new Medical Surgical

Anna

King
Audre� Chambers practice
hand-washing
proper
techniques during Medical

Sophomores

lated actual nursing prac
tices. "The new lab helps
give us the confidence we
need before we step out on
our own," Chambers said.

photo b�

Barbara Stosek

seniors

Elisheba

and Lauren

Lab. "The lab has made it
easier to learn how to

the

equipment.

possible," Spencer

photo b�

use

because it

is as close to the real
as

illnesses,"

Romaniello said. photo b� Bar

-JEREMY K.NAPP

Water works

for

re

ing staff."

A

now

about health treat

ments

nurs

Barbara Stosek

thing
said.
© Oral Roberts University

De5ru�cRer

and Lana Ditto

en_jo� lumch
b� St. fr-cncis l;ios
prtol. The hospital provided
the meal as part of ali) ef

read

their books. "I
<'I've

free food

Seniors Jason
catered

said. photo b� Russ N1i11�1i'

Breathe easy
Junior' Robin

v

watches

Billharz

instructor

as

Debor oh Crawford shows
how to pr oper-lq

mask.

Nursing

put

on

a

Process Lab

gave students an oppor
tunrtu to work with nurs

ing equipment. "I learned
how to

get past

sfuff and

care

the

for

dirt�
people,"

Bill harz said. photo b� Bar
bara Stosek

A

Jov ride
Liz

Sophomore

heads off to her

Arnold

weeRI�

clinicals. She served at
Hillcrest Hospital. "Nursing
is what I have clwcqs
wanted to do; it is the de
sire of m�

heart," Arnold

said. photo b�

Barbara Stosek

Healing Hands
Silel-'\t pl"ayel"s

�

With clinical

·iii

�
2.

dition of a

training

and the ad-

simulation lab, Anna
School of Nursing has pre
new

Vaughn's
pared students to go into the world.
While incorporating the University's
emphasis on the whole person, nurs
ing students hoped to stand out and
make a difference. Opportunities
were abundant for nursing
majors to
touch lives.
Seniors Rachel
Elisheba
who
to

Ortega

The team

Nigeria.
days, and they
112 days.
"I cannot

sum

was

there for

set up a

clinic for

up the

trip

into

words. It made me want to do more,"
Bardgett said.

Assistant Professor Pam DiVito
Thomas felt

giving students a Chris

tian world view would maximize

their

and

provide them
they needed to
encounter the problems they
faced. She believed that nursing was
a calling from God, more than
ajob.
"What we're trying to pull in is
potential

with the necessities

© Oral Roberts University

to go

graduates to be able

want our

anywhere

in the

world,

assess

the environmental factors that affect
the

community, and we want them
pull together health as

to be able to

sessment for the

area," said DiVito

Thomas. "Take any of our students,
and they could be a leader. This is
what the

area

things

try

are

students

accompanied President Roberts

10
3

Bardgett

were two

and

that we

we

needs. One of the

to

instill is that

The clinicals at Hillcrest

tal

they

leaders."

Hospi

place for students to ob
leadership in action. They
shadowed a nurse, prescribed medi
cation and comforted patients.
To many nursing students,
clinicals were the highlight of their
week. For sophomore Rachel
Copeland, each clinical brought a
new feeling of excitement.
"It's amazing to be in that setting
to speak one on one with patients and
really show them the love of God,"
Copeland said.
With training the students learned
to reach out to their
community and
were a

serve

the world. Story by Mark DiCicco

Reaching
Destitute.
Whether

out

Senior Bill Westers,

Lonely. Rejected.

they lived on the

street, in

middle-class America, or were the
world's rich and famous, they all

and Missions double
tained

experience

on

a

French

major,

ob

the front line

of the missions field in France and

possessed the same hunger. The lost England. He learned during his mis
held a void in their heart only Christ sions internship the daily life of a
could fill.
missionary was not all glamour and
Students found comfort in being glory.
able to share concerns, cares and
"My experience in France gave
accomplishments in class and also me a better understanding of long
receive prayer from their classmates.

for

the great
est confirmation of fruitful ministry

"Speaking

myself,

teacher is that students say their
lives are changed, ministry is en
as a

hanced and the call of God is clearer
to

them," professor Carol Johnson

said.
In Johnson's classroom the

goal

mission work," Westers said.

term

Freshman

theology majors
learned early the value of knowing
the call God had placed on their
lives.
"I have learned from

coming to
college that it is not about making
money; it is about doing what you
love to do," freshman Porsche

spiritual formation for each stu Smith said.
dent. A strong emphasis on prayer
The mission of the Theology De
made this goal attainable.
partment was to teach and prepare
One way theology students students for personal ministry and
learned practical ministry skills was to assist them in their personal rela
by gaining hands-on experience. tionships with Christ. As a result,
Some stayed in Tulsa, others went the students' lives demonstrated
their growth in their walks with the
to their home states and still others
was

Lord. Story by Cayce Kelso

went overseas.
v

Training ground

�

�\'f�'

My dtlf

Senior .ler ernq McQuown
works in the Department

r � <;p ft�.rm.s
;fu1.S old Wll'!<'

'</3 r

,jetf

l.tiI'd

{;41 rlV ide.
�f� {l1 yw.f' 1I1'mlllA'Y
{ f\td ywY !(Itl�
b�1N�S, HLl�;It�,

part of a missions
internship program. "It has
helped me understand the
as

</

"J.'

} £41 > j!((' tu

a

t\Lnw.

purpose of God for m� life
and has given me practical
tools to be effective in fu
ture rninis tr q." McQuown

said. photo b� Russ Millel'

A

Studv buddV

freshmen Chr ts tu

Hase

and Shawn Urban sit in

an

alcove of ClaudiUS dorm.
The glr ls were enjoutng a
Bible studq and discussing

their

plans

as

Theologu

mcjor s. "St udutng with
others gives me different

perspectives, strengthens
relationships, and we share
the love of God," Hase said.

photo b�

Ann Clas

© Oral Roberts University
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Whole heart

freshman John feuchtfo

v

God while

his

a

ment.

T culor

The

Develop
taught

class

students how to better

piece to add,"

f eucht said. photo b�

and faith

tur e

qone has their own ideas,
like pieces to a puzzle. Ev

er

has

Jennifer

takes notes in Youth Cul

in

er uone

Learned culture

Junior

pla�ing
guitar
Worship and
Prophetic Leadership. "E v
cuses on

understand

photo b�

Ann Clas

tcdoq's �outh.

Ann Clas

VVhat have you leamed
from this year� to talze
into

ministry?
"I

have

learned

to

teach others the value

of Christ in their lives,
and hovv
is

to

rrrvpor'ta.rrt it

let Bin1

be

in

control and be their
source."
-JENNY
<

True leadership

McElwee reminisce about

vided those with

funn�

moments

class. "I

plan

to

worship

a

a

passion

chance to

faith

Development senior-s
Newman and

Pat

Trompeter and_junior

Josh

.Jor-ed

on

from

going into
and

the

learn from each other. "I

�outh

learned what true wor
ship means, and how to live

class gives me insight into
qouth cultur-e and how to

a

lrfes+ule honoring

with

ever q area

Jesus

of m� life,"

Miller said. photo b�

Ann Clas

scrplaorraoce

,doyous day
Before Youth Culture and

Sophomore Lindseq Miller
a song composed
b� freshman John feucht
in Worship and PI'ophetic
Leadership. The class pro
writes

rntnis tr-q,

'''To reveal Christ in

preaching and
rrvirvisrer-irrg, but also
rny

to

avoid

error

in my

teaching."
-RYAN COPELAND

f resrarria n

relate to them," McElwee
said. photo b�

BROMADKA

Ann Clas

© Oral Roberts University
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Prep time
Master of

-W-hat impacting lessons
have you leamed this

Grace

year?

student

Divinitu
Varghuese ond jun

ior Justin Pinkerman pre

possible
gion

to

rnix reli

and

politics
successfully."
junior

the

"Seeing

irnpact

students had on get

ting a Corrgxessrrrarr

Capitol Bill
positive

to

showed the
effects
.

on

we can

have

adrninistration."

-APRIL DABNEY

junior

1\

Live politics

Senior _l.P.

>

Duffu

recruits

Ocean blue

freshman Phie Dollar and

freshman Matt Nelson at

senior Tamara

the

College Republicans
table during club rush.
Duff� was the club's presi

er q

dent. photo b�

able to

Aaron

Svenbq

peer

over

ship during
manities

Montgom

the deck of

a

the spring Hu

"Being
spend a week with
wonderful people and onlu
having to go to class twice
a

week

cruise.

was

the most

warding feeling,"
said. photo

cour

re

Dollar

tesq Phie DoIIOl'

© Oral Roberts University

Building. A group of stu
participated in the
Oklahoma Intercollegiate

tol

pare fl�ers
tion. The students included

bumper stickers and pam
phlets informing citizens
on Rame� Johnson's plat

Legislature(OIL). "Politics

form. photo

Stosek said. photo cour-tesq

Vlcker q

-JIM CLAYTON

Barbara S1lo�

sek waits in the lobbu of
the Oklahoma State Capi
dents

fOI' distribu

"I leamed that it is

The game

Sophomore

v

cour

tesq

DI'. Paul

is

a

lege

game, even when col
students are involved,"

Barbera StoseR

Going strong
Juniors Jeanett Paz and

v

Br rt t cnq Sowue r and
fr e shrnen Anna Wagner
and

Davis

Lcccq

lead

a

campaign for Colorado's
Cover-nor- Bill Owens. "I en

_jo�ed
ence.

the

the real-life experi
a lot from

I learned

people

worked

we

with," Davis said. photo cour+
Dr. Paul

tes�

Vicker�

A

loOking baCk

Instructor of Humanities

Rogers sorts
Tan�a
through Renaissance paint
ings for her Humanities 112
class. "Their

questions
input challenge me and

and
en

courage the rest of the
class to interact," Rogers

said. photo b� Russ Miller

Traveling the world
lAoi"'9

above a",d be },o",d

+

!:

The student volunteers

III

f
!:

huddled in coats

as

s,

III
:>

0

the

snow.

they

were

battled

Hour after hour

they

G

distributed flyers to anyone will-

\l
!:

ing

<J
(j)

III
+:

·r
<J

f
s

=i=
<,

;>..

to

accept

one.

faithful, and they

Republican

They

were

were

few. The

National Commit-

+

(j)

t

discussed these issues and

how to take

care

The biannual Oklahoma In-

tercollegiate Legislature (OIL)
was held in Oklahoma City. The
students

saw

first-hand how the

government works.

their favor.

provide

Bob

Beauprez, the Republican Congressional candidate in
Colorado, won by 121 votes. He
gave ORU students credit for
contributing toward his victory.

"It
for

was

a

great opportunity

practice what we've
been taught," sophomore Branus to

don Brooker said.

Fifteen students also traveled
to

Missouri to

Mock United

participate in the
Nations (MUN)

trip.
"We

tries

represented the counSpain and Ethiopia. We

talked about the issues these
countries were facing.
been

facing

Spain has

terrorism and their

economy has been

© Oral Roberts University

suffering,

so

of them,"

Laniece Goodwin said.

said the students gave the
election a four percent lead in
tee

s,

0

we

"[The

of OIL

essence

place

is]

to

for

The

department approached
teaching from many angles.
Twenty humanities students
earned credit by taking a weeklong cruise to Cozumel and the
Grand Cayman Islands.
a

perience.

once-in-a-lifetime

ex-

We learned about his-

tory, culture, and

got to tour
the Mayan ruins," freshman
Tobias

Huyssen

�

-=
('II
�

said.

"It's

�

c:

college students to learn the process of publie service," junior Jaime Curtis
a

en

'5

we

said.

Government, humanities

and

all contributed to the

history
whole-person education and they
provided opportunities beyond
the classroom. Story by AngeJaHibbs

C)
....

Changing Face
With

basic

understanding of the
English language, she flew halfway
around the world to attend graduate
school. Leaving behind her country,
family, friends and all she was accus
tomed to, first year graduate student
a

Anna Zhao entered

a

became

"I wanted to get an MBA so that
God could position me as a vehicle

for His use," Brooks said.

world of uncer

Associate Professor Dr. James
Russell's aim

cause

to

ORU be

of the Christian influence her

grandmother had on her.
However, moving to America was
not an easy task. Despite obstacles,
Zhao felt confident. She had her

husband's

unfailing support.
"My grandmother used to tell me
that life is good, life is God-given,
and that you should always love God
serve

ness

same

they

if individuals lis

Holy Spirit trumps every
thing," Russell said, inferring that
walls between professors and stu
dents were destroyed, a humanitarian
touch to the professional image of the

"The Hour of

School of Business. Story by

Head of the class

dent at the end of class.

taught both under
graduate and graduate
classes. "I en_jo� the poten
Unruh

tial of the students," Unruh
Miller

learning the trade
Students listen in Associ
A

ate

P!�ofessor

Dr. Walt

MacMillan's Advanced Hu
man

Resource

Manage

ment class. "I know the dif

ference between

Personnel
a

Holy Spirit,

would not commit mistakes.

Assistant Professor T err�
Unruh speaks with a stu

said. photo b� Russ

faith

"The

graduate pro

Healing" tele
vision show. Brooks resigned from
her banking administrative job and
v

emphasized

tened to the voice of the

gram was senior Myla Brooks, who
discovered Oral Roberts University

through

integrate

world," said Russell.

He

Him," said Zhao.

Enrolled in the

to

pline. Russell broadened his horizons
and used his experiences in other coun
tries to bring to life what the text
books only touched on. He encour
aged his students to adopt a global
worldview instead of narrowing their
potential market.
"God is going to take over the busi

maternal

and

was

and the Lord into his academic disci

Zhao and her husband chose to
come

education of

body

fered.

Administration.

leave China and

student. She wanted the

mind and

spirit,

tainty to getamaster's degree in Busi
ness

a

having a
Department and

Human Resou!�ces De

partment,"

master of hu

man resource

management

student Michelle Jackson
© Oral Roberts University
said. photo b� Russ Miller

Ronald Ho

<

v

Open door

Master of Arts student

Jonathan Hill

with

specks

instructor Ardith Baker. "I
want to

them

encour cge

[students] to realize the
importance of putting God
first in their lives that the�
ma� succeed in all things
and fudher impact the
world for Christ," Hill said.

photo b�

ChriS

Present

Master of BUSiness Admin

istration student Kourtneu
signs roll at the

Williams

beginning of

cnolqze cornpcnq financial
strengths. It will benefit me
b� helping me to ascedain
what companies are good
to work for," Williams said.

photo b� Russ

Dingess

her finance

class. "I have learned how to

"W"hat drives you

to

Miller

pursue

your Business education?

"Business
the vvay

vve

changes
live

our

lives. The need is

to

do business vvith in

tegrity. This drives
rrie to
one

leam

day

as

I vvill

do it."

-BINGJ PHILIP

Master of

< Helping hand
Master of

Management
student Angel Parks diS
tributes an assignment in
Assistant Professor Dr.
Julie Hurrtleu's Principles
of Marketing class. Parks
was

Huntleu's

T ecchers

Assistant. photo b� Russ Millel'

1\ Workng man
fast-track student senior

Kevin Schneider works on a
project for class. Under

graduate
able

to

students
take

their

photo b�

Russ Miller

alvvays

interest

into health

pecially in

were

been

to
care

the

get
es

man

agement field."

graduate
applied toward
master's degrees.

classes that

"It has

rrry

-JUDITH SURESH

Master of

Management

© Oral Roberts University

ManagerDent

v

SliIIlearning

Master of Arts student

Cour tneoq Sanders tokes

during Classroom
Management. Sanders also
notes

under-gr oducte
[the
degree
class] will give me a better
understanding of what is
required from a classroom

earned her

from ORU. "It

teacher," Sanders said.

1\

Life sludenl

Doctor of E.ducation stu
dent

Agena

farmer looks

over

class notes. farmer

was

also Assistant Pro

fessor of

Organizational/
Interpersonal Communica
tion. "I think good profes
sors are olwcqs learning,"
farmer said.

1\

Growing developmenl

Reggies We nuik o
speaks with Dr. Hallett
Hullinger about cornrnunrtq
development projects in
Zimbabwe and other parts
dent

of Africa. "ORU creates

"Movie"ing UP
Doctor of E.ducation stu

>

Doctor of E.ducation stu

an

atmosphere of faith and
challenges �ou to explore
�our potential in God."
Weriqiko said.

dents

Jose

Orozco

and

Carol Pittman work in the

E.ducational

T e chnologu

Center

developing the first
steps
lcuout for movie
"The
class helps us
editing.
to understand tcchnologq
and how to cpplq it to all
of

levels of education."Orozco
said. photos b� Russ

Miller'

© Oral Roberts University

< Planning ahead
Master of Arts student
T on�a Robinson fills out an

Education Seminar atten
dance for-m during Class

Management

room

and

Educational

Law.

seminar

interesting.

Being

a

we can

was

"The

Christian teacher,
abide b� the laws

and still be

a

Robinson said.

Christian,"

V

Classroom etiquene
Dr. Woodrow Norwood in

structs

his

hat has "been. your drive to

Classroom

continue your education in

class

on the
Managements
dou's assignments. Nor

wood has been
tor for

an

this field?

instruc

10 �ears

the

in

Graduate Education Pro
gram. "I love the students,
and I love their attitudes,"

''Those "Who

Norwood said.

on me

me to
can

have

depend
inspired

be the best I

be."

-DEB WILLIAMSON

Doctor of Education

"I feel the Lord has

called
the

me to

lives

change

of

stu

dents."
-JAROD

MENDENHALL

Doctor of Education

Transforming Minds
Ca".."..yiV\9
!:

.9
+

G

\.J.l

vision

G
s
\)

G
1..

\J

expressed

statement of the

tion

III
+

the visioV\

Five hundred students

\.)
s
\)

0'-'\ t

caught the

in the mission

Graduate Educa-

Department: "Preparing

internationally we are
doing just that," department chair
programs

Dr. Patrick Otto said.

Master of Arts student

Pro-

Shirley

fessional Christian Educators to go
into every person's world."

Brunelle chose to continue her edu-

This year the department experienced three new changes. It re-

on

cation after

"The research

Accreditation of Teacher Educa-

to

tion

pening

the

highest

the demand

teachers to stay up
their knowledge base.

ceived the National Council for

(NCATE) award,

realizing

we

look into what is

to

date in

�

do forces

us

currently hap-

us

education in the country. Secondly, the program included stu-

now," Brunelle said.

dents from 15 different nations. Fi-

Davis worked

the program expanded its international schooling in England,

ing English as a second language.
She hoped to develop curriculum
using music to teach English.

nally

Sweden, Mexico and Nigeria.

Over the

course

tation and honors demonstrates

demic life, the

that

as a

University

to

tain

our

Spirit-filled,

we can

main-

Christ-cen-

tered, Bible-based distinctive and
educate

our

students

academic levels

...

at the

highest

We have been

commissioned to go into every
person's world. By expanding our

© Oral Roberts University

relating to right

Master of Arts student Jamie

"Receiving the NCATE accredi-

educator teach-

of students'

aca-

question of whether
graduate school lingers in

go to
the back of their minds. Students
understood with

an

advanced de-

gree they could expand their sphere
of influence and better change the

world around them.
Samantha Gaines

CD
'=
«I

level of accreditation for teacher

as an

'e

c

in the field and allows for

to discuss issues

en
�

Story by

�

CCI

Reaching out in love
Degrees in the School of
Theology and Missions
ranged from Biblical Litera
ture to Christian Counseling.
Each program was dedicated
to reaching out to the com

munity. The Master of Divin
ity students touched the com
munity.
They came from different
backgrounds, but their sto
ries

were

dents,

as

was a

second

year Master of Divinity stu
dent and did his general and

community

Field Education

atthe John 3: 16 Mission. He

could relate to the students

at

the mission because he has
had similar experiences in his

life.

"I

was

interested in

[John

3: 16] because I used to be

The stu

drug

they

were

called at

group of people that I can re
late [to] and have a sympa

Mission,

had

were at some

point marred by

addiction.

The downtown John 3: 16

Mission had

a

rehabilitation

program for men based on
biblical principles and was

They

are a

thy. I love being at John 3: 16
Mission," said Jung.
Despite their best efforts
of the staff at the mission,
helping the students was very
difficult.

of the sites for the Field

Education program for Mas
ter of Divinity students.
"Field Education is an op

addict too.

a

same.

all led lives that

There

was a man

whose

had died, and he

daughter
was having
marriage prob
lems. The

man was sent to

(the
students) have learned and
use it in a parish setting," As

John 3: 16, Master of Divin
student
Mamoru
ity

sociate Professor of Practical

met him I

Dr. James Tollett

important

portunity

Theology

to take

said.

v

Jung

the

the John 3: 16

one

Paul

what

Goshozono said. "When I

realized

just how
God's love is."

Story by Eddie Yamashita

Learning to speak

Master of Christian Coun

seling students Christie
Ccseq. Dustin Braun and
Matt Giardini listen during
Marriage Counseling. "I en
_jo� learning more about
famil� sus terns," Ccseu
said. photo b� ChriS Dingess

Hard at work
fast Track student senior
David King works on an
/I.

assignment fOI� one of his
graduate classes. King took
three graduate classes and
will have completed one
third of his graduate edu
cation when he graduates
in Ma� with a bochelors
degree. "Working hard m�
first three �ears has paid
off," King said. photo b� Chris
© Oral Roberts University
Dingess

<

Just a word

ahead

Master of Arts in Chris

v Planning

tian

Associate Dean Dr. Cher ql

Counseling student Liz
T euler addresses the au
dience during a Graduate
Theologu luncheon in order
to recruit prospective stu
dents. T culur testified
about how God brought her
to

ORU. "God

has

been

faithful to
work he

Miller

discusses

Divinit�

with

student

Lori LaGrone

the

Bible

a passage in
for Biblical

Hermeneutics. "I've learned

importance of cor
tlq interpreting and ex
plaining biblical scripture,"

the
r ec

complete the
began," T cqlor said.

photo b� Russ

Iverson

Master of

LaGrone said. photo b� Russ
Miller

'W'bat

inspired you to
continue your graduate
education in Theology?
"(I

-was

inspired]

to

divide the vvorcl of
God correctly and to
learn

to

hear

I-lis

voice."
-MARK MCCORKLE

Master of Divinity

Thinking ahead
Professor of Christian

<

Counseling

Dr. E.d Decker

speaks with Master of Di
vinit� student .lornes Shaw
after a graduate theologq
luncheon. "Its one thing to
desire to

s tudu

counsel

ing, but another to talk to
[the] protessor who
teaches

counseling,"

Decker said. photo b�
Miller

Russ

I\.

Not all business

Master of
Yvette

Divinit� students

forbes, Solomon

Of or i-An ash
Blake

and

Jason

laugh about past

periences

in Wisdom

ex

Lit

er-c+ur-e. "I love the wisdom

[Howard] E.rvin and
en_io� listening and glean
of Dr.

ing wisdom from him,"

"The

I-loly Spirit led

me to

continue my

education in Theol
ogy

-with

prodding

:much

and

courageJ.uent

en

r:

-KATBYTBOMAS

M.aster of Divinity

forbes said. photo b� Russ
Millel'

---f.--------------------

© Oral Roberts University
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\i-'fekt\ verb, 1: to show strong character,
2: to inspire team players through example
effect in Christ-like sportsmanship
athletics

Long practices,

sore

muscles,

tears

of sadness and tears of

celebration. These

experiences were common to athletes.
They did not experience these times alone, because the team
the second family-was there for support.
Teamwork was an important part of sports. Teammates
provided positive reinforcement, encouragement and friend
ship. Athletes found these relationships to be an essential
ingredient for success.
This year athletes found out how important cooperation and
teammates

were.

The women's

needed each other

as

program found they
the season with a starting

soccer

they opened

record of two wins and five losses.
and finish the

They

able to

were

�
o

3
E
(Il

�

\ tem-wa rk\ noun, 1:

work done

by

a

number of associ
ates with each

doing

a

defined
all

clearly
portion

but

subordinating

personal prominence
to the efficiency of
the whole

with nine wins in

pull

row, the
together
country's longest undefeated streak.
Though track events were won one individual competition
at a time, together the men's track team took their third straight
season

a

Mid-Con conference title, and Coach Joe Dial

was

Mid-Con coach of the year.
The volleyball members realized the value of

unity

named

when

traveled to their

eighth consecutive NCAA national
tournament. Weeks prior to the competition, the women relied
on each other to push them through the end of the season.
The men's basketball team also pulled together to gain
national recognition and even be sought after as one of
they

ESPN's Cinderella stories. Story by Randi Christenson
>

All for one

The men's basketball team

focuses

on

their 'tcsk at

hand. The

E.agles battled
against Ooklond
88-75. Their emphasis on
unit� helped to propel them
to success and recognition.
and

won

photos b� Russ

Miller

Sure footing
freshman .lilhon
<

junior'

Undre

sophomores

Prejean,

Alee

and

Ben Roberts

and Joe faber set up for a
stunt b� sophomore Janna

Korstad. "T 0

get a program

done, �ou have to listen to
what others have to sa�
and
wor k
together,"
Korstad said.

© Oral Roberts University

"Our rrrot.rva.t.iori,

encouragernen t
and dedication all
from

corne

our

tealuw-ork, w-ith
w-hich

out

w-e

w-ould not have

achieved such

a

high standard of

professionalisrn.
-LAINE SOMMER
freslunan

''Tealuw-ork has

helped
as a

the

us

unite

ree.rri,

play to

best

of

a bili ties

our

and

honor God in all

that

w-e

do."

-STEPHEN
McCARTHY

sophomore

"Working
gether

ily

as

and

a

to

f arri

being

there to support

another

one

is

w-hat makes not

just

a

tearn, but

a

great roa.rri."
-JOSHUA
ATKINSON

junior

"After all is said
and

done,

the

t.e a.rrvw o r k;

w-e

put into our game
is

solidified

the
w-e

friendships
have off the

court:'
-APRIL SYK-O

senior

© Oral Roberts University

by
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As a team

The team warms up be
fore each wor-k out. "We
stretch befor-e each game
and

practice because it is
unpor-tont that we pl'e
vent in juries. The team onl�
has 11 girls. and each one is
trnpor-tont to the success
of the team

so

ever qone

must remain
nior

beolthq," se
Lindscu E.ngel said.

photo b�

Scoreboard
3-2.

Day to",

3-1

Baylo,'

0-3

Lo"'g

3-0

Brigham YOI.1"'g

Beach

3-0

Wake Forest

1-3

Florida

3-0

Oklahoma

0-3

AV'r<.o.V\sas

1-3

Lo�isvi"e

0-3

Colorado St.

3-0

Ke",tl.1cky

0-3

S. Ca"oli",a

Russ Miller

Pumping iron

Sophomore Beck� Dreher
and senior April S�ko focus
on lifting weights to
gain
for
the
season.
strength
The girls lifted 'thr-ee times
a week besides their dail�
practice. "Lifting helped to
improve our strength,
which is necessar� in vol
leqbcll. You should be strong
and

phqsicollq

rnerrtcllq,"

Dreher said. photo b� Russ
Miller

Vollevball team
Anna
Oaxaca,
Moreno, Beck� Brunelle,
Ivana Placko, Mirela Basic,
>

Belen

Celeste Jones,

April Sqko,
Ltndscu E.ngel, Patricia
Menezes.

Pictured:

Not

Dreher,

Beck�
Me�erson. photo

Keri
of

cour te sq

Spcr t s Information
>

It'S all about teamwork

3-0

UMKC

Senior

3-1

Va!p0l"oiso

for the next

le�ball

3-0

JUPUJ

3-0

Drake

3-0

Oakla",d

3-1

A"ka",sas L.R.

3-1

Arka",sas St.

April S�ko sets up
plcq. The vol

team went to the

NCAA tournament for the

3-1

W. Jlli",ois

3-0

Chicago

1-3

Loyola-Chicago

3-1

Chicago

St.

St.

3-0

W. Jlli",ois

3-2.

JUPUJ

1-3

Valparaiso

3-0

UMKC

3-1

Oakla",d

3-0

UMKC

3-1

JUPUJ

0-3

Arizo",a State

0-3

UNLV

eighth �ear in a row. "from
highest of highs to the
lowest of lows, two things
remained unchanged-our

the

love for each other and the

sufficient grace that got
us through," S�ko said. photo

b�

Russ Miller

© Oral Roberts University

Game Face
give

rma.tcla

a

everything
Anna Moreno,

The

volleyball

team

had yet another
added to their

they
remarkable eight-year home record of
86 wins and only three losses. The team
strong

season

also held

wins and

league

conference record of 46

a

zero

losses after

joining

the

in 1997.

"We had
we

as

little acronym that
chose to remember before every
our own

practice and game. The acronym was
Game-Face, and it stood for Give a
Match

Everything: Focus, Attitude,

Communication, Effort. The acronym
was a motivational tool for us," sopho
more

The team

only able to play eight
a 30-plus game sched

was

home games in
ule.

nationwide and

schools.

The

involvement, however, was not all about
having fun; the girls had to make
many levels.
"We had to work extra hard in

sacrifices

traveling to play.
We were only in class nine days out of
the month of October," junior Keri
Meyerson said.
The team's diligence made a huge
impact on the season. They broke indi
vidual university records as well as Mid
we were

Continent Conference records.

"We had both Becky Dreher and Anna
Moreno ranked in the top of the nation
for digs and assists, and Patricia Menezes

broke the Mid-Con record for kills. The

personal records and achievements them
the team achievements

on

our

were a

great bo

nus," senior April Syko said.
Time

The schedule allowed the team the

opportunity to travel
play a variety of

class when

senior

selves made for an awesome season, and

Brunelle said.

Becky

school work because we missed so much

on

the road

was

a

breeding

1\ Setting records
Coach
Am�

farber

Knowles congratulates
nior

se

Anna Moreno after

ground for developing close relation
ships among the girls and building life
long memories.
"Playing volleyball and being a part
of a team that I consider my family was
an unforgettable experience," senior

_jo�ed all the girls this �ear,
and we had a great team.

Ivana Placko said. Story by Randi

photo b�

Christenson

Anna

set

school record.

The individual
came as a

individual

an
"

I

reall�

success

result of

en

I had

great

'teomwor-k." Moreno said.
Eric

Stephen

Vor m.

Dig, set, spike
Members of the
<

team

pla�

an

volleqboll
inner-squad

scrimmage. "Practice is
the time that we improve.
It is just

as

we wor k

so

that

important that
practice,

hard in
we

work hard in
en

games. We found that the
harder' we wor k in prac
tice, the better we plcu,"

sophomore BecR� Brunelle
said. photo b� Barbara Stosek

© Oral Roberts University
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Scoreboard
1-3

Oklahol'Y\a St.

1-2

Oklahol'Y\a U.

3-0

Po.,.tlal'\d St.

1-2

LOL.1isial'\a-Lafayette

3-1

Weste.,.1'\ Jllil'\ios

1-2

W.

0-3

S.t. MisSOL.1.,.i

1-1

S.W. MisSOL.1.,.i

4-2

D.,.L.1.,.y

5-0

JUPUJ

3-0

Oaklal'\d

4-1

Lipscol'Y\b
Valpa.,.aiso

v

2-0

Kel'\tL.1cky

3-0

"Rice

4-1

Cel'\ tel'\a.,.y

3-2

N.t. State

4-0

S. Utah

0-0

T L.1lsa

6-1

A.,.kal'\sas

1-0

S. Utah

1-1

Oaklal'\d

And she's Done
Senior mid-fielder

WOMEN'S SOCCER

fRONT ROW: Martha Owens, Heather Hall, Anne Schick, Jodi Klr khuf'f. Heidi
Ritze, Randi Mathews. Kim Pangburn. Lindsoq Ruisch, Megan Owens, Kris
Bramlett. Megan Utz: BACK ROW: Assistant Coach Colbq Hale. Nicole
Bucelluni. Charissa Adelmann. Jessica Kellogg. Tessa Long, Kellie fenton,
Chr+s tq Chapman. Michelle Hoogveld. Randi Christenson. Amber Morse�, Erin

Hartog.

A

Head Coach

GOOOAAAAl!
Senior mid-fielder

K�le

>

Jodi

Kir-khuff pushes the ball
past a Portland State de
fender." We have so much
fun when we are around
each other. E ver� �ear we
pride ourselves in our team

Bramlett looks to

goal against

a

Kris

score a

defender

from Louisiana Lof oue l.te.
"Since it

was m� senior
I
wanted
to moke it a
�ear,
r eullu
good one. The girls

both on and off the field."
Klr khuff said. photo cour tesu

like m� f orntlq: I can
on them for
an�
thing," Bramlett said. photo

Adarn Hernandez

cour tesu

unit�.

It is

our

Cussen. photo

strength

are

count

Adarn Hernandez

© Oral Roberts University

cour tesu

Sports

Inforrnation

<

Rejecled

goalReeper Kellie
fenton leaps up for a save
against Portland State.
"As a freshman ever uthtng
freshman

is new;

and, of
little

are

a

the

girls

were

and made it

adjust

course,

nervous.

awesome

reall� ecsu to
college level,"

to the

fenton said. photo
Adam Hernandez

v

Setting Goals
and scoring goals
Scoring goals for the women's soc
cer team didn't mean just putting the
ball in the back of the net; it meant

meeting

the

challenges they

set for

themselves.

"Setting goals as a team really helps
build team unity because when we
are all working towards the same pur
pose, we are required to work to
gether and challenge each other. This
year we were looking to go to the
NCAA tournament, and every prac
tice we reminded each other what we
were

working towards," sophomore

The girls took field trips that helped

"We

the

begin
ning of the year, and it really chal
lenged us to trust and have to really
rely on each other at times," junior
mid-fielder Megan Owens said.

repelling

summer

some

of

us

got

ready for preseason
because the three-a-days are so much
easier when you come already in
shape. We also came a little earlier

together

to

be

Close call

Teaming up to score a goal
against OSU, freshmen
forwards Michelle Hoogveld
and Jessica Kellogg and
senior

mid-fielder

Ktr khuff
of

Jodi

disploq the power
"When the season

unit�.
got further along, we re
all� started to come to
gether as a team. We
wor-ked r eollq hard and
stepped up our mtensrtu
at practices," Kellogg said.
photo

cour tesu

Adorn Hernandez

this year so that we could run a camp
for younger girls," senior mid- fielder
Erin

Hartog

said.

The team's hard work and dedica

paid

"It is

off in the end.

awesome to see our

fans

so

excited and

as a team.

went

"This

tion

defender Randi Mathews said.

them unite

important in the success of the
team. Not only did the girls have to
find time during the season to pre
pare for games, but they also found
practice time during off season.
very

at

Hard work and dedication

were

supporting us. You real
ize that all the practicing and time
that you put in is worth the feeling
that you get when you win games,"
freshman

Hoogveld

forward
said.

Michelle

Story by

Randi

Christenson

© Oral Roberts University

�ou
But

JESSICA KELLOGG,
freshman forward

cour tesu

Almost a goal
freshman defender Dan
Bishop chases the ball af
>

ter

a

near

grounded

Thomas Jakobsen.
to

from

goal

senior defender

give recognition

"

I have
to

our

fans. Even though we onl�
had five horne garnes, we
still had over a thousand
fans for the game against
TU," Bishop said. photo bl,l
Eric

Stephen

Vorrn

Overcoming
odds

the
v

LOoking for a pass

Junior defender

Michael

Dischinger sets up for a
pass to a teammate while
warming up for
"This �ear

we

had

a

game.

an awe

attitude. The entire
team decided to come to
some

and

gether
plcq
Dischinger said. photo bl,l Eric
Stephen

Vorrn

as

one,"

All teams

enjoy succeeding, but the
men's soccer team took winning to a
new level. The men opened the season
with six consecutive victories. This

collectively decided to step
up the intensity and hard work to have
one of the best years yet. Though they
set goals for themselves, the team had to
year's

team

overcome

obstacles,

a

lot of travel and

only five

home games.
"It's a lot harder to play away from
home. At home you have your own fans,

cans.

We had to

come

together

a

different

forward Sun

Potter said.
The extensive travel

challenge
"There

proved

to be a

for the team.
were

times when

leave at

we

would

midnight [after] practice. We
were able to
sleep on the bus, but it was
difficult to get homework done," sopho
more forward
Stephen McCarthy said.
was
Diversity
yet another obstacle
© Oral Roberts University

come

up with

and create

a

way to

playing
adapt to," sopho
a

style

that

more

defender Victor Hugo Pena said.

we can

The team's

language

all

diversity

also

presented

barriers.

"When I first got here, I didn't speak

the field. I

in

new

from

adjust and learn to play
atmosphere," sophomore

to

junior defender

had to learn

strategies.
Bolivia, we grew up
"Coming
playing a different style than the Ameri
some

English

own

overcome.

With members from all over the world,

field and you are more com
fortable. When you are away, you have
your

MICHAEL DISCHINGER

that team members had to

well. I didn't

always under
stand the terms that they were using on
was

forced

to

learn very

quickly, so I had to force myself to use
English even when I was talking to the
guys who spoke Spanish," sophomore
forward Miguel Menduina said.
Struggle often produces growth and
through this year's challenges, the team
developed in strength and in unity.
They overcame the forces that opposed
them, and together they found success.
Story by

Randi Christenson

v_'SSOCCER
fRONT ROW:

Stephen McCarth�, Sun Potter, Nathan Ham, Dan
Jason Nussbaum, Jason foster, Michael Jones, Adam Allee,
Luke Collins, Patrick Guilliad, Ale [ondr-o Gaurdia; BACK ROW: Michael
Dischinger, Roger Buswell, Noah Braun. Tr eq Vout. R�an Bush,
Thomas Jakobsen, Hector Zapata, Chris Daniels, Victor
Hugo Pena,
Kellon Sanders, Jason Hur-leq,
Miguel Menduina, Sheldon Barrett. Not
pictured: Dave Leung and Quinc� Burgess. photo cour+esu of Sports Information

Scoreboard

Bishop,

<

HOI on his l1'8li

Sophomore

II

mid-fielder

Adam Allee dribbles

past

a

TU defender. "This �ear the
unit� of our team was our

stronghold. We have amaz
ing soccer plouer s. but,
trnpor tontlu, amaz
ing gu�s," Allee said. photo
more

b�

Eric

Stephen

Vor-m

© Oral Roberts University

3-1

Cel'\tel'\ClI"y

4-0

stetsol'\

5-0

LipscoW\b

2-0

TCLA

1-0

PI"Clke

0-2

CI"eightol'\

1-2

TL.1lsCl

0-5

BI"Cldley

1-2

S.W. MiSSOL.11"i

2-1

V CllpCll"Cliso

0-4

W. Jllil'\ois

1-2

Cel'\ tel'\ClI"y

2-3

OClklCll'\d

2-0

N.t. StClte

0-3

LAMKC

4-2

JLAPLAJ

2-1

PI"L.11"Y

"'Clad IOU

Senior mid-fielder Tr eq
Vaut sets up for a move
around the opposing de
fender. "This was the best
team that men's soccer
has

ever

had, and it got

better'

as

Stephen

Vorrn

the

season went
on," Vaut said. photo b� EI-ic

It's time to run
Senior Ro jiv Maina and
freshman kip Rotich help
to pace one another' during
a race. Maina ran the team's
best time at 26:01 for an
SK.
E ver qone wants to
achieve their personal
record. I was r ecllq glad
that I could achieve mine,"
Maina said. photo b� Michal
>

v

senior Jeff Crawford and

a race held
ever�
at
ORU. "The teOin
�ear
worked r-e ollu well to
gether, and we pushed each
other to do our best," West
said.
Michal
photo
b�

pete

fRONT ROW: Philip West,
Chris Waugh, Mike Will
iams; SECOND ROW:
Coach Joe Dial, Shawn
Venable, Jeff Crawford,
Ra_jiv Maina; BACK ROW:

Spencer Smith,

Graduate
Eric
Green, Hillar� Rotich, Head
Coach Alick Musukuma.

Assistant Trainer

tcsq of Sports Infor

mation

>

Women's Cross Country
ROW:
Mind�

fRONT

Crawford, Wendq Scott,
Deidre Emerson; SECOND
ROW: Mile� Turnbull,
Graduate Assistant Lisa
Tompkins, Head Coach Alick

Musukuma; BACK ROW:
Head Coach Joe Dial,
Marsha Dawkins. Not Pic

Davis photo
Sports Information

tured: Janea
cour tesu

of

< On your mark, get set, go
The women's cross coun
tr� team lines up at the
start line in anticipation of
the starting gun. The
women placed third at con
ference. "We had a great
�ear and God pushed us
through all the wcq," se
nior Mile� Turnbull said.

photo b�

Michal Joachimowski

Finished at last
a long and exhaus
tive race, senior Deidre
Emerson takes a walk to
cool down. Emerson had a
personal third place finish
for the season. "It feels
r ecllu good to finish some
thing that �ou worked so
hard to achieve," Emerson
>

After

Scoreboard
Me",

WoW\e",

Q",d

T""lsa

4th

Ka",sas

said.

photo

b�

Michal

Joachimowski

placed

placed

9th
8th
15th

15th

Missow'i So""the

17th

OklahoW\a state

8th

3 .. d

ORU

13th

3 .. d

Co",fe .. e",ce

8th

.. ",

in

Joachirnowski

Men's Cross Country

cour

and

_junior Shawn Venable, com

Joachirnowski

photo

Philip West

Spencer' Smith, along with

"

>

The race is on

Junior's

© Oral Roberts University

Running the

Mile�

race

Turnbull,
senior

forGod
The

gling

cross

country

the

team was

strug

of the

season to
beginning
for
its
meets.
enough players
Through prayer and God's grace, the
team was able to successfull y
complete

at

find

a

roster and go on to

finish strong in the

conference.
"The first part of the season we only
had four girls, and we needed five or
six. We were unsure if we were going
to have

a

team or not, but

God

and provided

really

surprised
girls
plete our team," senior Miley Turnbull
us

to com

said.

The women's

team saw

results that

exceeded their

expectations.
"We were happy that we achieved
our goal to place in the
top five, but top
three is better," sophomore Marsha
Dawkins said.
same

days

and

Fridays.

the afternoon

We would also

those

run

in

We would

days.
weights
Tuesdays and
Thursdays, and Saturdays we would com
pete," junior Philip West said.
Though cross country was an indi
on

and lift

run

on

vidual sport, it

was

also

a team

sport. It

important that the team members
helped push each other to run their best.
"The team is important because we
motivate each other. We provide each
other moral support, and we also push
was

ourselves harder when
are

encouraging

us as

our

teammates

well," senior Rajiv

Maina said.
The teams' efforts
season

ended; they

paid off as the
lasting memo

made

ries and met individual and team desires.

The men's team started the
with the

"We would wake up at six in the
morning and run on Mondays, Wednes

concern

season

the women's

team had, not enough runners. The team

pulled together and
spite of the shortage.

worked hard

III

"We

close

family and had many
good times, but we also kept our goals in
mind, and they were the most important
part," junior Shawn Venable said. Story
by

are a

Randi Christenson

A

The time is

...

Senior Mile� Turnbull
checks her watch as she
runs a r oce held at ORU.
"There is a great feeling
that comes with the sat
isfaction of knowing that
�ou completed the race for
not onlq �ourself, but God
and �our team," Turnbull
said.

photo

Michal

b�

.Jcochlrnowskl

< With God all is possible
The men's cross countr-q

team

gathers for pra�er
before the meet. A pra�er
became tradition before
each race. "We are a great
team and teamworR is im
portant even in a sport that
seems so

indtviduol," _jun-

ior Shawn Venable said.

photo b�

Michal .Jocchtrnowskt

tn

�
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Being Competitive
.loclqn

isn�t

Wilson

just

for

boys

_junior

Sugar, spice and everything nice: that's
what little girls are made of, as the saying
goes. But little girls grow into aggressive,
competitive intramural athletes. This year
the female athletes proved to be more than
just spice. They quickly became the week
end warriors

on

campus.
Keeping up with this current trend were
wings such as Imago Dei and Gucci. Both

have strong athletic traditions, which have
made them

long-time

rivals.

"Both of our brother wings are rivals,
we

so

became each other's rivals. We have

friends

on

each other's floor and

we

get

in the games,

along well, but when we are
it's business," said sophomore

Elise

1\

Who's open;»

Junior

.Joclqn

Wilson 100Rs

to pass the ball

off. "It

[intramurals] brings floor
unit�. It brings something
that other activities can't

add," Wilson said.
>

competitiveness

wing ri

valry, there was a fine line between inten
sity and sportsmanship. The intramural
department placed a strong emphasis on
good attitudes on the field. Penalties for
poor conduct meant removal from the
entire game.

Calling the shots

Sophomore Julia West,
_juniors Emil� huwkinscn
and Stephanie Marshall,
student
graduate
Kaneesha Thomas and
nior

of

se

Anne ACRer discuss

game policies. "As a ref,
�ou set boundaries for how

phqslcol a game can be. You
realize that the ref has to
t oke control and hold �our
ground no matter what,"

West said.
We've got a strategy
Sophomores Charissa
>

Adelmann and

Lqdro

Kr lin

discuss tactics with their

it is

floor. "Even

though

intramurals,

we are com

petitive;

so

it is

important

to know what is going on
and have a plan for the

team," Adelmann said.

© Oral Roberts University

leadership

about it. We have lost

has

a

good attitude

some

games and we

get past it," said fresh
Zoraiada Torres-Rivera, Citadel aJth

get upset, but
man

stresses

.I've emphasized it ajote,

sportsmanship
my girls. Everybody
..

we

letic chairman.

Ally Murri, Adel Phi's ath
letic chairman, believed good sportsman
ship kept teamwork and friendships in
perspective.
"If you can't control yourself on the
Freshman

field, then you won't be able
things off of it," Murri said.
Sometimes the

stayed

intensity

to control

of the game

with the ladies.

emotional than guys i�
the games. We tend to carry our grudges
outside the games," said freshman Jessica

"Girls

Haukas Gucci athletic chairman.
Within the

"Intramural

are more

Aguilar, Rock athletic chairman.
Competition is tough at times, but the
most important thing is making friends
and having a good time. Story by Randi
Christenson

vwonh a five
<

Touchdown

freshman Calandra Var
gas runs the ball down the
field for

a

touchdown. "It is

fun to win but the time �ou
get to spend with �our
floor-metes is the real fun
of irrtr ornur-o!s."
said.

Vargas

freshmen Kimber lu Clcr k
and Katie

McCarth�

of In

finit� give each other a high
five at

an

intramural vol

leqbo!l game. "lntr ornur cls
is a great wa� to relax and
have fun with �our friends,"
McCarth� said.

<

The plan is

The

...

ladies of

Standard,

freshmen Leslie Swafford
and E.lizabeth Bradberr�,

sophomore Jo�

Bowen and

freshmen

Calandra

and Rachael Allison

Vargas
gather to discuss their
plan for the flag football

game with their coach se
nior Theo Bra�. "The games
gave our wing a chance to
come

together

while hav

ing fun," Bradberr� said.
photos b� Chr+s Dingess

© Oral Roberts University

>

Group huddle

Members of

discuss
for

Youngblood

game tactic
football.
flag
a

"Intramurals was
of fun. football
awesome

and

our

lot

a

was

wing

competitive,"
senior Youngblood mem
was

ver q

ber Abel Chavarria said.

photo b�

Russ Miller

v

Senior

Marcus

rushes the
in

Intramural Fun

Sening records
Cram

"With

opposing team

a

game. "Consuming fire's
football season was tncr ed
ible. Our 'tecmwor k

sweat and attitude

Grease, mud, dirt,
flew

on

the football field. One teammate

broke from the huddle in

whole is

the hero. With the ball in his

proverb: The
greater than the

of the por ts." Cram

said. photo b� Chr+s Dingess

an

effort to be

perspiring

hands, he made a" desperate attempt for a
touchdown. He made it,

or

the court, it drew them

even

closer to their teammates. Within each

only

to find out

group fraternal bonds
that continued

even

established

after the games.

"We have become

of guys. I take

were

a sense

close-knit group
of pride that there

a

is talent present

ing team now had the added edge of a two
point lead. As crazy as that was, it's not

Marcus Streater said.

too far from what one discovered watch

able to get involved and meet other stu

agreed

men

front of their peers
could

in

happen

a

that

was

losing

face in

the worst that

game. Yet it is these

brought the most laughter
of the day, and sometimes the

moments that
at the

end

most

hilarious

moments came

from the

absence of athletic prowess.
"A lot of us
out to
are

are

just not athletic. Going

compete is humorous because

we

trying new things every time," fresh

man

David Perini said.

Each time

players
© Oral Roberts
University

were

on our

floor," freshman

Students who live off campus

were

dents

men's intramural games.
Most

senior

the field

he was in the wrong endzone. The oppos

ing

Marcus Cram,

competitiveness

was

defined in this
sum

touch of

intramural football

an

by playing with a wing.
"Living off campus you miss out on
some of the
campus life, so it is great �hat
you can get on a wing team and develop

relationships with some of the guys on
campus," junior Chris Daniels said.
In the men's games competition was
embraced; however, friendships and last
ing memories were most important.
"Playing with people on our floor
allowed us to get to know our floormates

better,"sophomore
humbled

on

Story by

Elisa Bark

Sun Potter said.

I

Ping pong fun
Sophomore David Flinchum
shows off his ping pong
<

skills. "I like

ploutng

murals, but I

intra

am

ver q
I
liRe
to
win,"
competitive.
Flinchum said. photo b� Chris

Dingess

< Foot action
Freshman Josh

Pinnacle battles
Fi's sophomore

Za_jac of
Semper
Tommi]

Sheerer with assistance
from his wingmate _junior
Adam Cowherd. Semper Fi
beat Michael 12 and main

tained their
record. "We
but

undefeated
all

are

r

eollu

the

one
busu,
that
we
all
make
time
thing
for ," Za_jac said. photo b� Nick�

soccer is

Yates

<

Spike

I\.

Sophomores Joshua D.
Johnson and Joshua Jensen
pla� a fr lendlq game of
volleuboll. "I like to plou in
tramural sports because
it gives me time to relax
and have fun with the
people

on

m� wing and in

teract with other wings,"
Johnson said. photo b� Barb
Stosek

Water break

During a tough game of
flag football. Semper f i
sophomor-es Josh Callahan,
Josh Delgado, Dor r ql Clear'
and
take

drink ot wo+er. "I
bel' one game we

b�
b�

remem
were

up

20 but ended up
losing
six," Clear said. photo b�

Chris

© Oral Roberts University

_junior Michael Diaz
a break to
en_jo� a

Dingess

Nate Self,

Let's

senior

Go, Eagles

cheerleaders bring down the house
Levels of

intensity

the ocean's tide

as

rose

high

like

sounds of excite

spread throughout the crowd.
The foot-stomping, hand-clapping
cheerleaders were an example of what
great sportsmanship was all about.
The combination of the squad's flex
ibility, strength and determination kept
the cheerleaders going.
ment

"We lost

a

few cheerleaders this

year so we had to be flexible, and we
also had to be focused to learn new

responsibilities," sophomore Lindsey
Fisher said.
A

Confidence and trust

It's time to soar

Toking

br-enk from the

a

duties of E.li the Golden

E.agle, senior Nate Self
stops to quench his thirst.
"It can be ver q trlAing at
times. The Rids are r-eollq
neat. but Rids will be Rids,"
Self said.

"Being

a

mascot

meant that I had to be pre
pared to realilA get the
crowd into the

b�

game."photo

Joe Kohutek

>

and

a

lot of time

were

spent in preparation for the routines,
which involved

jumps, tumbling

and

stunts.

practice just as any other sp<oliitI
would, and we are required to keep in
shape and work hard," sophomore
"We

Janna Korstad said.

Although cheerleading was seen as
entertainment, the squad was required
other sport
with traditional elements of team

to meet demands like any

tured rules to follow.

were

great. We

were

able to get the crowd into our perfor
mance," senior Vanessa Clark said.
The

flashy

stunts

and choreo

graphed steps displayed
pline involved.

Kntic hold their pose.
"This lAear ever qone wor-ked

verlA hard. We lost people
but the squad clwous rose
above and learned new po

sitions," Clark said. photo b�
Russ Millel-

Here we gO Eagles, here we go

Sophomore Lindseu

fisher

pumps up the fans at a
horne basketball game.

cheerleaders at

games adds a lot of excite
ment and entertainment as

the

Hard work

and the routines

KelllA

well

Ben Roberts said.

work, training, coordination and skill.

seniors Vanessa Cler-k and

the

more

unity of the squad was evident in the
impact performances had on the crowd.
"We had good music to work with,

Flving high

"Having

the

foundation of successful stunts. The

freshmen Jillian Prejean
and Whrtneq Rowland and

>

were

"Cheerleading requires discipline
a willingness to become better alt
the skills you have learned," SOPll@
and

encouragement to
plouer s. It completes
atmosphere," fisher
as

said. photo b� Russ Millel-
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the disci

"I consider

cheerleading

to be a

sport. It takes up time and has

[It] is

a

struc

priority,

and I schedule my time around it,"
sophomore Simon MacFarlane sai�.
The coed

squad strived toward ONe
goal: to generate spirit and pride.Story
by

Shanna Tabb

I

<

v

Spirit fingers

Cheering at a men's game,
sophomore Lrndseu fisher,
senior Vanessa Clork.jun
tor Lisa Schubert, sopho
ITIOre

Janna Korstad and

freshman Jillian

Pre_jean

"

show

spirit. I love cheer
ing.lt great because it is
a
relaxed atmosphere,"
is

Schubert said. photo blj
-

Kohutek

.lce

The boys get them pumped

Simon

Sophomore

Mac

farlane, _junior Undre Alee
E.than
and
freshmen
Vannasdale cheer at
horne game. "I
to be

a

Paul

and

fitzpatrick

never

a

men's

wanted

cheerleader, but it's

gr-eet oppor-turntq to use
m� God-given cbtlrtq.It was
a great experience," Alee
a

said. photo blj Russ Miller

<

Get down

Performing

r

ou'ttne s

at

halftime for the men's bas
ketball games
the

part of
squad's responsibilities.
was

"Cheer-trig at ORU
great exper tence.
learned
the

new

�ear

is

We

a
...

routines for

and

came

to

gether as a team," fresh
man Whrtneu Rowland said.
photo blj Russ

© Oral Roberts University

Millel-

v Lookin' good is what it's about
freshman Clarissa Rod
riguez and _junior Lunet.te
Babb opplu their makeup
before a performance.

Getting r ecdu didn't mean
onlu being r ecdq on the
outside. The squad also had
to be mentullq alert. "On
deus that we perform we

>

A slammin' performance

Sophomore

Alicia

Collier

and seniors Priscilla

Flcgg

and Valerie Hawkins per
form at the annual Slam
and-Jam

competition.

"I

thank God for the oppor
tunrtu to express m� tal
ents

through

Rock

the

have to clear our mind and
prepare to be happ� and
cheer on the team," Babb

House. Ever q �ear the pro
gram gets better, and it
has been a privilege to be a

said.

part

of it,"

Flcgg

said.

Let's go Eagles
Sophomore Alicia Collier,
>

_junior Angela Dearmond,
senior Priscilla

Flcgg

and

Gina Vehr en

sophomore
kemp create
in

school

the stands and

spirit

encour

age the basketball plouer s.
"We have so much fun per

forming

our

is also fun

dances, but it

_just cheering

the team on," Dearmond
said.

>

Cheer time

Senior

Zeek� Minnis and
sophomore Ci.l. Moseb� fo
cus

on

the action of the

basketball game. "Most of
us love basketball, so it is
an

added bonus to
and cheer

perform
Moseb�

team,"

get

to

on our

said.

© Oral Roberts University

Rock The House
-with

unifonns and

new-

Many changes

took

place over the
and
inside
out
for this four-year
year
old dance team. Not only was a new
leader set in place, but new uniforms
were donned by the dancers. In the
ongoing process of improving the qual
ity of the dancing, Rock the House cut
the number of team members by more
than half and focused

on

each dancer's

individual abilities.
What Rock the House was, and what
it could become,

caught the attention of
sophomore team co-captain Maria
Vasquez.
"It was a little nerve-wracking be
cause this was something new .It wasn't
what I expected," said Vasquez about
having to go into tryouts and learn a fast,
new dance to test her
ability.
..

The

new

level of excellence in Rock

the House could be attributed to coach

Sharita Bent. She
ter

saw

the need for bet

performance and took it upon herself

to raise the bar

.

Junior Candace Marshall

Rebekah Adelmann,

new- -moves

how Bent

junior

leading the dance
team to be better people as well as better
saw

was

dancers.
"Sharita

always

has

positive [out
look]. If there was something that was
negative, she can find something good,"
said Marshall of what impacted her most
about the new leadership.
The different styles of dance this year
came about as the team was
given free
dom to choreograph their own dances
and even hire professionals who gave
direction in

areas

that

a

were

weak.

"We did all different kinds of dance
all

through the year. We did salsa, we
did jazz, we did country, we did hip-hop
and we did stomp," senior Priscilla Flagg
said.

incorporates a cowbou hat
dance perfor

into the

Superb dancing skills were not the
only requirement for membership on
the dance team. Bent taught the team a
new
perspective about how they inter
acted with the students

campus

GeUin' iiggV wit it
Junior Rebekah Adelmann
A

as

on

and off the

well. Story by Tim Burch

mance

at

a

men's basket

ball game. "I reall� enjoued
getting to know the girls.
We had great times of fel

lowship and r ecllq worked
hard together to improve
the squad," Adelmann said.
<

Let's dance

High

kicks and

tnsptr

e

high

ener gq

the crowd to

loud and cheer

get

the men's
basketball team. "Having
Rock the House allows us
on

to show secular schools
that because we are a

Christian school doesn't
mean we can't have fun,"
freshman Dais� frans
said. photos b� Russ Miller
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In vour face

forward
Sophomore
Stephanie Clor k plcqs de
fense

Mid-Con

against

Conference rival Ooklond.
"We

ploued r ecllq

team and

well

became

as a

reall�

close," Cler-k said. photos b�
Russ Miller

v

It's game time

Sophomore guard

Wom.en's Basketball

Claudia

Louis sets up to pla� de
fense. "We put in a lot of
time in the g�m in the off
season, and that's a huge

part of the success we had
this �ear," Louis said.

all '"bout the wins
Setting goals, working hard and be
ing tough was what the women's bas
ketball team
"We set

a

was

all about.

goal

to have a

winning

The game is more fun when
you are beating all your opponents,
even if it means tougher practices.

Winning games is worth all the extra
effort," sophomore guard Claudia Louis
said.

Diligence was something the Lady
Eagles knew about. The team started
their workouts in the beginning of the
fall and continued their training
throughout the season. The women in
corporated conditioning, weight train
ing and ball work into their daily work
outs.

sophomore guard

able to work

and played. We

conditioning in
with our playing," freshman guard Kelli
were

Claudia Louis,

we ran

Tulsa
"It

season.

"At practices

and the second

our

Inman said.

They started the season off with two
big wins. The first was against Okla
© Oral Roberts
Universityby 20 points,
homa State
University

we

crosstown rival

University by eight points.
was

great to beat OSU. Last year

They are a Big ]2
a good win for us, and

lost to them.

school,
it is

was

so

it was

always

when

we

fun for the whole school

defeat

TU," senior forward

Shayne McKenzie said.
Though winning took tenacity, the
team also made time for pleasure when
they were on the road. The women
traveled to

Cancun, Mexico, for a tour

nament.

"It is fun to get to go to Cancun as a
basketball trip, but you have to remem
ber that you are there to compete and
not just have fun," sophomore forward

Stephanie Clark said.
Winning and enjoying the game were
what playing sports was all about. The
team

understood their role and set out

to make their mark.

"We worked hard for

ourselves, but

for each other as well," Louis said. Story

by Randi Christenson

<

Irs a steal

v

Women's Basketball

Junior Abril Garcia goes af
ter the ball against Oak

FRONT ROW: Assistant coaches Chris
tina Kelleu, Eric EI�, Head Coach Je:r�

defeated

plcq
great
college, and I
wouldn't want to pla� with
an� other gl'oup of girls,"

Cussen. Dave Wllbur s: SECOND ROW:
Claudia Louis, AI�cia Seou, Abl'iI Garcia,
Brandi Moore, Jamie Fithian, Shoune
McKenZie, Stephanie Clark, Jessica Boon;
THIRD ROW: Leeah Cannon, Erin Menard,
Kelli Inman, Kendall Cunningham, Amanda
Stone, Cori Williston, Kristin Atkinson,
Allison Holland. photo cour tesq Sports Infor

Garcia said.

mation

land. The

women

the Cr tzzltes 88-66. "We
had

a

good

season

of fun. It is

basketball in

and
to

a

lot

Finkbeiner,Assistant coaches Mlstl

Scoreboard
OkiahoW\a st.

67-47

OkiahoW\a LA.

42-70

TVllsa

74-66

LipscoW\b

80-62

T e.Xas- Al""li"'gto",

55-62

Pa",ha",dle. St.

82-51

T e.Xas Sa", A",to",io

47-43

Oklahow\CI St.

72-65

Al""ka",sas Pi",e. BlVlff

80-49

St.

C::;1""e.goI""Y's

LipscoW\b

82-68

HOVlsto",

64-62

Chicago

"Looking On

lntcnselq focusing

on

the

game from the bench are
freshman Kelli Inman and

sophomore

Erin

Menard.

88-51

St.

59-65

S. LAtah

66-49

Oakla",d

88-66

)LA PLA)

63-37

LAMKC

62-73

T e.Xas P a", AW\e.l""ica",

72-68

We.ste.l""", )lli",ois

33-68

V alpal""aiso

43-66

S. LAtah

80-53

)LAPLA)

55-52

when

Oal<.la",d

67-63

LAMKC

71-76

Valpal""aiso

65-80

We.ste.l""", )lli",ois

67-82

we

<

do

get

important

...

in," Inman said.

The game plan is

Head

coach

.Ier r-q

beiner discusses

plan

a

Fink

game

with the team.

© Oral Roberts University
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Chicago

it is

-

lIZ

"We have to pa� attention
to what is going on, be
cause

en

,�

St.

69-38

....

Luke

Men's Basketball

Spencer-Gardner
junior

the cinderella
The crowd cheered
ran

loudly

as

the clock

down. The men's basketball team had

recorded another victory. This win

against

Arkansas led ESPN to name them as one of

eight teams

the NCAA tour

leading up
nament, ESPN chose eight teams based on
set criteria and featured them on their
to

Internet site. The team

gained national
playing ability and

1\

Going 10 Ihe hoop

Junior

LURe

guard

Spen

cer-Gardner' drives to
ward the hoop. "Our team

eollq successful, and
together.

was r
we

wor-ked well

Teamwork will make or
br eok a team, and we were
that

lucR� enough
wor

ke d

well

together,"

Spencer-Gardner
Eric

photo b�
>

we

said.

Vorrn

Stephen

The team met their match when
faced

knew that

"We wanted to make

a

chance this year. It

was a

great

man

by beating Arkansas," junior guard

Ralph

Charles said.

"Both the SMU game and the Tulsa
game were a lot of fun for us. The crowd

said.

really gets

It wasn't easy

being

nominated for the

Cinderella story. Team members put in
many hours of practice.
"We had to make

sure

that

we

kept

on

The

also recorded

men

a

ally-ranked University

into them which makes the

games a lot more fun," freshman forward
Yemi Ogunoye said.
The success the team experienced came
about because of teamwork.

top of our game, but we had to be strong
and in shape as well. This required a lot of

"We had great team chemistry, and that
is what made us the team we were," senior

time in the gym and weight room," fresh
man guard Jonathan Bluitt said.

guard Tyrone Tiggs

said. Story by Randi

Christenson

Cameron

at the Siam-and- Jam. "The

competi

wa� that we can
have fun as a team and
a

interact with

our

fans,"

Charles said. photo b� Russ
Miller

It's game time
Juniors forward
>

Aiming for the basket
freshman guard Jonathan
Bluitt sinks a free thr-ow.
>

"The

season

was

Borges

photo b�

Eric

Andrew

and

senior forward
Kendr-ick Moore and fresh
man

it," Bluitt said.

Stephen

Reggie

guards And�

Melo�,

recognition, but we worked
earn

and

Mathurin

reall�

successful. We earned
hard to

against

of Tulsa.

senior forward

Slam- and-Jam

win

close game with cross town rival, nation

Kendr-ick Moore and junior
guard Ralph Charles
watch fellow teammates

tion is

a

Southern Methodist University and p�aryeQ

Reggie
guard Luke

forward

the

recognition for their
unexpected season success.
"It was really cool to see our team on the
ESPN website. We worked really hard in
the off season and during [the] season, so
it was really nice to see a result from all the
hard work," junior guard Andy Mathurin

Spencer-Gardner,fresh
Tragardh,

start to

season

Juniors forward

Borges

statement to

everyone that we were serious about our
team and felt that we had a really good

Bench talk
and

they

Arkansas. The
the Razorbacks

nationally-ranked
beating
would bring them to prominence.

men

in ESPN' s Cinderella Watch.

Each week

story

forward Cameron

Tragardh

VOI-rn

rncke their wa�

out of the locker

"When

we

court, it

is all

we

step

room.

on

the

business, but

know how to have fun

together as well,"Mathurin
© Oral Roberts University

said. photo b� Russ

Miller

v

<

He got game

Junior

fRONT ROW: Matt Gastel,

forward

Reggie

looks to pass off
the ball against IUPUI. "It

Borges

eollq eas� to step up
and take leadership with a
team that was so willing
was r

to work hard to be

cessful. I
last

r

eollu

season

suc

erijoqed m�
with

this

team," Borges said. photo
b�

James Allen

Men's Basketball Team

Ogunoue. Reggie
Borges, Kendrick Moore,

Yemi

Brucal Greene, Cameron
Tr ogor dh: BACK ROW:
Jonathan

Bluitt, And�
Mathurin, Josh Atkinson,
Ralph Charles, Andrew

Melo�,

LURe

Spencer

Gardner, Tur one Tiggs.
photo

cour tesu

of

Sports

Infor

mation

Scoreboard
Oklahol'Y\a

Wesleya",

A",ka",sas

112-66

76-64

Wichita St.

76-71

T e",,,,essee St.

77-69

SMU

75-62

Mississippi Valley
Stephe", F. A'-'tsti",

85-75
68-71

,�

T'-'tlsa

80-90

:=

en
-

=
-

Mississippi Valley

96-63

t-lo'AJa",d

62-72

UMBC

68-48

Mi",,,,esota

80-85

Col9ate

78-54

S. Utah

Chica90

77-66

JUPUJ

66-63

Oakla",d

88-75

UMKC

76-62

Valpa"'aiso

71-84

Weste",,,, Jlli",ois

87-77

Chica90

© Oral Roberts University

58-73
St.

St.

78-48

S. Utah

86-73

Oakla",d

57-78

JUPUJ

65-76

UMKC

86-91

Weste",,,, Jlli",ois

79-58

Valpa"'aiso

89-75

CI
....

=
.....

Vollev
Senior Jared Welch follows
>

through

as

v

he returns the

r

ball. Welch

was nominated
for the President's Cup,
given to the most out

standing

me

great honor for me,"

a hit

the most

enjouoble season I have had
in three �ears; the team is
a

little

photo b�
>

furnilq,"

Helm said.

Russ Miller

On to the tee box

Junior

Sam

sophomore

Mudge

and

Chris Almroth

start toward the next hole.

"We walk the

course

and

cuddu for ourselves, so we
must be knowledgable
about

the

courses

we

ploucd," Almroth said. photo
b�

Joe Kohutek

>

Which club�

Sophomor-e

Candice Sa

tow chooses her club for

her next hit. "Golf
of fun. We have

was a
a

lot

small

team, but we get along re
all� well," Satow said. photo
cour tcsu

Claire Sturdivan

>

Get in the cup

freshman Claire Sturdi
van

putts

toward the hole.

The team finished in ninth
at the Susie Maxwell
Bernie Classic. "Our team

place
is

ver q

four
and

of

one

lia and

unique. There
us

are

fr-om Oklahoma

girl

one

practice. Baile� was
teem

member of the

to form

people
Baile�

Junior Jen Helm slams the
was

Baile� gets

to her oppo

ing the tennis team was a
great expertence.It's allowed

Millel-

ball. "This

serve

hailing from Australia. "Join

male athlete of

Welch said. photo b� Russ

What

to

nent at

-

>

ecdq

a new

the �eaJ'. "Being nominated
for the President's Cup
was a

Serving it up

freshman Sonia

from Austra

from South Af

rica," Sturdivan said. photo
Shu-divan
© eOral
Roberts University
cour+esq Cloir

friendships with

all around the

world,"

said. photo bl,l Russ Miller

Making a statement
as a

team

and

an

individual

Arvid

Ganestam,
The men's and women's

golf

teams

traveled the country playing in tourna
ments held as far away as Florida and
South Carolina.
"The team got better as the fall season
went on. Two individuals finished sec

ond in two out of the six

junior Luke Scrymgeour

tournaments,"
said.

The teams arrived at the
I

so

early

could become familiar with each

they

course

course

nominated for the annual President's

given

outstanding

"We worked hard
tried to

improve

34-0 in Mid-Con

final 18

Sundstrom said.
Their work

paid

of the First

given annually
of the year.
Golf was
award

Kevin

by

"At

a

was

the season's results.

one

point

in

our season we were

matches; we hadn't lost
match since 1999," senior Marlena

Maciolek said.
off

as

Cales of the women's team
ner

senior

The women's tennis team effort

holes

Monday, and then we played the
on Tuesday," freshman Thomas

team, and we
individually as well.
as a

improve together,"
Garlington said.
shown

on

tenacity

Then you have to work hard and train
with your doubles partner so that you

all weekend to prepare
ourselves for the week. We played 36

practiced

male athlete of

the year. This was evidence of
and dedication.

before the tournament started.

"We

to the

senior Heidi
was

Lady's Cup,

to the

the win

an

award

top female athlete

The streak
women

Despite
even

came

fell to
the

to a halt when the

Valparaiso University.

defeat, the members became

closer and learned the true

meaning

of teamwork.
not

senior

Cup

the

only sport that earned

recognition.

Senior

Alexander of the men's tennis

Jared

team was

The teams swung their way through
the season working to put forth their all.

Story by

Randi Christenson

A

Perfecl puRing

Senior Arvid Ganestam
concentrates on the ball.
"We have a great team,
and though golf is prima
ril� an individual sport, we
help each other and com
pete as a team as well,"
Ganestam said. photo b� Joe
Kohutek

<

Double trouble

Teaming
match,

up

in

a

doubles

freshmen Wessel

Kemp and Chr is Moore give
the game their best effort.
doubles is fun, but
have
to learn to plcq
�ou
with �our partner because
�ou rel� on each ether- so

�

much," Moore said. photo b�

15

Russ Miller

:a

"Pla�ing

-

CI:
en

=
-
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The race is on
at the Okla

Competing

homa Invitational, _junior
franz Petzold heads to
ward the finish line.

"Hurdles require concen
tration because uou have
to mcke it

over

and still be

said.

the hurdle

fast," Petzold

photo

Michal

b�

Joachimowski

Practice makes perfect
Junior Jamison George
>

sprints

at the Aerobics Center.
"Practice is a great time
to

and

challenge
�our'self. We were able to
set goals based on how well
we did," George said. photo
b�

>

around the tracR

improve

Michal .louchlrnowski

Take a stretch

Senior

Marsha

takes time

before

her

to

Dawkins
stretch
workout.

Dawkins finished fourth in

the -J.OO-meter dash at
nationals and was named
Mid-Con Athlete of the
Year. "I knew that I was

going

_just

to do well this �ear; I

didn't know how well I

would do," Dawkins said.
photo b� Michal .loochtmowskt

Concentration is key
Junior Spencer Stonbur q
>

concentrates

on

complet

ing the hurdling event. "It

reall� cool to win Mid
Con again. It is a great re
ward for all �our hard work
was

throughout the season,"
Stunbur-q said. photo b� Michal
.loochimowskl

© Oral Roberts University
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Up and

over

Sophomore
son

Katrina Jack

competes

event. "We had

in

so

a

field

much fun

this �ear. Each time we tr�
and cchieve our personal

best, and this �ear I

was

able to beat mine," Jackson
said. photo cour tesu Katrina
Jackson

v

ITeamwork

Sophomore Adam Pinkard
throws shot at the Okla
homa Invitational. "Tr otrung

Personal best, conference season
reoords and national championship quali

fications marked this
as a

successful

year's track

season

one.

track

Although

was

viewed

typically

individual sport, the athletes were
assured their accomplishments may not
as an

have reached such success had team mem

bers

not

been behind each other.

"When I

am

competing,

the

encour

agement from my teammates pushes me
to improve my height with each jump,"

sophomore pole vaulter Katrina Jackson
said.
In both track and field events, it

was

important the athletes took on a competi
tive nature in practice.
"In training, Shawn [Venable] and I
race

all the time. When it's time for

meet, I

tell that I've

can

sophomore

distance

Johnson said.

runner

The strong man

a

improved,"
Joshua D.

Teammates

were

only good for
practice and com

not

each other in

helping
petition, but they also were there for each
other outside of track as they spent most
weekends during the season on road trips.
"Bus rides and off-times at meets give

fOI� shot is harder than some
ma� think. You must be

strong

both in �our upper
bodq. This �ear

and lower

the throwers

were

all able

to

push each other to work
hard and improve," Pinkard
said. photo b� Michal .loochimowsk!

time to get to know each other and
have fun. Some of my best friends I met
us

a:I

:=
CIC
...

through track," junior heptathlete
Courtney Henderson said.
The unity of the team helped them set
and meet both group and individual goals,
which propelled them through their suc
cessful season in which they took home

...
...

the indoor track conference title.
"We had

goals

goals

group, and we set
for ourselves. Our goals that we set

for ourselves

as a

were

pushed; we knew that

would

push each other as a team,"
junior long distance runner Shawn
we

Venable said. Story by Randi Christenson

and

Randi Mathews

© Oral Roberts University

en

,�
-

Adam Pinkard.

sophomore

>

Cheering Ihe learn

on

Seniors Tim l.oer ke, Chris
Hart and Pat Trompeter

get craz� as the� cheer on
the men's basketball team.
"The Maniacs sent chills
down the

petitors

spine of

com

the

coun

across

'tr q," Hart

said. photo b�

James Allen

We've 901 spirit how aboul VOU
freshman Andrea Potter

v

Mabee Maniacs

cheers from the stands
with

her

cornphrnentor q
megaphone given at the
Homecoming game. "en

there is

thusiasm is what drove the

There

fans, sheer passion is what
drove the Maniacs," Pot

who made

a

their

as

ter said. photo b� Russ Miller

was

own

a

group on campus
national statement of
"Basketball Times"

named them "The PG-13 version of
Duke's Cameron Crazies-The
Mabee Maniacs." Costumes, cheers,

face

Andrea Potter,

freshman

no

"rnaylJe�

�

to

it

Female studentsjoined thefifi1@:m:t
rows

of the student section in tb�

Mabee Center

along

with £ThJe�]f

male peers and showed school
spirit for the Golden Eagles.

"It is fun to be

girl in Maniacs
because it shows that the girls are
capable of being just as wild ali]tffi
crazy as the guys," sophomore
a

paint and pizza were all part of
being a Maniac. The members were
in charge of showing an abundance
of school spirit.
Brandi Stark said.
The Maniacs was made up of
"Being a Maniac means setting
aside your personal pride to pick up more than 100 students including
pride for your school," sophomore student athletes, who saw the dli£
ference the Maniacs made and de
Jorge Ramirez said.
Maniac members took their lib cided to join the
group.
in
school
"When the Maniacs came to our
erty
showing
spirit.
"The most fun I had was during soccer game against Tulsa, I real
Army night. We dressed up in camo ized how much more fun they
with bandanas and face paint. It was make the game. I decided that I
cool because

we were

also able to

wanted to support my fellow stu
dent athletes," sophomore soccer

recognize our troops overseas, who
were the real heroes,"
junior Justin player Adam
Randi Christenson
Mayo said.
© Oral Roberts University

Allee said. Story by

<

Afro man

.Iuntor Micah Davis cheers,
but not without the fa
mous

afro.

part about
supporting

"M�

favorite

the Maniacs is
our

team

[and]

the fellow Maniacs, and

[also] frustrating the op
posing team," Davis said.
photo b�

Russ Mille,'

<

Vee Haw

Seniors
Michael

R�an Colliver- and
Ching dress in their

Maniac clothes to cheer

on

the basketball team. "The
craziest game that we
went to was Arkansas. The

stadium
it

was

got reall�

packed, and
czu," Ching

cr

said. photo b� Russ

<

It is our ball

Juniors Jeremiah Wentz
and Dwoune Carson signal
to the I�e-FS it is ORU's ball.
"I

_joined

cause

the Maniacs be

I've

olwcqs

been

an

outgoing person,

and

wanted

some

school

to

spirit

show
in a

new

I

wcu."

Carson said. photo b� Russ
Miller

© Oral Roberts University

/l.WUuUp
freshmen Lisa

Mille,'

McGI�egol�

and Lauren frenke express
their patriotism. "Being a

Maniac is

a

lot ot fun. We

able to

r eleuse OUI�
and
are
energ�
support
ing the team," frenke said.

are

photo b�

Russ Mille,'

v

Gening it tOgether

The field

plouer s take a
break to consult each other
on the
pitching mound. "If

>

And�
Hargrove steps up to bat.
"We had a great team this
�ear. We r ecllq work well
together, and we have
plouer s who work hard in
dlviducllq as well," Hargrove

need to regroup 01' talk
about something, we will
work it out together on
the field," sophomore out
we

fielder Kevin Lamb said.
photo b� Russ Miller

>

Practice makes perfect

Junior first baseman

said. photo b� Russ

Miller

Get ready to plav ball

The

men warm up together
before the game. 'We men
tall� and ph�sicall� must

be

r

ecdq

each

as

team for

a

game," _junior out

fielder Herman Galatas
said. photo b� Russ Miller'

Scoreboard
St.

Cil"egol"y's

W

Te;x:as Sa",- A",to",io
SOVI th A iaba W\C\

0-3

McNeese St.

W

Cieol"gia
Sa", Diego
St. Mal"Y's

L
W

L

St.

1-1

LAC-Rivel"side
SOVlthvvest MissoVll"i

W

Ka",sas

1-2

>

MissoVll"i SOVlthel"'"
Ke",t St.

W

Junior Matt VanDerBosch
slides into second base as

L

3-0

Wichita St.
NOl"theastel"'"

W

Al"ka",sas

L

1-2

OklahoW\a
Te;x:as Pa",- AW\el"ica",

W
L

3-1
W

OklahoW\a
Chicago St.

ec:n·,,'1e.

played Dt'IOi

......

L

s+

scol'es

S;�p'\ify

sis",ifies
01'\

a

wi .....

oppol"e",t.

ave"all
0"

about learning from
losses and improving
trom them," VanDerBosch
said. photo b� Chrts Dingess
our

4-0
W
W
4-0

OklahoW\a Wesleya",
SOVlthvvest MissoVll"i
SOVlthel"", LAtah
0,'

one against Texas Pan
American. "The team was

good

Al"ka",sas

6di+o .. s "ate; r'\c+Mol

to

1-2

V alpal"aiso

eo.W\e aeere.s. W

the team fell two games

1-1

MiaW\i

Safe on base

seo,'e.s

toss of

(.I

il"l

a

S;"'9Ie

© Oral Roberts University

Walching from Ihe dugOUI
The baseball team cheers
<

the batter up to the
"Baseball is a great
because �ou cheer

plate.
sport

on

�our

team," fr-eshmen infielder
.Jor dcn Barnett said. photo
b� Russ Millel'

IHardwork
The baseball team

ing

successful

was

seasons.

v

Sophomore pitcher DenniS
Bigle� winds up for the
pitch. Bigle� was named

known for hav

"I

have made

with

They

14 appearances in the NCAA

Tournament,

Regional

appearance in the Col
lege World Series and have been Mid-Con

Champions

one

four times.

"We have

a

reputation

that

we are ex

pected to live up to because the teams in the
past have done so well. It is definitely en
couragement for us to work hard," sopho
more
pitcher Dennis Bigley said.
Success came at a price. Players prac
ticed seven days a week, often beginning
5:30

Practices consisted of

was
a

able to

.418

come

batting

into the program
average with 16

doubles and 62 RBIs

(Runs Batted In),"
junior first baseman Andy Hargrove said.
The returning players were also able to
make an impact on the team as they brought
back the experience and determination
"I entered the

season

with

a

Kris Kline said.

Omaha, Nebraska, for the National Cham
aided the

we

means

of

that

room

to

we

have

a

lot

grow," Bigle�

said. photo b� Russ Miller

the nation's top catcher. I have been Mid
Con Player of the Year and [a member of

sophomore catcher David Castillo said.
Though the baseball team was young
and relatively new to each other, they all
had their minds set toward one goal:

recruitment process, in which 20 players,
several with high national rankings, were

pionship. The team's hard work was shown
by their ability to grow from their weak
nesses and see the season to
completion

added to the roster.

win

success

and

the week. "We

team this �ear,
wer e
�oung, which

batting

ning, batting and ball drills.
"Though practice is difficult at times, it
was the discipline and dedication that made
our team who we were,"
junior pitcher
The team's known

prtcher of
had a good

average of .385 and was nominated for the
Johnny Bench Award, which is given to

the] Mid-Con All-Tournament Team,"

a.m.

Mid-Continent Conference

needed to win.

run

at

Perfeci pilChing

or

lose. Story by Randi Christenson
© Oral Roberts University

Dennis

Bigle�,
sophomore

\i-'fekt\ verb, 1:

effect

to sway, 2: to bring about a
desired outcome in others' lives
people

While

walking through the hall of mirrors during a busy
class change, students could be seen smiling, waving and
handshaking as they greeted friends, renewed old acquaintan
ces and met new
people. After the typical questions- "Where
are you from," "What's
your major" and "How many hours are
you taking,"-these young scholars began to cultivate the
relationships they would enjoy the rest of their college ca
reers. A simple smile or an
encouraging word impacted a
fellow student, creating a positive effect on his or her day.
During class-designated times for prayer requests and praise
reports, students

able to believe with their peers and see
prayers answered and manifestations of God's handiwork
occur throughout the course of the semester. When classmates
were

believed with each other, they embraced an opportunity to
show compassion by reaching outside themselves to affect
someone

!:
o
(./)

�

xkam-pash-anx
1: sympathetic conscious
noun:

£"

ness

g

distress

with

of others'

a

to�ether

desire to

alleviate it

else.

This compassion was common among both the students and
faculty. Roommates often doubled as sounding boards, and

professors could always be called upon in times of need. The
effect of such kindness was an atmosphere of love and consid
eration felt while going through daily activities. The entire
student body was a living testimony of what a little compas
sion could do to improve the world. Story by Jennifer Jones
Igniting Ihe leadership wilhin
Seniors Selah Davis and
>

Sara Grace Turner

explain

the heart behind their stu

dent-produced leadership
conference, "Ignite". The
purpose was to inspire
students to discover and
live out their passion.
included author
Dr. Tim Elmore and Teen
Mania
representative

Speoker s

David Hasz. photo b� Chris

Di!:_8.ess
<

wnallhe world needs now

Junior

Susie,
visits

...

Ja� Em embraces
lad� he r egulor lq

a

at

the

outreach
Greater Mission. Students
delivered food and cleaned
houses for

© Oral Roberts University

rnerrtollu handi

capped members of the
corrununrtq. photo b� Michal
.loochunowskt

'''Everyone seems
to

sense

someone

corrrf ort

-when

needs
or

en

courage:rnen t
someone to

to.

or

listen

Because of the

common bond of

Christianity,
has

eryone
com

ev

the

passion

of

Christ that isn't
often visible."
-JAMIE CHEN
freslunan

"Compassion
sho-wn

is

by

stu

dents

-who

you

don't

kno-w

They help

yet.
you

into

move

your
hold a

room

or

door

open

for

you.."
-JEDIDIAH

ABRAMS

sophomore
"I've

seen com

passion in sup
porting one an
other

through

crisis and pray
ing and loving
each other; not

just on my
floor, it's every
-where."
-JOY THRALL

junior

"Compassion is a
of

state

moved

being
much

so

that you are com

pelled
order

to

to

in

alleviate

s.orrre orre=s

suf

f ering

any

of

kind"
-MYRON
MAGETO
senior
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act

Lisa Pinnell
You

You insisted on obeying
the Lord in water baptism

We

are

a

from God.

�ift

very proud of you
and the youn� woman

and yOU continue to

obey Him today.
We have always been and

are

you have become.
Your accomplishments

continue to be so

have exceeded

proud of you.

dreams!

our

We love you,
Mom and Dad

Love,
Dad, Mom and Ariel

CLAJR6

Paige Waltt'Y\at-\

"Do

you ",ot lcwaw that

those who
"'U"'"

but

p,..ize?

"'u",

i",

a

r acze.

o",e r e cieive.e

Ru", i", such

that you

a

Love,

all

MoW\, Dad

the

way

W1ayobtai", it."

) Co!". 9:24
© Oral Roberts University

D aJ'\ise, AneJ'\ &

Boys

BI"yaJ'\, SL.-\sie

Boys

&

Daniel Albright
Undre Alee
Elizabeth Alien

Glory

Allen

Jessica A lien
Jonathan Allen
Paola Alvarez

Joshua Andes
Keziah Apura

Natalie Ardhuerumly
Michael Arias
Linda Dosen Askvik
Wesley Atwood
Jamie Ausdemore
Charlita Awosika
Katherine Baird
Ruthie Baker
Rachel Balster

Annette Barker

Lara L Barnoske
Fabuola Barthelus
Melissa Bartlotti
Yurrennis Battle

Behnken
Sharon Behnken

Hope

Joycia Bell
Kelly Bell

Randall Benson
Nate BernkJau
Terri Bos
Sara Bowman
Sekettia Brantley

Jolene Bratton
Kurt R Bravata

Joseph Brettell
Mary Brew

Rachel Bridgewa ter
Kangar Bright

Jamie Brinker
Cinsia Bristol
Carla Brown
David Brown
Brown
Heather Brumit
Nicholas Bruno

Sonya

CytellaLouise
Dearest C'yte'lta,

We

are

of

proud

you.

Francis

Dvlan Kirk Hollman
"I expect to pass through this world but once,
therefore, if th ere be any kindness that1 can show
to any fellow

creature, let me do it now,
not pass this way again." Willianmen

for I shall

We

thank Gcxl for
your deterrni
nation and re

sponsiveness
to

Bis

·will

for your life.

Continue

to

sotneyoung
-woman

of

Gcxl.

Dear

Dylan,

The most

important thing for you

how loved you

God. We

Lxrve,

are

son, brother and child of
very proud of you. Excellent!!!
are as a

We love yOU,
Dad, Mom and Monique

Morn & Dad
© Oral Roberts University

to know is

Debbie

Bryant

Vic Bullard
Duane

Burgess
Burning
Kimberly Busch
Ryan Bush
Amber Canidy

Ramona

Deborah Elise Carranza

Jennifer Cash

Holly Casselberry
Rebecca Castle

Joseph Caswell
Daughin Chan
Jami Christiansen

Vanessa Clark

Ashleigh Claytor
Sandra Coffman
Tamara Coleman

William Coleman
Leanne Cook
Nathan Cook

Stacie Cook

Marcia Jean Crider
Ma�cia,
We

Ruth

Ami-Lyn Correa
Amy Cottingham

accoW\plishW\e",ts

yo",...

Miriam Cowans

f ... oW\ bi ... th to ki",de ... ga ... te",

Joshua Cowden

to

college. Altho"'gh

W\issed
we ... e
Elizabeth

p ... o",d of yo", a",d

a ... e

fa ... away,

that yo",

Craig

whe",

yo",

we ... e

we

we

yo",

k",ew

what

doi"'g

Marcus Cram

lAod wa",ted yo", to do,

Benjamin Crampton
Joy Crampton

a",d
f ... oW\
0", ...

cOW\ fo ... t

took

we

that

hope

k",owledge.

is that yo", will co",ti",,,,e

to follow lAod's

fo ... yo", ... life.

pIa",

Britt Crawford

Mindy Crawford
Renee Crawford

"The Lo .. d bless

Marcia Crider

Y0L-l a",d

watch,

gL-la .. d a",d

the Lo .. d make +-lis face to shi",e L-lpO'" a",d
Y0L-l a",d be g .. acioL-ls

(ki",d,

Y0L-l a",d

co",ti"'L-lally>:

Shannon Crout

Ashley

give

me .. cifL-lI

[app ovi",gJ

Y0L-l; the Lo .. d lift L-lp +-lis

..

a",d

keep Y0L-l;
e",Iighte",

givi"'g favo .. )

Y0L-l peace (t .. a"'GL-lility of hea .. t a",d

NL-lmbe .. s 6: 24-26

"t"he

A""plified

Bible

Cummins

Joel

Cupps

Natalie Curtis

Love,
Dad, MoW'\ aV\d Ma",tiV\a

Bill, Melissa, Ashleigh, Josh",a aV\d A&..1stiV\

Stephanie

Sarah
Weimer

Dear
You

Sarah,
Congratulations on your
graduation. We are so proud
of you and everything you
have accomplished. We love
you very much. You have always
kept God first in your life. We pray as
you and Matt start your new life together,
Love

are

a

we are

blessed to have in

to achieve far

beuond

what we ever imag
ined. Never have �ou
wavered in �our faithfulness to Christ.
What

so.

always, Dad and

beautiful

that

our f'umtlq. Your
spirit
of commitment and dedication has enabled �ou

Dearest

you both will continue to do

Stephanie.

daughter
so

Strack

an awesome

daughter!

We love �ou.
Dad & Mom. Stephen & Matthew

Mom

© Oral Roberts University

to

cOL-l",te",a",ce L-lpO'"
life

Don

Christopher
n.mFte
One Awesome person. Your desire for life and
your love for God will never lead you any
where

but

right (Jeremiah 33: 3)1 Twenty
years ago you graduated from kindergarten at
Grace Fellowship in Broken Arrow. And look at
you today. Who, BUT GOD, knewl
You

are

loved and blessed

by your

entire

family;

Mom and Dad

Darla and Chuck, Marnee and Dave and Bobbi,
Nieces and Nephew: Paisley, Annie, Magee,

Allee, Faith and Cole.
A

soripture from Dad: Proverbs 3:5

Yelena Curtis
Jamie

Erica Lvon Rupp
"One

generation

shall

praise

Cychosz

Richard Dancer

Damany

Daniel

Your works to

another. And shall declare Your

mighty

acts."

PS.145:4
Erica

Darlington

Sarah Dash
Richelle Davies

Lanique

Davis

Selah Davis
Sharron Davis
Andrew Davison

Marsha Dawkins

Lynn

"My

heart is

I recite my

with

good theme;

overflowing
composition concerning
a

the

King;

My tongue is the pen of a ready writer. I will
make Your name to be remembered in all

generations;
praise

Therefore the

You forever and ever."

We love you.

people

shall

Ps. 45:1, 11

Mayall God's blessinSls enfold you!
Dad, Mom and Jared
© Oral Roberts University

Dawson

Carissa Deardorff
Jason

Debruycker

Paul Deckret

',[It] was an honor and
privilege. 5in= I arn
'daddy"sgirl,' luyrnost
rrrerri or-a ble
ex.peri
eJ."l= was
was

"I live

their ga.rrres to support
theJ.TI., so it was awe

tba t rny dad

lUyescort; it

sorrie to

was

across

and the

-HEIDI BRUMIT

-TIFFANY MU'RRAY

freshman

junior princess

princess

rnost

was

special
being able

dress up and have
a lot of
lUY

good friends.

Alrnost

everyone on court was
sorrreorre

very

special

t01.TIe."

-BETBZIMMERMAN
sophomore princess

Reigning as rovallY
inducted Homecom

Newl�

ing Queen T ornrnq Deuo and

Homecoming King Daniel
Russell pause for a picture
after their traditional walk
basketball

court. photo b� Russ Millercoon appeal

Senior

King

Homecoming

Court

and Queen Candidates

Russ Miller, Mindi Wallace,
Homecoming Oueen T ornrnq

Deqo, Homecoming King
Daniel Russell, Kristina
Stark, Wesleu Pebsworth,

Jennifer Samora and R�an
Golliver beam from the ex
citement of the cer-ernonu.
photo cour+esu Russ Miller
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all

rny

friends

people

cheering for

to

>

and

rny sister Heather's
senior year."

fun with

the

court

have

part

around

be able to walk

the

his 30th reunion and

"The

A

the basket

on

ball floor and go to all

I love

rne."

Christina Dehamer

Dejeanne

Denet

Leanne Dennis

John Mark
Tamara

Derryberry
Deyo

Da vid Dicicco
Felicia Dillion

Christopher Dingess
Jonathan Dingman

John
John

Duffy
Dulaney

Kathleen Dunbar

Tom Duncan
Malia Du Ross

Angela Dyer
Deidre Emerson
Rochelle

George

Ferguson

Fisher

Priscilla Flagg
Melissa Fleer

Cortney Forte
Cytella Francis
Jennifer Franzen
Seth Fredericks
Aaron Galmarini

Angela

Garcia

Daniel Garcia

Laura Gaskill

Megan Glick
Kerstin Goldsby
Robert Ryan Golliver
Leslie Goshko

Kimberly Goulding
Gray
Jacquelyn Green
Shaken

Shara Green

Dear

David,

the grace of God you have
beat all medical odds that said

By

you would not live to be 15 years
of age and yet you have lived

through

Central

High School '86
Louisville, Kentucky

Desert Storm (Persian

Gulf War) and other stormy im
possible odds with renewed

strength

from

on

high (God

above). Our spiritual hat's off
you. (Isaiah 40:28-31)

to

Yours in the struggle with love,
The Miller Familv
© Oral Roberts University

1) A leader among the 14 member
newspaper staff.

2) Only black on 14 member debating
team.

3) Captain of 17 member debating
team.

4) A black belt holder (Martial Arts).
5) Listed in Who's Who of National

High Schools.

Phillip Griswold
Christine Grothe
Rahel Grunder

Courtney

Hale

Deaf'
We

Bertjam;,,'I,

al"e so

pl"oVld

to

bl"i"'9 joy
91"eat blessi"'9
a

Kassie Hamilton

of what YOVl have achieved. YOVI

those al"oVl",d YOVl. YOVll"
to

all.

YOVI

willi"'9",ess

always

to

9ive is
91"eatly, a",d,

have sowed

thel"efol"e, will hal"vest 91"eatly. We keep aski"'9 that the
aod of OVll" LOl"d .JesVls Chl"ist, the 9lol"ioVls

Micah Hand

Natasha Hannon

\
I'

Haley Harkendorff

•

Fathel",

may

wisdom

a",d

9ive

the

YOVl

I"evelatio""

may k",ow him bette 1".

Spil"it

of

that

YOVl

t.phesia",s

1: 17

so

Love with eve,.y
Elizabeth Harms

spi,.it«al hlessi"g

Gabriel Harris
Cleo

i"

Ch,.ist,

Harry

Chris Hart, Jr

Joel David

Dereck Hatcher
Valerie Hawkins

Stephanie

Cam.:pbell

Hefti

Roderick Henderson

Infant
Pre-school

GradHS Grad

Tahani Henderson
Justin Henson

College Grad

Angela Hibbs
Higgins

Laura

and

on

ever

...

to what

God has

And 10

"
...

press

0", ... dea ... est Ma ... y,

yo",1 Th ... o"'9h arr fife's ob
stacles, Ciod has t ... ",sted "'s to t ... ",st HiW\; eve",
We

a ... e

p ... o",d of

so

whe", the docto ...

the doc to ...
...

s"'9gested to abo ... t yo",; whe",
dia9",osed yo", ... cha",ce of bei"'9 ca ...
-

ied ",i",e W\o",ths d",e to

via wo",Id be

gestio",s
le9 b"'aces,

from Cordova,

ward the

saying, "This

high call
ing of God

is

loved Son and

in Christ

Brother

Jesus."

whom

Philippians

well

3:14

Matthew 3: 1 '7

wo ...

ds

that yo", wo",Id ",ot walk witho",t

�)

our

Be
in

we ar€

pleased."

We love you

Dad,

lots,

Mom and Anna

said, �) CAN: Yo", ... fi ... st

yo", ... hea ... t
we ... e

on

Place",ta P ... e

bi ... th. Whe", s"'9-

50150-iW\possible

caW\e

few

seve ... e

voice

to

ing

MARYB_BREW

a

ca",

do it.»

Ho",ey,

yo", have do",e

itr Yo", have

Ciod's
W\e ... cy,

coW\e

9

...

this fa ...

love,

ace,

Jeremv M. KoaPD

powe ... a",d

heali"'9

yo", ... faith i",

Jes",s'

",aW\e.

We

love

yo",

DEAR JEREMY,
WE ARE VERY PROUD

ve ... y

Of

YOU.

CUSED

W\",ch,

Dad, MOM a",d faMily

ON

STAY

ro

GOD

AND

CONTINUE TO PURSUE
HIS CALL.

Phil. 4:13, oJ

Cal'\

do an

thin9s th .. o'-'9h Ch .. ist
st"et'\9thet'\eth me."

which

© Oral Roberts University

LOVE,
MOM, DAD, JEff,
JACOB,GRAM
AND POP

CARLOS
ABEL

CI-JAvA#rA
We

are

proud

of

ve r

q
God

-

�ou!
bless �ou clwcus.
-

I

.....

I

"for the
Lord gives

your

wisdom;

ac

ways

knowledge Him,

from his
mouth come

and He shall direct

knowledge

your paths."
Proverbs 3: 5&6

end unders

I

I

tnndlng."

Proverbs
2:6

-

With all
I

-

I

"Trust in the Lord
with (]II your heart
and lean not on
your own under
standing; In all

I

us

......

our

love and

,__

respect,

Mom, Manuil and Tabitha

I

....

Rachel

Highland
Angela Hill
Timothy Hill
Dylan Hoffman

Dear

You are

a

Hogston
Dymonn Holden-Harris

very

special young
manl

Jessica

Melissa,

We

are

Roxanne Hosford

Matthew House

wo
so

proud ofyou and all
that you have ac
complished in your

Jedidiah Howells

Kristen Hrubik
Jillian

life.

Hudley
Hughey

Debbie

Your obedience
to God in

attending

ORU for your col
lege degree has

greatly blessed
you and

us

Jeffrey

Hunter

Linda Hunter

Maryam

too.

Hussain

Sarah Hutchins

developed and grown into a ma
ture Christ-centered woman. May our Lord
Jesus greatly bless you.
With all our love,
You have

Dad and Mom
Jeremiah 29: 11
© Oral Roberts University

Allison Hutchinson
Ronnie

Hylton

Candanee Jeffries
Brandie Jones

Larry Jones
Dorothy Jordan
Kelly Katie
Elizabeth Keegan
Hannah Kempf

Jin-Sil Vera Kim
Min Kim
David

Michelle

King
Klepp-Zaltron
Jeremy Knapp

Loletha P Knowles
John Kowalik

Svetlana

Kuyarov

Anne Kuzrnic

KELLY KATIe

ORU Co-Ed

Honors

KELLY,

All American Scholar

AND THE WOMAN YOU HAVE BECOME. NOT ONLY ARE

DAUGHTER,

Diploma

Gamma Beta Phi NHS

I AM SO PROUD OF ALL YOU HAVE ACCOMPLISHED

YOU MY

Varsity Cheerleader

National Dean's List

BUT ALSO MY FRIEND. MAY ALL

YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.

Miss Tulsa Teen 2000

Miss Collinsville

LOVE,MOM

Talent Winner 2001
Miss Sunburst of Oklahoma 2002
Miss Southern Belle 2002
"I Love Dance"

Highest

Competition

Overall Score Winner

1st Place

Spring 2002
"Dance Champs" Nationals
1st Place Kansas City, MO
Summer 2002
Dance Performer

Spotlight Theatre
Evangelistic Temple Church
Dance and Choir Member

Ashley

Rene C.

Nichole

Schroeter
1:ake

a

bow

...

My little Bal
Yo&..\ dese .. ve it!

YO&..\'ve BoJ'\e all the way, aJ'\d
beca&..\se of that, yo&..\ W\ake W\y

VVe

proud of
you!Youareourgreatest
gift. May God continue to
so

bless and prosper you.
All of

hea .. t sW\ile. 1:haJ'\k yo&..\ fo .. obe y

iJ'\B

are

our

love,

Mom and Dad

aod. May yo&..\ .. life be filled with

ab&..\J'\daJ'\ce. With all W\y love, MoW\

© Oral Roberts University

TA

R

Kimberly Kuzrnic
Kyer

A

Rachael

Teri Rebekah Lancaster
Tasha Lance

A
N
G
S
T
A
o
T

Emily Langford
Deborah Larson

Cherrie Leblanc
Maria

Leibovsky

Betsy Lewis
Natalie Lewis
Patrina Lewis

April

Lindahl

Dea ... est T a ... a:
We

a ... e

so

p ... o",d of yo", a",d love yo",

1'Y\0 ... e

tha", life itself. 0", ... p ... aye ... fo ... yo", is that the
Lo d will

give

yo",

hea t. "Rel'Y\el'Y\be ...

,

�ALL" the desi ... es of
�",o good

thi"'g

yo", ...

Arnie Lilt

Carissa Little

will +-Ie with-

Christine

All love &

blessi"'gs

Littlejohn

Graciela Livas

hold f ... ol'Y\ those who walk "'p ... ightly."
to yo""

Mol'Y\, Dad, Ta",ya, Tiffa",y, B ... ia", & Baby

Kristyn
Stookey
Kristyn,
You've proven strength of
character and a detertni
nation to succeed in the

midst of great adversity.
We are so proud of you
because

we

know the ob

stacles you have overcome
in

pursuit

of

your goal.
God bless you as you ful
fill your destiny.

Love, Your family
Jer. 29:11
© Oral Roberts University

JaW\ie,
We

pt"o'-\d of the pt"ecio,-\s
lady that Yo,-\' ve becoW\e.

at"e

yo'-\t'\g

so

Yo,-\ have beet'\ faithf'-\I to do what
be fot"e yo,-\,

agait'\st

a

positive

all pt"ess'-\t"es at'\d

joy
Yo,-\ have
yo,-\

keepit'\g

...

a

ttit'-\de

t"eW\ait'\it'\g

of the Lot"d evet"y

it'\ the

step.

e;x:citit'\g t'\ew life ahead
is ot'\Iy
j'-\st the begit'\t'\it'\g.

at'\

this

set

WaS

of

No W\attet" what yo,-\ feel aftet" yo,-\

gt"ad'-\ate,

t"eW\eW\bet" that

be het"e fot" yo,-\ to

help

we

yo,-\

will

always
fit'\d aod's

way at'\d to f'-\Ifill His SU PG. R
Y0,-\t" lifer We love yo,-\ vet"y

plat'\

fot"

W\'-\ch, Neet'\r

Love, Dad, MoW\, :To af'\d L'-\ke y

Chris Lobser

Melany

Lockwood

Sarah Lockwood
Matthew

Long

Tessa Long
Angela Lynch
Donnie Madden

Rajiv

Maina

Jeremiah Maloney
Anthony Manganaro

C

L

H

E

E

B

R

L

R

A

I

N

E

C

Adrian Marshall
Joshua Martino

Blair

Cherrie�

Masching

What a treasure you are!We are SC) proud

Grace Mathew
Kalina Mausbach

of you and thankful that God has

Keri McDaniel

us

such

We

are

a

given
precious and unique daughter!

eager to watch with you

as

your

wonderful future unfolds before you.
Jer. 29: 11

belongs
All

to

you.

our

Icrve,

Dad & Morn
© Oral Roberts University

Nicole McHenry
Daniel McIntosh

Shayne McKenzie
Matthew McLeod

I am so

"Blessed

the

IS

man

that
Ernest

proud 01
vou,

James,
lor

putting
Jesus
lirst in
everv

thing
vou do.

love,
Mom

walketh not in the counsel

Memminger

Russ Miller

of

Miller

Tiffany

Nolan Mills

the

ungodly, nor standeth in
the way of sinners, nor sitteth
in the seat

of the scornful,
but his delight is in the law
of the Lord; and in his law
doth he meditate

night.
tree

day

Dedrick Minor

Danyle

the rivers

a

of

Marcelle Mitchell
Matthew Moezzl

water, that

fruit

in

bringethforth his
his season; his leaf

also shall

Miron

and

And he shall be like

planted by

Shannon Mims
Zuleika Minnis

Tamara

Montgomery

Elisha Moore

wither; and

not

whatsoever he doeth shall
Joanna Moore

prosper."

Jordana Moore
Jori Moore

-Psalm 1:1-3

MaH Moore

ANDREW CLARK

Odetta Moore
Maureen

Morgan

Sarah Morris
Evie

Muilenburg

TUZIN KIEWICZ
Daniel Munuhe
Jacob Muthalali

Proud Hearts

Tiffany

Naiman

Errick Nance

Beloved

son

Accomplishments abound
Ordered steps
Christ's
A

passion

purposed

life

found

Linda Dee sen Askvik

To nations led

We love you very much,
and we are proud of you.

Truth shared

You

finally did
always wanted

Souls fed

what you
to do All
.

the best for you in the

future.

Love,

Love,

Mom,

Mom & Dad

Dad

and Chris tin
© Oral Roberts University

Stephanie

Nannarone

Kathleen Ndackson

Stanley Ndungu
Johnathan Ness

Gregory Neuenschwander

CONGRATULATIONS!

Nathan Neufeldt
Hannah Newlin

Daniel

We

Nickoley

are

proud

so

of

You

you!

have

brains in your head and feet in your
You're
on
shoes.
Will
own!
your
Yes!
succeed?
you
You

will

'cause

at

Diana Norwood
lka

the end of the 6ible

Nugroho

Heather Dawn O'Donnell

Chinonye

Onuchukwu

it

it's

says

anteed!
6e
Shawn Orth

Kelly

Owen

the

LORD

GOO

is with

MuchLove

Leah Page
Amy Palmer
Anthony Paolercio

Always,

Dad & Jer

Mom,

Robin Pardo

guar
60LO!

STRONG!

Jessica O'Shields
Trevor Outman

6e

aShol1

Katie Partridge
Wesley Pebsworth
Jeffrey Pepin

"The Tassle

Adia Peterson

is WOJ-<th the

arrle.

+-lassie"

COV\9�atV\latioV\s!
We a�e e;x:t�el"V\ely

Tia Peterson

Tracy

Petrasek

p�oV\d of YOV\!

Paul Pham

Nicole Philbrick

PJ-<ayeJ-<, hope, faith
af'\d

love

aJ-<e

of

pif'\f'\acles

Tina Marie

Caputo

the
life.

Faith af'\d

hope

the twif'\

pillaJ-<s

SL.1ccess

which

aJ-<e

of

wo ...

if'\spiJ-<ed thJ-<0L.19h

Tina,
We

"A",d

aJ-<e

of �ou.

proud

Ma� the Lord

continue to direct

�our path.
Love �ou,

Morn, Dad and

We" dOf'\e, af'\d fOJ-<

whateveJ-< it

k

k",ow that all

t0gethe ...

fo ...

thi"'9s

900d

to

theW\ that love aod, to theM
who

are ver q

we

his

a ... e

called

p"''''pose.''

acco ...

di"'9 to

RoW\a",s B: 28

takes,

keeP )T ROLL)NlA,

May aod Bless a""d c=:.",,'arge Your Terr;tor;es

Natalie
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We Love

YOL.1,

Dad, MoW\, AdJ-<iaf'\ af'\d ChJ-<isty

Melissa Pierce
Lisa Pinnell
Rebecca Pittman

Stephen

PoLk

Tomeka Powell
Lance Premus

Melinda

Reynolds

Richard

Tanya

Alex Rivera

Lisa Robinson

Stephanie

Rohde

Misty
Misty

Rose

Erica

Rupp

Ross

Daniel Russell
Joshua Rutter
Jennifer Samora

Adrianne Sanders

Rashad Sanders
Rene Schroeter

Scott

Wendy

Rachel Seaman

Marti

Segelquist

Nathan Self
Maita Shana
Jessica

Sheasby

-Sarah"
Some 22 years ago you

helped us cel
graduation from GRU.

ebrate :Dad�s

NOW" you have one of your OW"n! We
so proud of you and all of
your hard
God has

-cvor'k,

talents and

gifted

you -with

so

Laura

Edward

Sibiga

Robert Simmons

are

many

love for the

forgotten. FIe
-will take you many exciting places in
the corning years-just fol.lo-cv and trust
a

Shepherd

Joshua Showman

Shane Simms

Mary-Susan Simon
Deborah Singleton
Michael Singleton

Birn.
Jeremiah 29:11 For I knovv the

thoughts that I
Lord, thoughts of
give you a future and a

think tovvard yo� says the
peace and not of evil,

to

Amber Smith

Henry

hope.

Smith

Jacob Smith

Mackenzie Smith

'Lcrve,
Mom and :Dad

Ryan Smith
Stacy Smith
Clay Smither
Angela Smucker

Rashad Ahman Sanders
Truly you

have in

creased in wisdom,
knowledge and stat
ure

and

we

are

John

Snyder

Va lerie Soden

proud.

Marie

Mom and Jamelia
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Solberg

Cherish
Amanda

Spencer
Spenner

Victor Stallworth

Sharon

I

Stanley

Kristina Stark

Bethany Steele
Alyson Steiner
Justin Steiner

Deat'

Ma",dy,

We thG\l'\k aod

fot' Y0L-lt' love,

da",ci"'g feet,
liste",i"'g eat's,

COL-lt'age, bold

e"'COL-l

pL-lt'ity,

wot'ds, pt'ayet'

tale",t,

be",t

",ess,

joy,
co""",passio",,
spit'itL-lality, i",
tellige",ce, beaL-lty, loyalty,
te",det'

heat't, givi"'g ha",ds,

istet'ed

to

May

L-lS

& Justin:

God bless you in all that you do in the future!
All of our love,

Love, Mo"",,, a",d Dad

Aaron,

Mom & Dad

(LL-lke 1: 45)

Psalm 91: 4

lDaniel cJam.es Hussell
Son,
proud of you for obtaining
your degree. It took a lot of dedication,
and sacrifice to accomplish what you
set out to do. Also, many thanks to
Grandma Edna and Grandpa Jim for
We are so

their contribution to your education.

all, we thank the Lord for
seeing you through to this achieveMost of

ment.

All

Aly

We love you both and are so proud of you in all
that you have accomplished in your lives.

k",ees.

YOL-l have """,i,,,

all.

Dear

t'agi"'g

love,
Mom and Dad,
Grandma and Grandpa
our

© Oral Roberts University

Lancaster

Rev. 4:7 ''The fourth
was

like

a

living creature
flying eagle."

Rebekah, you are the fourth
generation totally com.xnitted Christian,
Spirit-filled, loving Jesus!
We've watched you soar.
We are so proud of You!

"Dad, Mom and your entire fa:tnily

Meghan Stock
Jessica Stone

Sheryl Stone
Joseph Stontz

Smith

Mackenzie
&:

Min

�nge'a

Kristyn Stookey
Joanna Street

Emily Strong
Lisa Stunkard

Tiffany Sumo
Denee Sutherland

Rachel Suttles
Shera

Swalley

Shawna

Taylor
Hillary Terrell
Michelle Thevaos
Anna
Thorpe

We

are

so

proud

We love
Love,
Dad,

Mom and

Brody

of youl

youl
Love,
Jimmy

Mom and

© Oral Roberts University

Leah Tinker
Chantelle Todman

Lydia Tombing
Oscar Tovar

Mindi
Amy Tressler
Trompeter

Kay

Patrick

Janina Tukarski
Sara Grace Turner

Wallace
Andrew Tuzinkiewicz

Heather Van Cleave
David Van Eaton
Jennifer

Vargas

We

Joshua Vicena
Julie Vicena

Kyle

-

Vroome

Broke Wachtel
-

are so

proud of

the choices you have made
the blessing you are

the lives you will touch
We know God has His hand
-

Amber

Wagner

Crystal

Walker

youl
Congratulations and love always
Mo'm, Dad and your family

Jill Melissa Wallace
Mindi Wallace

on

Ps. 1:1-3

C
h

Vladimir Wallace

Quinn

Webb

Taneta Weber
Andrea Welch

r
I

S

t

Suzanne Wentz
William Westers, II
David Williams
Loraline

Kymm

I

Williams

n

a

D
e

H

laurel Abigail

a
rn
e

Jameson

r

Blessings to

our

dra-

daring,

Dea .. Ch .. isti�a,
We love yo"" a�d
0"""

da""ghte ...

a .. e ve .. y

a .. e

th .. iIIed to have yo""

We wa�t yo"" to tc.�ow that

p .. o""d of yo"" a�d yo"" .. ma�y

as

we

accom

matic, darling
plishme�ts. Co�ti�""e to set yo"" goals high.
a�d bless
i� all of yO""
May aod di ect
daughter
f"t""
decisio�s. Love, Mom a�d Dad
victorious iov!! © Oral Roberts University
..

..

-

.. e

yo""

yo""

Kimlxxley Spenser
We, the family of Kim, are
that you set your

own

so

proud

mind out to

do

something wonderful and have
achieved it to the highest level.
You

are

God's

own

some

daughter,

a

young

woman

heart. You

after

are an awe

Sister and

special

auntie.

Thank God for you.
Love always,

Mom, Victoria, Shawn,

.lohkeqo

and Jahki
Star Williams
Wanda Williams

Amanda Wilson

Kimberly

"I will pour
out my

Marci

and

Heather

sons

daugh

prophesy.

Dowanna Wright
Heather Wright
Jeremy Yarbro

"

Deanna Yates

Joel 2: 28

Robbie Bridges
Landry Young
Stacie Zakem

are

on

your way,
Robbie, and

your family
is so proud
of

Wong

Jennifer Wood

ters will

You

Wingert

Jackie Wohlmuth

Spirit on
all people.
Your

Wilson

youl
© Oral Roberts University

"for with God,
be impossible."

nothing

"Strength is found in
the quiet place of tine
heart, resting conft
dentlq in the charac

will

-LuRe 1:37

ter of God."
With the intention of devel

-Based

on

Isaiah 30: 15

Christian

oping post-secondary
curriculum that integrates a bib
lical worldview and principles
into each discipline, Dr. Amanda
Acree obtained her degree in
Educational Leadership with an
emphasis in PostSecondary Education. Acree was motivated by

Hailing from St. Andrew,
Jamaica, Shelly-Ann Peart
decided to pursue her Mas
ter of Divinity degree after

orally defending my comprehensive exam, I felt
so free that I ran down the back hallway of the GC
[Graduate Center] fifth floor 'running and leaping and
praising God' (Acts 3:8). I didn't care how crazy I might
have looked; the joy of having such a heavy burden lifted

recognizing the importance
of operating out of a sound
biblical theology. She desires to return to Jamaica and help bring healing and
strength to her country's youth.
"The people who have invested in me and those
whom I have had the opportunity to invest are the
substance of my fondest memories. I will frequently
reflect upon the rich relationships I have shared with
faculty, staff and students in the School of Theology

off of

and Missions," Peart said.

o
N

o
N
S

her desire to train other educators to mirror her greatest
influence, the teacher Jesus Christ.

"After

me

overflooded my

Daughter of a high

soul," Acree said.

school

dropout, Deborah Singleton was given to
her aunt at three months. Singleton endured a string of abusive situa
tions as she migrated to various homes of family members.
Singleton met a young man and became pregnant at the age of 15. She
was determined to raise her daughter in love but was forced to do it
alone. She was no longer able to continue in school and dropped out.
A woman entered Singleton'S life and delivered her hope. After
seeing this woman's love and encouragement, Singleton wanted to be
like her and became

a

Christian.

determined to become

a

She obtained her

nurse.

General Education Di

ploma

and enrolled in

classes at

a

community

college.
Singleton could now
work in a nursing home,
where she saved enough

Shortly thereafter, Singleton remarried; however, the marriage ended
after several types of abuse entered the relationship.
Realizing the need for changes, she took residence at a shelter for

money to move to Tulsa
to attend ORU. Her dif

abused families. Six months later, she was able to move to an apartment.

but determination

She decided that her children would not grow up

on

welfare and

Working as Director of Student Services Publications and
Marketing, Kamela Jones took an extra step to enhance her
skills by pursuing a Master of Management degree with a
concentration in Human Resource Management. She credits

ficulties did not cease,

came

over

them to achieve her dream of becoming

change the world one student at a time,
Dawn Panthin sought her Bachelor of Science in E]"4
ementary Education. Panthin's passion to teach was:
followed by her desire to take her skills to other countries
Seeking

to

�

her success to her mother who encour

in missions work. Her hus-

With that in

band, Shannon Panthin,

aged

her to dream

big.

stilled in her, Jones' ambition

was

to

be a change agent-encouraging people
to

take risks in order to

accomplish all

planned for them.
"My profession is marketing. I real
ized, though, that no matter where my
profession takes me, solid manage
ment skills will be key to my success,"
God has

challenged

and

encouraged

her to pursue her dreams.
"Aside from parents,
teachers

are

the most influ

ential people in a child's life.

Everyone

can

remember

teacher in their

just

a

childhood,

one," Panthin said.

Jones said.

Isaiah 41: 9-10
"Success is in the details."

© Oral Roberts University

a nurse,

,

I

I

Inspired and challenged by her parents to fulfill
"Now to Him who is

God's purpose for her life, the effect Sara Grace
Turner had on campus was displayed in many
areas. She used the skills instilled by her profes

able to do exceed

ingl�,

obundont.lu

above all that
or

we

ask

power
works in us."

-Ephesians

Striving
vant in his

family
people,

that

3: 20

to be a ser

faith,

to his

and to God's

0
N

Ross Wiseman

undertook

studying Church Ministries in the Ex
ternal Academic Degree program. Entering the
program after pastoring for 11 years, Wiseman
recognized the need to continue pursuing excel
lence in his academics. He was influenced by his

times

a

pastor and

a

...

are

with

best
my
Turner
said.
friends,"

leader.

always look fondly back to the Honors
Chapel/Reception and the short time spent with

"Delight �ourself

the wonderful staff of the SLLE

in the

[School of

study,"

Lord, and

He will give �ou
the desires of

office. I will also remember

the dedication of my wife and [my] children's
faithful support while daddy spent countless hours
in his

T

o
u
T
s

ries I have shared

"I will

LifeLong Education]

s

the ad

ventures and memo

father, Reverend Rick Wiseman, and his mentor,
Pastor Thomas Blair, who taught him what it
meant to be

o

sors to

think, according to

the

organize and establish the first student-led
leadership conference, Ignite. Turner also partici
pated in a two-year internship with IBM and then
spent her last summer with the University intern
ing under Dr. John Maxwell's organization, Equip.
Turner planned to return to Equip as the Interna
tional Project Coordinator after graduation. She
finished her senior year as president of the honor
society Gamma Beta Phi.
"I am thankful for the relationships that I have
developed at ORU, the investments that the pro
fessors have made in my life and the lifelong
friendships that I have made. My favorite

M

qour heart."

T
A
N

D

-Psalm 37: 4

Wiseman said.

)
"God made

people

in

His image. Therefore,
to tr ulu know God

Kwa Zula

here

human

on

earth,
to

we

know

must

get

people

and search for

the facet of God's
character that
can

we

learn from each

one."

ber Smith left South

Daughter of Rickey and
Anita Smith, KristynAm
Carolina to pursue her nursing

She credits her parents as her greatest influ
Smith learned about God and developed her

degree.
ence.

principles

and values from their

example. Thus,

her

ambition in life is to follow God wherever He leads.

"Nursing is one profession [in which] you are able
to meet a person's needs in a practical way as well as
support them when they need care and compassion the
most. The call to nursing is a call to serve and to heal,
just as Jesus did. In that, I want to follow His example
to reach out to those who are poor, needy and sick to
bring healing physically, mentally and spiritually,"
Smith said.

Crossing

the Atlantic Ocean from Moci River,

N

Natal, South Africa, Candace Westgate

arri ved armed with

a

fascination of the

study of the
the spiritual,

body and a desire to affect
mental and physical health of others. This interest
fueled her goal to become a physician and to reform
community health care. To accomplish this,
Westgate studied BiologylPre-medicine to obtain
her Bachelor of Science. Her mother Adene

Westgate aided her on this journey with her uncon
ditionallove, support, selfless generosity and sac
rifice.

"Being

a

part of the RA

[Resident Advisor] program
and the

A

D

lifelong friendships

I have made

[are my fondest

memories]," Westgate said.

A

"I have found the para
dox that if I love until it

T

hurts, even thel'e is not
hurt, onl� more love."

6

-

Mother Theresa

S
© Oral Roberts University

A

Westward bound

Commencement speoker

Maril�n Hlckeq. Board of
Regents chairperson.
pra�s for the health of Oral
Roberts who was at his
home in California. photo b�
Jamie

>

Baugh

Gleaming with anticipation

Senior

Michelle Zaltron
shares in excitement with
fellow
seniors
Jenn

franzen. Am�

Palmer.

Amie

Meghan

StOCR

Litt

and

during

the Commu

nication Arts

Hooding Cer+

ernonq. photo b� Russ

v

Miller

To top it all on

v

Senior

Sticking together

Hope Behnken swaps
with
her dad after the
caps

Senior s

commencement
BehnRen earned

Degree in music from

completion of their degrees.
After graduation Smith and
Lewis were pr-oject direc

the School of Arts and Sci

tors for ORU missions and

of Arts
ences.

photo b�

Smith and
Be tsu Lewis celebr cte the

cer emonu.
a

Jamie

Bachelor

Baugh

were

b�

A.

to

Dcmonq

members

famil�
graduates

in the crowd as

file onto the floor of the
Mabee Center at the start
of the

on

Ma� 25. photo

Baugh

Reflecting back
Senior Tamara Coleman tries

A.

Daniel cheers

gain the attention of

friends and

married

.lornie

Where's Waldo

Senior

Jacob

cer emoriq.

photo b� Russ

Miller'

on

her

next

in

I

episode of m� life. I hope
en_jo� graduation and

can

not be
not

© Oral Roberts University

graduation regalia

the bookstore. "I feel reodu
to graduate and go into the

so

excited that I

r-emember what

pened." Coleman
NicR�

Yates

c.€In

hap

said. photo b�

Thousands stretched their hands
ward

west

speaker Marilyn
Regents chairperson,

as commencement

Hickey, Board
prayed for Oral
"I believe

of

Roberts.

as we

prayed,

God touched

him," Hickey said.

Hickey

used the life of

Joseph as an
illustration of God's faithfulness through
every point in life-high and low-to re
mind students Jesus is bigger than any
dilemma they may face.
"As you go forth there are going to be
'hill' times, but you are also going to be in
the 'valleys.' But remember, those [low
times] are the most fruitful and produc
tive," Hickey said.
Upon the shifting of the tassels from
right to left, President Richard Roberts
charged graduates to continue the pursuit

over

erts

her mother's head,

presented
honorary

as

President Rob

Patricia Salem White with

Divinity. Dr.
Michael Reid, president of Global Gospel
Fellowship, also received an honorary
Doctor of Divinity and Dr. James Netters,
pastor of Mount Vernon Baptist Church in
Memphis, Tennessee, received an honor
ary Doctor of Laws degree.
Seven hundred and sixty graduates
crossed the stage and recei ved their diplo
mas, along with a Bible signed by Presi
dent Roberts. Senior response speaker Josh
an

Doctor of

Showman addressed his fellow classmates
with

message from Isaiah 49 about the
weapons of warfare. He drew a parallel
a

between the three

points

of

an

arrow

feathers, point and shaft-to the three points
ofORU's education-spirit, mind and body.

of wholeness and holiness, a call he first
made at the State of the University Ad

"Faculty, we bear your marks. You have
given us wisdom, and we cannot pay it

dress in

back;

August.
"Only what you sow will grow, and
only what you grow will multiply back to
you. Expect miracles. For some of your
families this is a miracle day, but I've got
news for you-the best is yet to come,"
Roberts said.

so we

...

=

We have not

,2
-

ca

=

just improved our resumes, but we are also
great in spirit, sharp in mind and strong in
body. May the history books say they [the

"=

e
=
en

C":I
....

class of2003] exceeded because their work
was

excellent and in that the Lord was well

pleased,"

Lindsay Roberts placed the scarlet hood

must pass it on

Showman said. Story by Rebecca

Boller

KIM KUZMIC

5

"It's been the time

�

of my life. I've made
some of my best

Ul

friends. The caliber
of
<

Hand in hand

A

A wave of smiles

Edwell Nhira receives his

Seniors

Doctor of Education de

and

gree fr orn Dr. David Hand,
Dean of the School of Edu

at the commencement cer-:

cation. photo b� Jamie Baugh
© Oral Roberts University

wave

famil�

to friends

in attendance

emon�. photo b�

people

here is

the best in the

.Jornle

Baugh

world."

Rebekah Adelmann
Sean Alexander

Bree Ambrose
Jeremiah Ambrose

Joya August
Lynette Babb
Gerard Bailey
Shalonda Bailey
Aaron Ball

Jessica Bautista
William

Bellamy

Amy Bender
Benjamin

Vincent

Rebecca Benson
Robin Billharz
Veronica

Bingham
Joseph Bivin

Tamara Blanke

Rebecca Boller

Jessica

Brantly

Melanie Brault

Nysheab

Broadwater

Rachelle Brunette

Amy Buddemeyer
Rachel
Paulette

Byrd
Campbell

Jon Carlson

Carter

Emily

Sheri Cashman
Jim

Clayton
Colley

Jennifer

Melissa Contreras
Terah

Cooper

Jamie Curtis
Keri

Dadig

Nadia Datskiv

Lynn Daugherty
Lauren Davis

Angela Dearmond
Haley Deyoe

Sophia Oils
Doyle

Amber

David DuRoss

Abimbola

Dyaniyi
Jay Em

Edward Ewe
Luis Falcon

Megann

Franks

Samantha Gaines
Theresa

Gainey

Thomas Gancarz

J ames Garcia
Julie Gaskill

Candice Gellineau

Cherie Glass
Amanda Gonzalez

Megan Gray
Chelsey Green
Oni Groves

Lacey

Halter

Shannon Hansen
Ernita Harris
Sonia Hart

Du'Shawn

Hausley
Emily Hawkinson
Amanda Hayner
Sarah Head

Jamie Mae

Hedges

Kati Helzer
Danae

Hinegardner

Rachael Hoard

Krystal Holliday
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Charity Howard
Eli Humphrey, II
Rachel Hunich

Tanya

Hunt

Jennifer

Hurley

Evan Jackson

Hannah Johns
Keri Jones

Virginia

In the lobby of Christ's

Chapel is a door

that opens to the nations of the world. The
activities of the ORU Missions

unseen

staff is to make

provide a safe,
ministry experi

sure we

effective, cross-cultural
ence. We put [our student missionaries]

Department impacted the world and ORU
students in a big way.
Through this door, one discovered a
beehive of activity transforming the nec
tar of the mandate into the sweet honey of
"healing" and "evangelism."
Within these walls preparations were

through intensive training on culture so
that. they will see through the eyes of the
people they are going to be ministering

made to send 35 student-led teams each

cultivate the bonds that existed between

year to do missions work. Team leaders
were selected and trained through an in

staff members.

tensive

application and interviewing pro

cess.

"It

was

about

a

five

to six hour process

of interviews and scenarios," graduate stu
dent and

coordinator Charles

regional

Johnson said.
The staff focused

ensuring students
sent out were well-prepared.
"The most important thing for us as a
on

..

to," Missions Director Dennis Russell said.
With the

challenging

task of

preparing

the missionaries and the details of each

trip

also

came

Time" twice

Jones

v Prayer warriors
Graduate student Charles

Johnson

and

Chantelle
Rachel
teach

seniors

Todman

and

Highland prepare to
a workshop on in

tercession

"Pra�er

and

pr-que r

.

is essential to mis

sions and fundamental to

Chr-Is ttonrtu," .Johnson said.

photo b� Nick�

Yates

the opportunity to relax and

a

They

set aside

"Family

month to be refreshed.

time every staff member looks
forward to: a time to relax, worship, pray

"It's

and

a

goof off together,"

Johnson said.

Memories of Christmas

parties, leader
ship training trips and "Family Time" will
carry through the years. For the staff the
most rewarding experience was to see
people's lives altered in positive ways.
Story by

Sheila Jakobsen and Lamar Pierce

Familv lies
Senior-s T ornrnq Deuo and
Joanna Moore, juniors
<

Blake Stice and

E.mil� Tileu,
graduate student Ka
neesha Thomcs.juntor- Deb
Bibeau and senior M�I�on
Mage to catch up before a
missions staff meeting.
"M� favorite part of being
on

High

b� AOI'on Svenbq

and Director

DenniS Russell

point

team

members to their respec
tive meetings. "[It's] being

part of something big
ger--just knowing that I
a

have the oppor tunrtq that
God can use m� small part
and

bring back

Littlejohn
yates

so

much,"

said. photo b� Nick�

staff is tile

people. It's a famil�. Theq'r e
people with vision, purpose
and a goal." Tile� said. photo

DireCling IraHic
Senior Christine Littlejohn,
Assistant Director Ann
I\.

Marie

missions

© Oral Roberts University

Anthony Keathley
Susan Kerns

Ceson

Key

Esther Kim

Melody King
Kalista Kunz
Charles

Kwakye

Huck Kwon
Ruth

Kyle (Hoskins)

Joseph

Leblanc

Natalie Leone
Natalia Lewis
Rachel
Loralett

Logan
Lyons

MacKenzie

Joseph
Harmony Macmillan
Cindy Maddux

David Marshall

Ten

squirming fifth graders,

excited to

be at their after-school Art Enrichment

class, gathered in the school library After
a quick video, junior studio art major
.

Andy

Jimison

began

class.

Jimison started his session with

two

of

popular cartoons. After this,
Jimison and his helpers distributed art
supplies, as well as pictures of cartoon
characters for the day's lesson on
cartooning.
episodes

"It
a

was

great for the kids

to

get

break after being in school all

to

take

day long,"

freshman assistant Rachel Ward said.
This

service-learning project is one of
many put into practice by students. The
idea originated with Associate Professor
of Social Work Dr. Lanny Endicott.
Endicott presented his idea to Instruc
tor of Art Nathan Opp, who decided to

allow his Basic

Drawing students to help
Opp chose which student
be
best
for
would
leadership.
"Andy [Jimison] is one of my most
outgoing students, and I knew he had a
heart for community outreach. So when
Dr. Endicott presented the idea, I just
naturally thought of him," Opp said.
as

volunteers.

Jimison

project

was

able to coordinate the

and schedule the after-school AFt

Enrichment. He selected Marshall Elemea

tary fifth graders and offered the class
Wednesday afternoons for two hours. The
students received fresh supplies each week.

Exposing young artists to new ideas
and trying to make each of them feel
special were the main goals of the project.
"It's just so great to be part of opening
up a new world to them," Jimison said.
Story by Jennifer Jones
v

CaPluring Ihe imaginaUon

One

1\

Elementur u
Marshall
School paints the cartoon

Beginning wilh Ihe basics

E.quipped

with the

he drew under Jimison's

essen

tutelage. photo

tials, _junior And� Jimison
distributes
brushes

the

nece ssor q

Rachel Ward

paint
for the

dou's lesson. Jimison led the
pr-oject for its debut. photo
b� Stephanie

of the children at

Mendez

Splash guard
freshman assistant Sara
1\

Manners and _junior And�
Jimison supervise their
We dne s dcu afternoon

class. photo

cour

Ward
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tesq

Rachel

c our

fiesq

Stephanie

Marshall

Chris Martin
DB Martin
Marx

Jeremy

Melissa Matheny
Jacob Maurer

Justin Mayo
Aliyah McKinngy
Eva Meng

[ohnathan Mercado
Eleanor Miles
Tamara Milewski

Breanna Miller

Katherine Miller
Lindsey Miller
Aaron MitchelI

[olece Money
Michelle Moore

Korene Mosheir
Chineze Ndukwe

Elizabeth Newbery
Codey Nicodemus
BlakeOdom
Allison O'Neal
Adrian Orr

Elisheba
Enitan

Ortega
Oyedeji

Turkeshia Parson
Christie Patrick
Paz

[eanett

Christy

Pechnik

Melissa

Phillips

Valentine Pikiti

Elisabeth Pitts

Jennifer Randolph

Angela

Reu ter

Janie Rickner

KeIley Ridge
Sue Ellen Rodwick
Michele RomanieIlo

[ana Runals

Brittany Sawyer
Rose Schlegel
Charity Shennum
Christen Sherwood

Alyssa

Shimasaki

Jillian Showman

Courtney

Smith

Drew Smith
Kevin

Snyder
Courtney Stevenson
Nashea Swinson
Sharma Tabb
Shiloh A ThiIl

Karen Thomas

Latanya

Thomas

Rhett Thomas

Juliana Thra U
Valerie Thresher

Whitney

Tims

Jason Toner
Glad ys Trasorras
Erica Turner

Lizzy Upshur
Leah Van Gorp
Godfrey Wanyama
Jennifer Ward

Ty Warren
Tiffany Watkins
Dianne Watson

Jeremiah Wentz

Angie

White

Deborah Williams

Bethany WiIlson
AmyWorrelI
Sarah Wright
Timothy Yarbrough

Buddy Yates
Nicky Yates
Sheldon Yoder
Katherine Young
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Seth Ablorh
Jedidiah Abrams
Charissa Adelmann
Melissa Anderson
Daniel

Armstrong
Lydia Arnold
Todd Asper

Koffi Aziankonou

Michelle Badeen

Rebecca

Bailey

Caroline Baldwin
Leslie Barnard
Hannah Barton

Rebecca

Bjorklund
Blodgett
Blyer

Amanda

Aimee

Kweku Boafo
Julia Booth

Jamie Bas
Jared Boswell
Bower

Joy

Christi Bowman
Rebecca Bratschun

Celeste Brown

Sentayhu

Bulbula

Daniel Bunn, Jr
Timothy Burch

Jacqueline

Burelle

Lawrence Burrell

Megan Byrd
Josh Callahan
Andre

Campbell
Kayla Cargile
Audrey Chambers
Geatleen Charles
Brian Chin

Randi Christenson

Abigail

Citrin

Mark Cleveland
J erem y Coa ts
Jaroi Coleman
Alicia Collier

David Collins
Sarah Collins

Kristen Cook

Rebecca Corman

Stephen Coy
Cummings
Cunningham
Jacqueline Damon
Joel

Jennifer

'''Hovv cool it is that
sorneone can

around

walk

talking

to

people and still get
paid a little bit for
Kristin

Stephanie

it!"

Day

Deain

-J1.JSTIN MAYO

Doreah Dean

Tour

Ayantu Desalegn

guide; junior

Mark Dicicco

"I love
to

Beth Dixon

Bradley Doles
David Dorairaj

being able

corrie

and haug

to

work

out

witb

rny friends at the

Sherman Dumas
Francesca Duncan-Williams

sarne

KOPONEN

Intemet

Cafe; sopho

more
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time."

-ROSIE

<

Guess this!

Sophomore Jared Buswell
fr-onttcollq attempts to get
his team to guess the word
on his "Taboo" card. photo

cour+esq
<

Jar-ed Buswell

A Homecoming hug

Junior Hannah Johns,
ornor e

soph
Her-gr-ove,

Shaunna

_junior Am� Bender and
sophomore Jo� Jerome so
cialize. "Homecoming is all
about surrounding �OUI'
self with cool

making

sure

people and
ubodq

ever

�ou with them! Just
kidding!" Jerome said. photo
cour tcsq _Io� Jerome
sees

Morgan Durham-Iniguez
Lauren Elizondo
Heather Ellsworth
Joe Faber

Jacqueline

Jack

Fischer

Flanagain

David Flinchum
Maria Ford
Jonathan Foster
Deborah

Franey

Katrina Garibaldi

Gina

George

Gretchen Gerlach
Marisa

Gingerich

Lindsay Goodier
Wesley Greathouse

John

Julian Green

Rebecca Gri ffi n
Daniel Grothe
Xavier Gutierrez
Mike Hardin

Rebecca Haskell
Elise Haukas

Johanna

Henry

Laurel Hibbs

Ronald Ho
Michael Hoff
Kristina Hosford
Nathan Hoskins

Jenny

Hromadka

Lora Huff

Enrique

'''The thing I

"Pla.yirrg a key role
in the University,
the
are

cruitment.'

enjoy

most about vvor'Ic

library is
the peace and quiet
ing

telecounselors
the root of

Jackson

re

at

the

and opportunity

to

'

study

-SERGIO RESENDIZ

Undergraduate

-w b.i Le

I

�orl<-."

Adl'nis

-IAN SPEIR

sions; sophon"lore

Library; sophornore

"The

best

part

about �orking is
the

and

I rrieer

people
the people

I

WILL

IAMS

Student

people defi

nitely rrra.lce the
job-that's the best
w: thou t
thing.
be the sa.rrie,"
-MELlSSA BRAY

Affairs;

sophomore

Hard at work
or

then') i t �ould not

�ork �ith."
-CANDACE

'''The

Eagle's Nest; f'resb.rna.n
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hardlv working;»

III

Rebecca Jackson

David Jenson

Danya Joy

Jerome

Andrea Jessee

Christopher

Jones

Gerald Jones
Joanna Jones

Terri Jones

Cayce

Kelso

Joy Kelso
Adam Kern

Chris King
Stephen King
Joe Kohutek

Melissa Krenski
Nathan

Krueger

Rohin La]

Luke Land

The

of Italian cuisine

aroma

freshman Matthew Sterns said.

was

met with sounds of excited discussion
as

Honors

Program

In fall of 2001, the

members made

ter of the

their way into the Regents Dining
Room for the fall Honors Presidential

pated hearing

program, students

incoming freshmen,

speaker,

These students

were

President Richard Roberts. Roberts

a

commended the students

total of 24 honors

on

main

difficult classes.

"It

was so

good

to

administra

dents with the

the luncheon to

tion

di

wanting
happen.
wanted
to
know
us,"
They really
getto

lows

Each year

I

new

"The program is allowing students
to have classes that are more discus
sion oriented and smaller in size," Pro

required to take

excellence, the Honors Student Coun

were

a

education

Scholars,

requirements

exempt from

two tiers.

Fellows.

were

seminar class each semester and

The remainder
see

were

program's

gram Director Dr. John Korstad said.
Along with striving for academic

general
hours by graduation.

taining exceptional grades while tack

ling

inaugural semes

vided into two groups.
The first, containing 16 handpicked

Luncheon. Those in attendance antici
the featured

into the

seminar

stu

of Fel

courses.

students were accepted

recognized the importance of bal
ancing all aspects of life. They planned
and hosted events including out
reaches, movie nights, and a retreat
complete with hot dogs, Capture the
Flag, devotionals and rafting down
cil

the Illinois River. Story by Jennifer Jones

Movers and shapers
Honors Student Council

A

President
A Making

A"What a wonderful world"

Sophomores

Joshua

D.

Atkinson and foster Losleq
and freshman Michael
Buchanan serenade stu
dents and

fucultu linger

ing after the Christmas
celebration.

waves

Students

gather

Director

gram
Korstad's

in Pro

Dr. John

neighborhood for
a beginning of the �ear pool
por tq. The warm after
noon

sophomore
delegates
a
during meeting. "Because
Oovrd

included

swimming

it is

who

Collins

so
are

new,

those of

involved

are

get

ting
shape what the fu
ture of the program will
to

be," Collins said.

and frisbee games. photos

<

cour+esq Jared

Retreat-goers give

Buswell

us

Working together to stav upright
new

meaning to the words 'tee
© Oral Roberts University

ter" and 'totter."

<

Laving it all

on

the table

<

A not-50-silent night

In the

Biolog� conference

At the Christmas celebra

room,

a

few doors down

tion, sophomore Christi
Bowman and freshman
J�nnifer .bnes make futile

newlu-ocquir ed
Program office, the

from the
Honors

attempts to
Night."

Student Council
conducts a meeting. The 18

"Silent

members held

the HSC did

Honors

least twice

a

meetings

month

deus during chapel
as

needed.

on

at

Fr+:

hour

or

hannonize

"I

an

thought
excellent

_job putting the portu to
gether. I think everuone
en_jo�ed it," .bne s said.
Christa
Foster

Lang
Lasley
Lastrape

Jennifer

Elaine Lau
Ruth

"Being

in

the

Alondrea Love

rLonors Program
is

a

lot like

Long

Albertina Luna

Stephanie Lyew-Ayee
Ashley Lynch

eating

Yolanda Martinez

JELL-O without
utensils. You have
be

to

crea

ti -ve.,

flexible and will

ing to roll up your

Megan Martino
Mayes

sleeves.

Sarah

Astou M'Backe

-CHERA PIERCE

Linsay McComiskey

freshman

Jennifer McGinn

"It makes leam
in

ing

rOOlUS

the

class

and

living

Chris McLeod

in the dorms rriore

Jeremy Meister
Armando Merino

complete, because
the

Karen Merkel
Mark Middleton

around

are

you

same

people

and get to know
them

so

well."

-EMMANUEL
Joshua Miles

EARLS

Jessica Miller

freshman

Lenore Miller

Lindsey Miller
Crystal Moore

"T think that the

professors
expecting

intel

lectuals, all

wear

were

ing glasses

plaid

sk:irts.

and

Joshua Morales
Michelle Mordue

gifted, artis

got

a

tic

group,

wear

arms

full of

ing

Nathan Moore

'They

Sara

Morgan
Morgan

Shedrick

bracelets and de

signer fashions."
-SARAH SEITZ
Kathryn Morrison,

sophon:1ore

J oshua Muench
Rachel Nelson

Aleeha Newell

"I

really appreci
how
ate
they
(teachers] are
willing
in

our

to

Kason Oakes

invest

lives and
Cara

Ojeda
Holly Page

want us to
as

grow
students and

as

Christians in

Kristin Parker
Elisabeth Pederson

Stephanie

tocla.y's world."
-BJMARSH

sopfrorr-ore
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Pennie

II

Pentecost

Jaclyn

Sarah Perio
Gabriel Perteet
Raefield Perteet

Christina
Rebecca

Phillips
Phillips

Mark Plath

Melissa

Pompili

Erika Ponce

Natalie

Presley

Aimee Raile

Michelle

Sergio

Reining

Resendiz

Kathleen Richards
Jessie

Righi
Holly Robb
Emily Robinson
Erin Rogers

Stephanie

Rubottom

Dominic Russo
David Salustri
Levi Samford

Leslie Samuel
Natasha Savanhu

Jedd

Schroy

Kristin Schwieder
Christine SCOll

Bernadette Shinault
Chad

Shockley

Rikkie Simms

Mary-Anna Simon
Philip Simpson
Sarah Singer

Samuel

Jeanne Sirian

Angie

Smith

Jordan Smith

Kymani

Smith

Rudina Sobkoviak
Laura Solano

Kevin Southerland
Diannah

Sparks
Sparks
Randy Stephens
Paul

Lauren Stewart

Barbara Stosek

''Once every semester

vve

get up early and go to Saga
to have breakfast. There's
no one

and

else thereat 7

vve even

do

a

''The

Banquet

[a.rri.],

excuse

cut

cheer at

It's the
to

it."

big thing

all year

get ready for the ban

quet."

-DB MARTIN
Claudius

going

for 30 years rrovv, and
vve
a.lvva.ys give avvards.

rnandatory
that you're too

tired doesn't

bas been

on

the end. It's
the

Youngblood/Gu.cci

-ELIZABETH KELLcx:::JG

3S, Imago Dei; junior

Claudius

5S, Gucci; fresjarria.ri

"'We've serenaded the sister

"'We go

vving tvvice this sernester,

because hali the guys

once

as

covvboys-I played

the mandolin. Then
roses

vve

got

for all the girls

on

Valentine's

Day. We

are

very close to our sistervving
I

vvas

arrrazod."

floor

are on

games

the

on

team.

We sb.ow lots of support;
one

tirne

guard
We

told

are

the
vis to

securi ty
be

quiet.

loud and obnox

ious but love the Lord vvith

-NEIL MILLER
Michael 12,

our

to baseball

all

Pinnacle; freshman

our

hearts."

-JAMAN ISEMINGER
Michael 3, Zion;

© Oral Roberts University

sopholnore

<

And the winner is

...

2003

Homecoming coordi
sophomore Sarah
Horwood along with seniors
nator

Jamie Ausdemor'e and Russ
Miller'

Micah Stover

door prize
winner's at the Homecom
announce

Adrian Stranz
John Paul Sumo

ing banquet. photo blA Ann Clas
v

Eagle pride
Rachel

Juniors

Hunich,

Candace Murdock and Tif

fany Murray
more
on

and

Katie Tines

sopho

Angela

the Golden

Eagle

Trunkenbolz

David Veach

Dana Cor-don cheer'
men's

basketball team at Slam

and-Jam, the preseason
pep rally. photo blA Russ Miller
Kimbre WaLker
Chanel Desiree Wall
Marlene

Waugh

Rebecca Webb

Nicholas Westers
Archie White II
Chineida
Jonathan

Wigfall
Wiley

Nathaniel Willard

Candace Williams
Juddie Williams
Terri Wilson

Marvin

Wooley

Sherri Worth
Wen Lan Yao

<

A Walll on Ihe wild side

Gathered

along the
track, participating
students prepare
for the three-mile
fun
Run.
Those who took part

spring
• Held

o",e

mOl"",i"'9

Sot"'I"doy

each

spl"i"'9

were

es.
• $10

e",tl"Y fee

.'oce

i",cl ... des

pOl"ticipotio""

eve",t T-shil"t o",d 10
HP6. 60", ... s
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given T-shirts

well

as
extra
credit in HPE class
as

o",d fall

poi",ts

photo b�

Russ Miller

Angela

Abraham

Shedrenna Adams

Chuks Agada
Jessica

Aguilar

Joel Anderson

Tanya Angstadt
Jaime Argo
Seth Asher
Shannon Aultman

Brittny Baab
Bailey

Alexandria

William Baker

Cristan Ballmann

Cortney

Barce

Trevis Barnes
Janelle Barnell

Crystal

Bales

Jake Bennett

Melody Bishop
Donald Blenkhorne
Nichole Book

Melody

Borum

Ben Bowman

Elizabeth

Bradberry
Ryan Brock
Ryan Brown
Heidi Bruening

Heidi Brumit

Angela Bryce
Jacquelyn Brydon
Kaley Bundy
Matthew Burgos
Bethany Burlingame
Willy Bustinza
Kendal Butler
Rachel Cammack

Trina

Campbell

Shanna Cantrell
Sarah Carlson
Kristie

Carmody

Alexis Carter
Valoden Cash
Michael Cerullo

Carolyn

Chambers

Gretchen Christie

Kimberly

Clark

Jessica Clark-Mitchell
Annamarie Clas
Archie

Cleveland, Jr

April

Una Coleman

John Cooper
Ryan Copeland
Danielle Cotrone

Latoya Cotton

Danielle Coumia
Teela Cox

Courlesia

Cummings
Robin Curry
Shirley Daniel

Michelle Daniels
Joel Danker-Dake
Mitchell Deede

Danielle Deil

Aaron Delozier

Lili Dodd

Stephanie Dollar
Skip Downey
Danielle Duncan

Crystal Dyer
Emmanuel Earls
Kristin Elsey
Dave Emanue
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Lauren Erb

Kimberly Evans
Elizabeth Fadare
Laura Farkas
John Fessler

Sean Feucht
Benjamin Finkbeiner
Sarah

Floyd

Rachel Fowler

Sarah Fraser
Nathan French

Christina Gadlage
Amy Gammon
Kurtis Gare
Abraham Garrett
Iris Garza
Gideon Gawu
Austin Gbesernete

Grace Gei ger
Arielle Gooden
Sarah Gruber

Hugo Gutierrez
Debra Guzman

Ashley

Hallman

Marchon Hamilton
Joel Harmon

Alisha Harris

Jarni Harris
Cassandra Hartman

Christy Hase
Joey Hatcher
Carolyn Hays
Brett Herzog
Kristen Hettinger
Gretchen Hi ldebrandt
Kristian

Hinojosa

Marci Hoffman
Rebecca Hoover

Sampson House
Angela Howard
Darrell Hughes
Tarnra Hunsaker
Tobin

Hurley
Huyssen
Chrystal Ihrn
Tobias

"Before

''My daily

average of

college

college I got an
eight-and-a
half hours of sleep. Now
I get

an

eat

average of six

three

student

as a
con

sisted of: -wake up, class,

breakfast, class, lunch,
class, vvor'k, horne-work,

and-a-half hours. But" I
do

routine

square

sleep_then

meals now:'

the

-week

end!!"

-JOEY HATCHER

-DAVID CHAPMAN

fresfirraarr

fresbrna.n

''My day includes :many
responsibilities. The key

''My

free time is spent
:my frieJ_'1ds and

out -with

balance and

-wings.Weplayor-watch

of :my

ti:me .As I put the Lord

intra:murals, hang out
on the
-weekends, go to

first in roy life, every

n'1ovies and out to eat

thing else falls in place:'

and

is

leaming

good ste-wardship
.

jvist.

-MELISSA VOLTORARA

-

freshn�).an

f res.brrra.rr
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have fun."

SARA MANNERS

Asante

Sarah

Jackson
johnson

Amber Jones

Jennifer Jones

Stephanie Jones
ara

Kachner

Jessica Kellogg
Wessel Kemp
Marquis Kidd

Andrew Kimbril

Samuel Kirnbril

Jonathan Kirchoff
Albert Kiteck

Lindsey

Koch

Rebecca Krom

Hailey Kruger
David Lawrence

Eleanor Lawrence

Inside the walls of the Kenneth H.

Center,

or

AC, changes

the stairs to lift

were

evident

as

Cooper

Aerobics

students ascended

weights or attend class in the new

aerobics

room.

As carpenters removed and added

walls, they created

soundproof aerobics room fully equipped with a stage for
new flooring. The flooring, which is joint
friendly, was also used in a newly designated upstairs area
for stretching and floor exercising. In addition, they re
arranged machines in the weight area to make paths through
a

instructors and

out

the

room.

"The AC is able to facilitate

though

there

it's not

as

are

still

a

more

people now and even

lot of students in there at

obvious because it is less
Joshua Johnson said.

one

time,

claustrophobic,"

sophomore
Adding to spirits being fed in chapel services and minds
being challenged in classrooms, the improved Aerobics
Center is now better equipped to keep bodies fit. Story by
Jennifer Jones

1\

Weighling around

>

Crunch lime

r-eollq like the remodel
ing the� did in the AC. It
r
eullq opened it up, and
it's not so suffocating,"

Sophomore Adam Clair
s tous fit b� doing crunches
in the area ot the weight
room designated for floor
exer-cise. This part of the
room has new flooring de
signed to be shock absor
bent, great tor' stretching

.Iohnson said.

or

Junior Carmen Johnson
utilizes the free

weights

the Aerobics Center
during her workout time.
in

"I

aerobics.

© Oral Roberts University

<

Sweating it out

Senior Jared Welch

the

uses

newlu-r-e or-g ontz e d

machines

the

weight
Theq
grouped
together b� categor� to
give students utilizing the
facilit� easier access.
room.

in

were

<

One, two and three

Sophomore

Dana Demet

visits the AC three times
a

week for cardio and up

per bcdq exercises. "Theq
have expanded to rnoke
Now �ou don't
have to wait as long for
more room.

the
said.

equipment,"

Derne t

b�

.Jor don

Alicia

Joy

Leblanc

Christine Lederle

Joy Lightfoot

Kimberly Littles
George Logan
Megan Maarleveld
Nobel Macaden

Okechukwu Maduka
Amsa

Mangga
Manning

Meredith

Niesha Marshall
Jessica Martin
Joleen Martin

Elsena Mather
Sara Mazzucca
Kathleen

McCarthy

Molly McCoy
LaShawn McCray
Brian McCullough
Lauren McGovern
Alexis Meekins
Erica Mejia
Stephanie Mendez
Emmanuel Miller

Stephanie

Miller

Tabitha Monson

Tiffany Moody
Lindsey Moore
Natasha Moore
Andrew Morris
Rachel Mullikin
Prince Mumba
Jessica

Murphy
AJlyson Murri

Thomas

Myrick

Judi Nation

Mercy Ndackson
Wilfred Kiana Ngaruiya
Danielle Nichols
Caroline

Odukoya

Jessica Gines
Trinnin Olsen

Jeffrey Orleans

AimieOrman
Andrea O'Rourke

Vanessa

Ortega

Maria Ouellette
Anna Owen

John Owens

Tiffany Paris
M yeael Parks
Randy Parks
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1

v

Rolling in the clover

freshmen
Ball share

v

and Amanda

Am�
some

laughs

freshman Peter Stice and
junior Blake Stice plcq a Video

while

break from the de
mands of college life. "We

taking
were

a

apart for

the

past

two

b�

again," Am�

game in their dorm

room.

"Rooming together

r

are

said. photo

next

Ann Clas

going to room together
�ear," Blake said. photo b�

All the bUll

After

A

long dou, senior
Bell
and sophomore
Kell�
a

pus. "Kell� is the best room
mate ever. We've [gotten]

She

closer; we

a

are

best friends,

just sisters,"

Gertie

Amber Parsons-Alston

Christina Patton
Clifford Paulick
Tana Peterseirn

Phelps

Chera Kay Pierce
Jonathan Pigford
Nera Pirie
Platt

Joshua Polite
Kablea Porter
Sarah Prevost

Adriana Ramirez
Erin Rebers

Valerie Reliford
Richert

Adam Rodgers
Gervase Rogers

Paulina Roldan
Katherine Roman
Brandi Rooker

Hillary Rotich
Whitney Rowland
Adam Santucci
M auhew SemJer

Aisha Sheppard
Jonathan Slay

Katherine Slay
Porsche Smith
Marika Somersalmi
Aneliz Soto

David Souders
Marcia Stanley
Matthew Sterns
Jessica

Stough

Katie Sutherland

Leslie Swafford
Paul Sylvester
Cortney Tarrant
Alyssa Thomas
Elizabeth Thomas
Heather Thomas
Tenesha Thomas
Chad Thompson
Shane Thompson

Rebekah Thornton

Brynea

Thrasher

Shalimar Tiwari
Lisa Trussell
Faith

Uyetake

Calandra Vargas
Brooke Vasquenz
Jared Vedros
Anna

enjo�s

Gertie Bell catch up on the
latest news or ound cam

said. photo b� Chr+stl Bowman

Megan

Off to work we gO

Junior Oshean BaRer

with her mother,
in
the
School of BU$i
Ardith,
ness. "I think its wonderful to

not

Becky

eollq

Russ Miller

A

Julia

is

cool. We have for 18 �ears, so
we are reall� good at it. We

�ears while I did an intern
ship, so it's great to be to
ge ther

Sticking together

Wagner

© Oral Roberts University

working

have m�

wor-king here.
with
me before
pr ou
test or celebrate with me
mom

can

when I rnoke

an

said. photo b� Russ

A," Oshean
Miller

Justin Walker

Rachel Ward
Amber Wenrich

Charlotte Wenzel

Christopher White
Christopher Whitehurst
Russell Whitney
Betsy Whitsitt
Naomi Wies

Jeremiah

Wiley

Ashley Williams
Asia Williams
Nicole Williams

Jessica Woods
Lisa Woods
Todd

Yarger

Emnet Yernane

Ashley Young

Joshua
Josh

Young
Zajac

Theresa Zekich

After days that seemed

if they

lagged on and deadlines that became more pressing, students often found themselves needing
a shoulder to lean on. For several students, this shoulder
belonged to a family member. Brothers, sisters, mothers and fathers
who lived or worked on campus doubled as sounding boards. The comfort of having a familiar face nearby made the
college
experience pleasant for students with family members within walking distance.
"My sister has blessed me in more ways than ever this year. It was a blessing for me to know that when I needed a break, we
as

could go to the movies or out to dinner and talk about
what new things we were doing. I really enjoy attending
the

same

more

university; it makes it much more fun," sopho

Rachel Martinez said.

With

family

members

the

campus, rela
tionships grew even stronger and built memories that
always brought a smile. Story by Jordan Smith

lunch break
freshman Sonnq Sovit ski
A

Rachel Scvrtski

and_junior
have a quick famil�

re

< Two Of a kind
freshmen Jamie and Jen
nifer Chen take their seats

in

instructor

Warren

Humanities class.
"This semester is the first

union over lunch in the Deli.

Rieger"s

each other' pr ettu
often. passing in the halls
and going out ever u once
in a while,"Sonn� said. photo

time we've taken all our
classes together. We share

"We

b�

see

Russ Miller

on

A

same

Familv lime

Siblings.

senior

ior Katie and

Kowalik

John, _jun

freshman Joe

er�_jo� famil� time

together.

"We

see each
other all the ttme it gives
us an
oppor-tunrtu to keep
our f
ornilq as our best
...

books. confuse the profes
© Oral Roberts Universitysors and follow each other."
Jamie said. photo b� Russ Miller

friends," John said. photo b�
.Jor dcn Linscornbe

Candice Adams
Alex Aguilar
Dayo Ajibade

Veronica Anderson

Courtney

Bacon

Ivan Barrio
Jason Blake

Aistella Bramble

Young

Sub Cha

Sam Chacko

Shadreck

Chigede

Ben Chrisostom
Uchechukwu Chukwureh

Orevaoghene

Chunu

Michelle Clark

Richard Coleman
Richard Craythorne
Matthew Dooley

Clifton Durante, III
Elaine Edmond
Patricia Eland
Albert Essandoh
Johanna

Fapohunda
Anita Fine

Gaten

Terry

Roman Goncharov
Judith

Wayne

Hodge

Holmes

Stuart Hook

Benjamin Houltberg
Elizabeth Hrubik

Enrique

Ixba

Kelvin Johnson
Kamela Jones

Travis
John Oai

Kelley
Khaung

Thirza Khoe
Khen

Nang

Khup
Leibovsky

Vlad

Michelle Levermore
Erica

Lindsey
Lusby
Lon Lusby
Liz

Brian Mackie
Yoram

Mindy
Sherry

Majariwa

Marcantelli

McLeod-Ruffin

Ernesto Mendoza
Joan Monck-Mason
Rita Morris

Kazadi Musungayi
Solomon Ofori-Ansah

Ayokunnu Olanrewaju
Kwabena

Kibby

Otoo

Leslie Parker

Angel Parks
Phillips
Philip Rivera
Jennifer Robey
Erik Rogers
Nicole

Oswald Rothwell
Victoria Rothwell
Jereme

Sampson

Kathy Shenkle
Daisy Shotwell
Letitia Simpson
Steven Smith
Patricia Tarno

Andarge Taye
Kathy Thomas
Louis Jones Waller, Jr

Christy

Ward

Rovilia Ward

Reggies Wenyika
Matthew Whiteford
Sherman Wilcots
Gabriel Williams

Kourtney

Williams

Fredericka Wilson
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Carol Blan
Preston Bostwick
Tim Brooker
Alisha

Bumgartner

Joe Cannon
Scott Carr
Susan Carr
Cynthia Claiborne

Shirley

Clark

Judy Cope
Linda Dunham
Cal

Easterling
Farmer

Agena

Randall Feller

Jim Glover
Keith

Gogan

Mira Greene
Amanda

Gregurich

David Hand
Elma Harris
Dean Helland
Laura Holland

Kamela Jones
Robert Kiel

Joel Kimball
Steve Kime
Paul

King

Evie

Lindberg

Marlene Mankins
Mark

Maynard
Mayton
Meyers

Kenneth
Ron

Denise Miller

Cindy
Jose

Mills

Miranda

Sheryl Morphew

Lenore Mullican

Sandi

Myers
John Nelson
Patrick Otto

Peggy Pixley
Leanne Polvado
Chris Putman

Gary Ritzhaupt
David Roach

Evelyn Rogers
Tanya Rogers
Vivian Sampson
Robert Skinner

Raymond

Smith

Debra Sowell

Jill Steeley

Eugene

Steiner

Sandra

Stephenson

Bob Steward

Samuel

Thorpe
Mary Trent-Williams
Evelyn Turner
Paul Vickery

Suzanne Vincent

Grady Walker
Larry Walker
William Walker

Jinda

Whitlatch

Carol Wilson
Marshal

Wright
Angharad Young
Daobin Zhang
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Dr. Charles Snow has been committed to the vision of the

M
o
S
T

o
U
T
S
T
A
N
D
)
N
a

University since its
inception, and his dedication over his 14 years with ORU was fueled by his desire to
help prepare others for ministry. It was this dedication and life-style of excellence that
earned him the Eugene Swearingen Award, originally the Ruth Swearingen Award; it
was renamed to honor
Swearingen's son. Snow was presented the prestigious award
in chapel by Eugene Swearingen's wife, Jane.
"Never stop learning," Snow said.

Eager to start his new teaching career, Dr. Paul Vickery stood before his first class
well prepared. After exhausting himself of his knowledge on the day's topic, he
checked the time before concluding his lecture; only 15 minutes had passed. Panic
stricken from a lack of material and direction, Vickery experienced one of his most
memorable teaching moments. Coming a long way since, Vickery has incorporated
innovative teaching styles and impersonations in his classes over his 10 years at ORU.
It was the University's vision of education, faculty and students that drew Vickery.
"Follow your heart-do what you enjoy and want to do. This is God's way of revealing
the plans He has for you," Vickery said.

Teaching business practices that emphasized academic and spiritual principles in a
Christian setting was Dr. Julie Huntley's desire. Beginning in 1999, Huntley chose to
pursue that ambition at ORU. She followed her dream, and success chased after her.
Besides being honored for Most Outstanding Faculty member in the School of

Business, she has also received the 2002 Faith and Learning in the Curriculum Award.
"The best

relationship

choice you can make is to stay connected to God and build a solid
based on the Word, prayer and fellowship with Him," Huntley said.
career

F
A
C
U
L
T
y

M
6,
M
B
6,
R
S

Known for his

autograph book, Jerry Eshleman established a tradition in his classes
during the two years teaching at ORU. On the last day of classes as the students turn in
their finals, Eshleman had each student sign his book so that he could later remember
those students whose lives he had touched. Eshleman chose to teach at the University
because of the focus
"Y ou must
to

is

With

a

motivation

she teaches her

to

on

the human soul.

develop the quality of your heart and character before you can even begin

expand your mind and increase your talent.
who you really are," Eshleman said.

teach distance learners with the

same

Who you

are

when

no one

else is around

level of professionalism

campus students, Dr. Jean Mosley was able to minister to her
students in all areas of life. She has been a teacher with the University for 11 years,
earning a trail of awards. She was recognized as Outstanding Faculty Member for the
on

School of Education in 1993 and honored with the Service A ward in the School of
Education in 1995. This year's recognition comes for her work with ORU's distance
education programs.
"Know how much God loves you. Trust Him.

Pamela

Shipley

Obey Him," Mosley

said.

received her Bachelor of Science from the

University

of Tulsa and

her Master of Science in Nursing from the University of Oklahoma. She felt God calling

her

to

be first

at the

a

nurse, second

a

teacher and third

fulfills all three

a

missionary.

She believes

working

University
callings.
of
advantage
every moment [while] at ORU to learn all you can. Realize the
truths revealed in chapels and literature are
especially anointed for you as students
attending here. Read and apply these truths as part of your spiritual inheritance,"
Shipley said.
© Oral Roberts University
"Take

...

"All these individuals

IN M6MORJLAM
Founding dean
University and in

fields.
but

professionally confident and excellent in their
lot of knowledge and wisdom to share with students,
were

They brought a
even more they had a heart for students and a heart for the Lord."
-Dr. Ralph Fagin, Vice President for Academic Affairs

of the former ORU Coburn School of Law, Charles A. Kothe left a legacy at the
the field of law. He served as the director of the Center for the Development of

Rights and was a professor in the Graduate School of Business. He also
co-founded the Executive on Campus and the Legal Issues in Human Resource Management series.
In addition to his on-campus role, Kothe served as an appointed mediator for the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and as an elder in the Presbyterian church.

Human Resources and Civil

A.

12� 1912Committed to the

e
e

19� 2002

for 20 years, Dr. Eugene Swearingen taught undergraduate and
He also served as Chair of Entrepreneurship in 1982 and as the School of

University

.graduate business courses.
8Business dean from 1989

to

1995.

Swearingen authored "50 Keys to Success" in

1987. He established

he Ruth

Swearingen Award, named after his mother. The award is now the Eugene Swearingen
�fward in honor of his accomplishments and commitment to the University and is given to the
fIniversity's most outstanding faculty member.

21, 192

�

2002

Dayton Eland's musical
abilities carried him far. In 1965, Eland moved to Tulsa and became one of the founding faculty
members of the University. He was on staff for almost 40 years, serving as chairman of the Music
Department for over half of his tenure. ORU awarded him an honorary doctorate for his accomplish
ments in 1989. Eland's contributions also streamed into the community. He played for the Tulsa
Philharmonic for 25 years and served on numerous musical boards. In honor of him, the University
established the Gene Eland Music Memorial Scholarship.
A veteran of World War II,

serving

in the 99th

Infantry Band,

Dr. Gene

21�2003
As the coordinator for Christian school degree programs, Dr.

Byron McKissack served as Associate
Professor in the Christian School Education program; he was also one of the founding members of Oral
Roberts University Educational Fellowship and International Christian Accrediting Association. His
contributions outside the U ni versity included professional organizations such as the American School
Counselor Association, the Association of Christian Schools International, the American Education
Research Association, Phi Delta Kappa and the Association for Supervision and Curriculum

Development.
educating

making presentations at workshops and conferences,
expertise, brain research related to learning.

McKissack traveled the nation

others in his

area

of research

II

Juhl4, 193

29,2003
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A

"'The

Breaking bread

Sophomore

John Dor seu

and staff member Rebecca

Krueger partake in the
Lord's Supper on the sec
ond dou of Spring Revival.
"[Revival] taught me that
if �ou tr ulq open up to God,
He can do onqthing in and
through �ou," Dor seq said.
photo b�

Eric

Stephen

hunger

and
'--:rbe mandate for ho

continuous lcx:>k for
Goo
is

on

liness has made

this campus

desire

notorious; and it
to "Want more

dig

me

into the

Word and kno"W Him

definitely pushes
you

to

more

of

so

I

am

con

scious of my every

I-lim."

actions."

-ANDREA

day

CABALLEROS

-CHRIS OVERTON

freshman

junior

Vor rn

"I Ioojc at

of

other

examples
peop le

praising and
"Worshipping God
them

and

it

"Want to

makes

do the

thing."
-JONATHAN

MIDDLETON

sophomore
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me

same

\i-'fekt\ verb, 1: to leave an impression,
2: to impact the world for Christ effect
sought healing during Spring Revival with condi
tions ranging from knee injuries to eating disorders. Hundreds
flooded the altar during a chapel service to be filled with a holy
passion and fire, resulting in some waiting over an hour for
prayer from the Men's and Women's Chaplains. Creative
illustrations from chapel speakers, such as the image of Men's
Chaplain Jose Miranda heavy-laden with luggage tied to his
body, drove home their point that to live a holy life students
must be wholly whole.
President Roberts began the year by giving a call to holiness.
As the year progressed, the campus was marked by this
emphasis. Chapel speakers like Dr. Thomson Mathew chal
lenged students to "Be holy as He is holy [because] God's
presence is a holy presence, and it resides in you." The campus
raised its standards. Leaders became more direct in requesting
others to imitate them as they imitated Jesus.
This awakening of holiness could be felt throughout the
campus. Missions participation increased by 25 percent. Stu
dents gathered to pray for their nation at war. Faculty, such as
Missions Assistant Professor Dr. Raymond K. Smith, admon
Masses

ished students to "Abstain from all appearances of evil, for
moment of indiscretion can ruin a lifetime of testimony."

a

�

As the campus strived to fulfill the mandate given to Oral
Roberts to "Go where My light is dim, where My voice is not

.E

]

and in

heard, where My power is not known, even to the uttermost
ends of the earth," this year students placed their lights upon

lampstands

for all the world to

see.

Story by Nicky

\'ho-Ie-n as\ n, l.
the quality or
state of being holy
stand

right

with God.

ing
rightness

Yates

or

2.
recti

tude of character

<

Clown act

Sophomore Beth Zimmer
man
laughs with Shalise, a
child she met on the Spring
Cornmunrtu Outreach with
Adopt-A-Block. Over 300
students participated b�
visiting various neighbor
hoods and disploqtng the
love

of

Christ. "Shalise

made m� dcq When we sat
down to watch the karate
...

[drama].
more

of

a

asleep

in

arms," Zimmerman

m�
said. photo b�

"I think holiness has
been

she fell

per

Jamie

Baugh

sonal thing. Boliness
on

the carrrpvis

can

not start until it starts

-with

each

person,

each individual."
-RACI-IAEL KYER

-

co

senior

,...
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ars,

undaries.

Failing to Prepare
is Preparing to Fail
"It's Your Future"
OFFICER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Put that

college degree to use by applying for the
Air Force Officer Training School.
Upon
successful completion of the Officer Training
School, you will become a commissioned Air
Force officer with earned

respect and benefits like

great starting pay, medical and dental
management and travel opportunities. For

-

If

you'd

like to

join our team, contact
National City College Relations at

care,
more

how to

qualify and get your career soaring with
the Air Force Officer Training School,
on

216-222-3302

call1-800-423-USAF
or

visit

our

website at

www.airforce.com
NationalCity.com
(5-11000

..

Member FDIC

..

©2003, National City Corporation.

America's Air Force
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No One Comes Close

I

Excellence
Found Here!

The

Hospital of the future

is

MIDWEST
Home
For Mary, Earlyn and Dwan being in healthcare means more
than just having a career that is in demand. It means essential care
for those in need. And like all our employees, they know their
-

expertise
what

be the difference between life and death.

can

Imagine,

gratifying feeling.

a

From emergency
in

to

surgery, cardiology to orthopedics you can
of our 3 Tulsa metro hospitals. We offer

one

that fit your life.

opportunities

Midwest is Oklahoma's premier medical facility
where your education counts. We're growing by
leaps and bounds and invite you to grow with us.

-

begin
flexibility, great benefits and excellent salaries.
We're hiring heroes that combine their medical knowledge with
compassion. Call today, or visit our website to discover
a career

of the first Certified Trauma Center
City Metro Area.

in the Oklahoma

that gives you the
opportunity to excel professionally, help others
and develop a solid future in healthcare, contact
our
Human Resources Department at:
If you

are

looking for

a career

Hillcrest Medical Center
Shawna Keith I

Tulsa

(918) 579-7645

Regional

Carrie Brannon I

(918)

Hillcrest
Livia Glenn I

Midwest

I skeith@hillcrest.com

Regional Medical

Center

2825 Parklawn Drive

Medical Center

r MIIJW'EST
RE�IONAiMEOICAl-�

599-5228 I brannocl@hillcrest.com

Specialty Hospital

Midwest
Email:

(918) 496-5684/Iivia@hillcrest.com

City, Oklahoma 73110

Fax: 405-610-1376

hr@midwestregional.com

EOE

www.hillcrest.com

The

people

of the San Fernando Valley have

Presbyterian Hospital

for

providing

come to

know Valley

advanced

care

and

a

generously shares its knowledge. We have a
special way of caring that continues to impact generations of families.
Nursing

that

team

If you would like to

team, consider

begin your career
joining us:

as a

respected

member of this

RN/LVN New Grad

Training Program
Begins August 2003
Call Toni

Manager

of

Brady,

Recruitment/Retention,

�e8f Wi8he8

for details: (818) 902-5206
e-mail: toni.brady@valleypres.org

for a �ri§hf ttlftlre
Cla88 of2GG3

Valley Presbyterian
HOSPITAL
www.valleypres.org
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EVERYTHING
IN

Thank You to
Oral Roberts

University

,..�.
COMMERCIAL

•

RESIDENTIAL

Itt

Storefronts· Window Glass· Plate Glass
Tub Enclosures· Shower Doors· Patio Doors
Furniture Tops· Mirrors· Custom Mirror Walls
Storm Windows & Doors· Plexi-Glass & Screens
Insulated Glass
•

from

ESTIMATES WITHOUT OBLIGATION
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
•

INSURANCE CLAIMS RESIDENTIAL· COMMERCIAL
EXPERIENCE SINCE 1953

Dyer Glass & Mirror Co.
•

Iff*If'.i{n'1
Monday Friday 7 am to
9740 East 54th
-

(one block

east of

Mingo

on

5 pm

54th)

..
•

Clean
One Student At A Time

Keeping Colleges

PepsiAmericas

CONGRATULATIONS, CLASS

Coinrnach

OF 2003!
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Imagine what these (alumiAi'
would have missed if thev hadn't
stu;k togetllter long aler the
leacher depaf.teGt�

'wltleV\, the dOl
1::1

tltle1::1

were

Olll

of 'Pev\'tecost CCllM.e,
togetltler LV\, oV\,e -plOlce." Acts

Go�HII\AA.e tVte

re-preseVvts

,

-

LegC!(;'ij

...

YolA_r

ORlA..

2:i

chpLOVVttll

fREE ORlA.. ALlA_VVtVv� Assoc�tIltLoVv

VVteVVtbersV1�-p, so tJOlA_ c,tIlVv VVttllLVvttllLVv title ORlA..
frLeVvdsltlL-ps tltltllt VVttlltter VVtost to tJOlA_, Ree-p lA_-p
wLtltl
lA_VvLversLttJ tIlVvd tIlLlA_VVtVvL Vvews, tIlc,cess
excLlA_sLve

wreer resolA_rces,

'DOJl\,'t Los.e toucltl

--

Dro-p

fire fighters do everything they can to prevent burns, more
than 2.5 million burn injuries occur in North America each year. Most
could be prevented. To learn more about our "Don't Get Burned"
campaign, please visit www.IAFFBurnFund.org.

�

C1luvu.�Lweb.oru.ec;{u
C1luvu.�L@oru.ec;{u

�
W

FIRE
FIGIfTUS

BURN

or

Although

This message is brought to you by the International Association of Fire
Harold A. Schaitberger, General President

Fighters.

FOUNUATION

Life can be sweet.

tIlVvd VVtlA_cltl VVtore!

us. til

LLJI\,e,

til

Jl\,UtLVVle:

wll_.9:lg>.4_.95.bb:lO

o e B OUTFITTERS

5849 S. 49th West Ave., 447-4469
8320 E. 71st St, So., 254-7623
2745 S. Harvard, 742-3515
3302 S. Memorial, 622-5015
5230 S. Yale, 496-1207

6044 S. Sheridan Rd.
74J...45

Tulsa, Oklahoma

(918) 492-1866

Flyfishing
Canoes

Backpacks
Tents
Boots
Good food Good
...

Outdoor

feelings*

35mm, 120 & APS

Enlargements through 12 x 18
Photographic Prints from Digital

•

•

Prints from Slides

Files

•

Slide

IN-HOUSE BLACK & WHITE
& E6 COLOR SLIDE PROCESSING

252-3652
8172 E. 68th St.

•

1 block east of Memorial

on

Dupes

c;c.
••
68th

Clothing

REUSE
REDUCE
RECYCLE
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Allee, Adam 93
Allen, Johnny 58
Allen, Josh 69
Allison, Rachael 97
Almroth, Chris 108
Anderson, Joel 34, 70
Andes, Josh 55
Angstadt, Tara 62, 127
Arnold, Liz 75
Art

Academic Peer Advisor Coordinators: Daniel
Russell, Kristen Hrubik, Cla� Smither.

"

Braxton APAs: fRONT ROW:

Emil� f orbis.
Meng. Gina
BACK
ROW:
Jessie Righi,
Stambaugh;
Lizz� Williams. Clndu Maddux. Kristin Dou,
AI�ssa Shimasaki (ADD).
v

Ko ttrio

Abrams, [edidiah

117

54

Asher, Seth 20
Askvik, Linda 129
Atanassova, Zlatka 61
Atkins, Charles 61

Mausbach, Eva

Academic Peer Advisors
28

Acker, Anne 96
Acree, Amanda 136
Adelmann, Charissa 90, 96
Adelmann, Rebekah 103

Aguilar,

Alex

31

"Claudius APAs: fRONT ROW: Michelle Rein
ing, Kristin Osborn. Shannon Steinmitz.
Rachel Budavich (ADD), Beth Peterson;
BACK ROW: Sarah Reichle, Megan B�rd,
April Dcbneu, Rose Ondieki, Jamie Hedges
(ADD). Kristin Kutsch.

Aguilar, Jessica 45,
Alee, Undre

43,

96

86, 101

Alexander, Jared 109

Bardgett,

Rachel

12

75

Barnett, Jordan 115
Barrett, Sheldon 93
Bartlotti, Melissa 34
Barton, Hannah 13
Baseball

114

Basic, Mirela 88
Basketball 104, 106
Battle, Calvin 46
Battle, Yurrennis 130
Bausili, Ben 10
Beeson, Michelle 17
Behnken, Hope 138
Bell, Gertie 24, 154
Bell, Kelly 40, 154
Bell, Roland 63
Bender, Amy 145
Bent, Sharita 103
Beresh, Ben 40
Beresh, Melanie 60
Beresh, Steve 2
Bibeau, Deb 62,63, 141

"

EMR APAs: Johnathan

McLaughlan.
Bigley,
"

Gabrielle APAs: Kristen

Hettinger. Ka�la

Cargile. Rebecca Bratschun. Terri Zekich,
Jamie Curtis. Chr+s tu Pechnik (ADD).

Atkinson, Joshua D. 30,49,
Atkinson, Joshua S. 87,107
Atkinson, Kristin 105
Ausdemore, Jamie 52, 128,
149

b
Babb, Lynette 62, 102

Banquets 20
Bailey, Alex 45
Bailey, Chad 27
Bailey, Sonia 108
Baker, Ardith 81, 154
Baker,Oshean 154
Baker, William 13
Ball, Aaron 12

© Oral Roberts University

Dennis

115

Billharz, Robin 75
Bimat, Joshua 15

Bingham, Veronica
Biology 72
Bishop, Dan 92,93

60

Blake, Jason 85
Bluitt, Jonathan 106, 107
Boan, Jessica 105

Boatright, Tiffany

29

Boller, Rebecca 33
Booher, Stephen 28
Bordt, Andrea 72
Borges, Reggie 106, 107
Bos, Jamie 28
Bostwick, Paige 41
Boucher, Nicole 21,49
Bowen, Jason 12
Bowen, Joy 97
Bowen, Steven 25
Bowie, James 129
Bowman, Christi 15,32,
147

foster. John

Andr-ew Robe (ADD), Joe

LeBlanc (ADD).

146

"Michael APAs: Tom Duncan, .lcshuo Shep
herd, Eric Karan_ja, Kevin Rose (ADD),
Mark Plath (ADD), .lohncthcn Ness.

Ball, Amanda 154
Ball, Amy 154
Ball, Deana 15, 45
Ball, Joanne 39
Ballmann, Cristan

Bradberry,

Elizabeth

97

Carver, Marilyn 57

Bramlett, Kris 90
Branston, Stuart 54, 55
Bratschun, Rebecca 2
Braun, Dustin 84
Braun, Noah 93

Bray,
Bray,

Melissa

Theo

Casey,

Cash, Jennifer
Cashman, Sheri 34
Castillo, David 115
Cecil, Ronald 10
Chale, Ria 65
Chambers, Audrey 74

145

Brettell, Joseph 9,58
Brew, Mary 124

Bridges,

135

Bristol, Cinsia 39
Brock, Ryan 31
Brooker, Brandon 79
Brooks, Myla 80
Brumit, Heidi 122
Brunelle, Becky 88,89
Brunelle, Rob 24
Brunelle, Shirley 83
Bucelluni, Nicole 90
Buchanan, J ohn 34
Burch, Tim 8, 14,41

Burgess, Quincy

84
62

97

Robbie

Christie

Clear, Darryl 99
Coleman, Tamara 62, 138
Collier, Alicia 102

Collins, David 40,43, 146
Collins, Luke 93
Combs, Mary 41
Communication Arts

Community

Copeland, Ryan

Chavarria, Abel 98, 125

Cotrone, Danielle

Cheerleaders

Cottingham, Amy 56,57

100

vWeslevAPAs:Archie White. Daniel Nickole�.
Brandon Squashic. Rhett Thomas (ADD).
Jared Buswell. Stephen Booher. Daniel

fugatt.

93

Commuters

Computer

10

Science

70

Cooke, Laura 18
Copeland, Rachel

75
77

12

Couch, Richard 73
Cowans, Miriam 41
Cowherd, Adam 99
Cram, Marcus 23,98
Crawford, Chris 52
Crawford, Deborah 75
Crawford, Jeff 94
Crawford, Mindy 94
Cretti, Kelly 56
Crider, Marcia 120

Burris,
41, 58
Burritt, Duane 62
Bush, Ryan 93

Cross

Business

Crout, Shannon 45

60

Susie APAs: fRONT ROW: Korene Mosher.
Claudia Ramos. Jessica Stone (ADD). Julie

A

A

MOI��-Susan Simon. Bethan� O'Connor.
Deb Bibeau. Am� Palmer. E.mil� Tile�;
BACK ROW: Christine Lederle. April
Lindahl (HRA). Katrina Jones. Christina
DeHamer. Cinsia BI�istol. Rachel Hunich.

Leslie .Iones, Melissa Bartlotti (HRA).

Campbell, Julian

Chemistry

5

Campus Worship

42

Cannon, Leah 105
Tina

Beth

Highland (HRA).

Sherl�i

Crowe, Jarrick

Coldsber-r-u,

37

Cummings, Joel 27
Cummins, Ashley 126
Cunningham, Kendall
Curcio, [ohn
Curtis, Jamie
Cussen, Kyle
Cussen, Misti

38,57
47, 79

Dabney, April

78

105

90
105

160

Callahan, Nathan 64
Campbell, Joel 124

Caputo,

Claudius HAs: fRONT

ROW: PI�ecious
Chantelle
T
Burns.
cdrnon, Amanda Morse.

A

Caballeros, Andrea
Callahan, Josh 99

Braxton HAs: Rachel

Jessica Wesseler. Danielle
Treena Balds.

Howard.

c

94

Country

Cashman. MeMe Smrth-e-Incos. .lcckie
Wohlrnu+h, Anne Kuzmlc, Kr us tol Hollidou,

Thrall; BACK ROW: Jamie Bos. Tara
Romasanta. Lunn Dougher tq. Chor rtq

Buswell, Jared 145
Buswell, Roger 93
Butcher, Michael 11
Butler, Trice 64

46

Chapel 38
Chaplains 26
Chapman, Christy 90
Chapman, David 151
Charles, Ralph 106, 107

David

Bustinza, Willy 7

58

Outreach

130

35
Carlson,
Carlson, John 70
Car lson, Keri 4
Carmean, Sterling 71
Carson, Dwayne 113

72

Chen, Jamie 117, 155
Chen, Jennifer 155

Ching,

Michael

113

Chinworth, Matthew 9
Christenson, Randi 90
Clair, Adam 152
Clark, Kimberly 97
Clark, Stephanie 104, 105
Clark, Vanessa 100, 101
Clark-Mitchell, Jessica 15
Clayton, James 78
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Dail, Jennifer 30
Damon, Josh 20,21
Daniel, Damany 18,40,138
Daniels, Chris 93,98

Daugherty, Lynn
Davis,
Davis,
Davis,
Davis,

28

=

=

Jamie
Janae

83

'US

94

c::s

Lacey

79

=
-

Lauren

15

c.c
-

Demet, Dana 153
Dennis, Donnie 18
Devos

44

Deyo, Tammy 122,141

e

Diah, Dwane 7
Dial, Joe 94
Diaz, Michael 56,99

Dischinger, Michael 92,

Earls, Emmanuel 147
Education
93

Ditto, Lana 74
Diven, Sara 10
DiVito- Thomas, Pam 75
Dixon, Beth 63
Dixon, Kara 34
Dodd, Lili 72

EMH HHAs: Trevor Outman, Nathan Cook.
Joshua Braun.

1\

Gabrielle HAs: fRONT ROW: Cari Traister,
Kell� Owen; BACK ROW:
Jennifer Dail, Ruth Shepher-d, Natalie
v

Davis, Micah 113
Davis, Selah 9,58, 116
Dawkins, Marsha 94,95,
110

Lauren Davis.

Ardueruml� (HRA). Llndseq Adamson,
Rebecca Haskell.

Dawson, Tara 50

Day,

Kristin

63

Deain, Stephanie 47
Dearmond, Angela 45,102

DeBruycker, Jason
Decker, Ed 85
DeHamer, Christina

Delgado, Josh

1\

99

Eric

105

Em, Jay 42,116
Emerson, Deidre 94

Empey, Jordan 60
Endicott, Lanny 142
Engel, Lindsey 66,88
Engineering 66
English 64
72

64

72

Evan

48

Michael HAs: James Bowie (HRA), Rob

Brunelle, Gu� Petel'son, Gabe Orr (HRA),
John Dixon, Matthew Holzmann, Russell
Collins, Aaron Kessler, .Jorntn Menter. Jon
Dingrncnn, Maurice Hines, E.li Humphr eu,
Susie HAs: Gertie Bell, Sophia Dils, Rose
Thourot, Rachel Logan, Sarah Nelson.

Will Gander

1\

Jessica Morrow, Moriah Wilson (HRA).
Davina Moore.

Dodd, Matthew 73
Doles, Brad 67
Dollar, Phie 78
Donovan, Maria 16

Dorairaj, David 34
Dorsey, John 160
Drama

o

Ely,

1\

Bill

Weslev HAs: fRONT ROW: Nate Perkins,
Steve E.lliott (HRA), Tim Burch, .Jcsh
Upttgr ove. BACK ROW: Aaron Mitchell,
Marcus Cram, Joe McKenzie, Matthew

11
Elizondo,
Elliott, Steven 24
Elmore, Tim 116

Essenburg,

Westers; BACK
ROW: Rashad Sanders, Josh Braun, Shibu
Mathew, Mark Stabe, Clifford Moore,

1\

68

Lauren

Ervin, Howard 85
Eshleman, Jerry 158

134

Bowen, Marqua� Baul, Codfr eq Wcnqorno.

Clark

Epperson,
Erby, Adam

74

Jacob Smith, Simon Macfarlane, Wes
Pebsworth, Sergio Resendiz. Steve

Eldridge,

William

Tovar, Greg Neuenschwander,

Varghese Ra_jan,

52
Eland,
Eland, Gene 159

Environmental Science

EMH HAs: fRONT ROW: Grant McAhnon,

Oscar

62

Don

56

Dreher, Becky 88,89
Duffy, J.P. 78
Dunfee, Don 121
Duncan, [ayde 16
Duncan, Thomas 29
Dunham, Linda 63

.
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f
Faber, Joe 66,86
Farmer, Agena 82
Fenton, Kellie 90,91
Fessler, John 39
Feucht, John 77
Finkbeiner, Jerry 105
Fisher, Lindsey 100, 101
Fithian, Jamie 105

Fitzpatrick, Ethan 101
Flagg, Priscilla 102, 103
Flinchum, David 99
Forbes, Yvette 85
Foster, Jason 93
Foster, [en 27,42
Francis, Cytella 119
Franklin, David 9
Frans, Daisy 103

Grothe, Daniel 57
Guilliod, Patrick 93
Gustafson, Elizabeth 12,
41,43

Franzen, [enn 14, 138
French, Nate 21
Frenke, Lauren 8, 113
Freshmen Council

30

Haggard, Marcus 34
Hale, Colby 90
Hale, Courtney 58

Galatas, Herman 114
Gammon, Amy 73
Gancarz, Thomas 35
Ganestam, Arvid 109
Garcia, Abril 105

Garlington,

Kevin

ClaudiusChapliins: fRONT ROW: Mar� Ann
Simon, Marie Morrison, Beth Zimmerman,

v

Donna McQueen, Nina Martino (SLDD), Tina
Caputo; BACK ROW: Diana Schwartz,

109

Garofalo, David 45
Gastel, Matt 107
Gaurdia, Alejandro 93
Gawu, Gideon 7
George, Jamison 110
Giardini, Matt 17,84
Gillen, George 61

Lizz� Upshur (SLDD), Julia Booth, Carma
Pena, E.rin Louder, Carissa Deardorff,
.len Samora (SLDD), Dana Gordon, Yolanda
Martinez, Danielle Voss, Carissa Deardorf,

Tiffan� Murra�, Chorrtq

Shennum.

Akisha

Glass, Cherie

1\

Braxton Chaplains: Ceson

16

Sa

108

Golliver, Ryan 66, 73, 113,

1\

122

ter

Gonzalez, Amanda 56
Goodier, Lindsay 33,44
Goodwin, Laniece 79

(SLDD), Bethan� Clark; BACK ROW:
Zlo tko Atanassova, Rachel Hannah,
Rebecca Law, Bethan� Steele, Ltndscu
Goodier, Susan Maddux, Megan Gillogl�,
Sarah Dean, Katie Scanlon.

Sarah

58

Gordon, Dana 149
Goshko, Leslie 57
Goshozono, Mamoru 84
Gossen, Michelle 62
Government

78

Graduate Business

Graduate Education
Graduate

High, Ann-Marie 141
Highland, Rachel 25,48,
141

Hill, Angela 133
Hill, Christa 65
Hill, Jonathan 81

Theology

Graduate Students

78

80
82

84
16

Grant, Deoquill 53
Green, Eric 94
Green, Jackie 73

Greene,Brucal 107
Grimes, Kimberly 46
Grinaldi, Chet 12
Griswold, Phillip 130

7,33

EMR Chaplains: fRONT ROW: Mateo
Herrera, Paul Cr cddq, Reggie Smith,
Luther Schrum; SE.COND ROW: E.nrique
Jackson, Serrtouhu Bulbula, Jared Stepp

Pam Bush.

Goolsby,

Hibbs, Laurel 19

1\

rah Head, .lolece Mone�, Charlita Awosika,
Rose Schlegel, Kara Dixon, Jessica Allen,

Golf

43

Hoffman, Dylan 119
Hoffman, Marci 43
Holland, Allison 105

13, 33

Ke� (SLDD),

19

Hetherington, Ebony

Ho, Ronald

15

Goeldjar, Maureen
Goldsby, Kerstin 4

47

Herriott, Tanner

History

Girma, Rahel 6

Glasgow,

Henry, Johanna

Hines, Maurice 20
Hinn, Tasha 59

23

Gillogly, Megan

Haskell, Brandon 12
Haskell, Rebecca 58
Hasz, David 116
Hatcher, Joey 151
Haukas, Elise 96
Hawkins, Valerie 102
Hawkinson, Emily 96
Hedges, Jamie 28
Helm, Jen IS, 108
Henderson, Courtney 111

Frances Chaplains: fRONT ROW: Jen fos
(SLDD), Angie White, Kristi Stark

Hall, Alyson 132
Hall, Heather 90
Halsmer, Dominic 67
Ham, Nathan 93
Hand, David 139
Hannon, Richard 25
Hargrove, Andy 114,115

Hargrave,

Shaunna
59

145

Harms, Justin
Hart, Chris 112
Hart, Sonia 12
Hartog, Erin 90,91
Harwood, Sarah 18, 149
Hase, Christy 76
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(SLDD), Vonnie Bradle�, Shawn Roberts,
Clifton Jones, Germaine Ambres, Justin
Pinkerman, R�an Altschul, Tim Hill, Ken
neth

Gillespie, David Williams; THIRD ROW:

Lance Jones, Matt Harris, Nizam Rahim.

Homecoming 18
Hoogveld, Michelle 90,
Howard, Rita 17
Hromadka, Jenny 77

Hullinger, Hallett 82
Hultgren, Frank 39,51
Humanities

78

Hunich, Rachel 24,149
Hunt, Shannon 70
Hunter, Linda 69
Huntley, Julie 81, 158

Hurley, Jason

93

Hutchins, Sarah 131

Huyssen, Tobias 79
Hwang, Jung 73
Hylton, Roahn 69

91

Jackson, Michelle 80
Jackson, Rebecca 43
Jakobsen, Thomas 92, 93
Jameson, Laurel 134
Jamison, Jim 61
Jensen, Joshua 99
Jerome, Joy 145
Jimison, Andy 142
Johnson, Carmen 152
Johnson, Carol 76
Johnson, Charles 16, 141
Johnson, Joshua D. 37,99
Johnson, Joshua K. Ill,
152

Gabrielle Chaplains: Katie Kowalik., Shannon
Crout. Jo� Jerome, Emil� Carter, Sor oh

/I.

Griffin, Rebecca Jackson.

Johnson, Ramey
v

Susie Chaplains:

78

An_jelina Odorn,

Rachel

Sovrtski, Candace Murdock, Mindi Wallace
(SLDD), Erika Ponce, Allison Tuttle, Kellq
Shields, Emil� Robinson.

•

1

6

Intramurals

96, 98
Isaacs, Joel 65
Iseminger, J aman 148
Iverson, Cheryl 85

Michael Chaplains: fRONT ROW: Blak.e
Stice, .ler ernq Heiser, Londr q Young, Chris
Jones, Edward Ewe (SLDD); BACK ROW:
Daniel Bunn, Josh Johnson, Josh Callohan,

King,
King,

74

David

84

Kirkhuff, Jodi 90,91
Klehm, Catherine 73
Kletzker, Julie 46
Kline, Kris 115
Knapp, Jeremy 74, 124
Knowles, Amy 89
Koehn, Brandan 13

Koponen,

Rosie

144

/I.

Krlin, Lydia 96

Cummings.
•

J
Jackson, Enrique 44,54
Jackson, Katrina 111

American Chemical Society: Aaron Mitchell,
Kule V oome, Kathleen Dunbar, Marie

Kristen Hr ubr lk, .lohn

Bur�.

10

Krueger,
Krueger,

Masching, Cristin Lombardo, Kell� Shields,

Kuert, Adam 2, 44, 71
Kunz, Kalista 47
Kutsch, Kristin 28, 61
Kuzmic, Kim 24, 139

.lcson Law.

Johnson, Sylvia 60
Jones, Celeste 88
Jones, Jennifer 147
Jones, Joanna 33
Jones, Kamela 136
Jones, Lance 26
Jones, Michael 93
Jones, Shannon 47
Jones, Stephanie 14

Kangas, Dave

/I.

Katharine

/I. Administrative Management Society: Dr. Walt
MacMillan (f o cul tu o dvt s er ), Blair

Kyer,

4

Kanu, Terata 21
Katic, Kelly 100, 126
Ka ttam, Martin

Kelbert, Amy

Christina
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6

25

105

Rebecca

Rachael

160

161

1
Lacitra, Mark 68
LaGrone, Lori 85
Lamb, Kevin 114
Lancaster, Rebekah 21,133

Lang,

Solberg,

Anna

Weslev Chaplains: .ler ernq Quinonez, Undre
Alee, Preston Sharpe, .losh Damon, Todd
Asper, And� Toohill, Nick Larson (SLDD).

/I.

Joel

Khoe, Thirza 16
Kim, Esther 30
Kim, Vera 7

Korstad, Janna 86, 101
Korstad, John 146
Koss, Stephen 71
Kothe, Charles 159
Kowalik, Joe 155
Kowalik, John 155
Kowalik, Katie 155
Kramer,Jessee 74

Inks, Kali 73
Inman, Kelli 104,105
International Students

Kellogg, Elizabeth 148
Kellogg, Jessica 90,91
Kemp, Wessel 109
Kennedy, John 70
Key, Ceson 27

Andrew

70

Larson, Nick 20,27,42
Lasley, Foster 43,72, 146
Lay, Shawn 11, 66
LeBlanc, Cherrie 128
Lederle, Christine 65
Lee, Chancey 10

Leung,

Dave

93

Lewandowski, Ray 58
Lewis, Betsy 138
Lillard, Jerry 56
Lincoln, Jennifer 63
Litt, Arnie 138
Little, Carissa 22, 42

Littlejohn,

Christine

Mayo, Justin 9,34,58,59,
112,144

93

McCorkle, Mark 85

141

Rachel

Lombardo,

McGlaun, Michelle 21, 53
McGregor, Lisa 8, 113
McKenzie, Shayne 104,105
McKissack, Byron 159
McLeod, Chris 9
McLeod, Matthew 24
McQueen, Donna 22, 26
McQuown, Jeremy 76

21

Cristin

37

Long, Crystal 4
Long, Ruth 70
Long, Tessa 90
Lott, Amanda 69
Louder, Erin 46
Louis, Claudia 104, 105
Lubinski, Tarah 73
Nathan

Lycan,
Lynch, Ashley

77

McElwee,Josh

Livas, Graciela 60
Locke, Leigh 70
Loerke, Tim 112

Logan,

149

Mayton, Judith 69
McCarthy, Katie 97
McCarthy, Stephen 87, 92,

v

American Societv for Mechanical Engineers:

Dingham, .loson Dickinson, Daniel
Nickole�, Miguel Matos.
Jonathan

23

56

Mills, Cindy 27,39,42
Minnis, Zeeky 102
Miranda, Edwin 41,43
Miranda, Jose 27,38,42
Missions

Mitchell,
Modern

48
Aaron

44

Foreign Language

64

39

Money, Jolece

Moniz, Andrea 69

Montgomery, Tamara

78

Moore, Brandi 105
Moore, Chris 109
Moore, Davina 3
Moore, Jacqui 33
Moore, Joanna 48,49, 141
Moore, Kendrick 18, 106, 107

Mordue, Michelle 54
Moreno, Anna 88,89
Morrow, Jeralyn 62

Morsey, Amber 90
Moseby, c.J. 102
Mosher, Korene 29,74
Mosley, Jean 158

MacFarlane, Simon 101
Macaden, Nobel 5
Maciolek, Marlena 109

American Marketing Association: Megann
franks, Joe� Odorn, Teresa Brokriede.

Association for Computing Machinerv: Kathleen
Ndackson, .ler ernu Marx, Bill� Walsh,

A

Cr qs tol

MacKenzie, Joe 21
Mackowiak, Sarah 4
Mac Millan, Walt 80

Maniacs

112

Manigault,

Tim

Marshall, Allison 22, 26
Marshall, Candace 103
Marshall, Miracle 46
Marshall, Stephanie 96
Martin, DB 148
Martin, Jessica 65
Martin,Rinne 61
Martinez, Rachel 155
Martinez, Yolanda 18,22,26
Martino, Josh 67
Martino, Peter 61
Mathew, Shibu 66
Mathews, Randi 10,90,91
Mathmatics

A

Collegiate Music Education National Conference:

Evan .lcckson. .lornie Cuchosz. Daniel
Rogers, Richelle Davies.

41

Manners, Sara 142, 151
Marsh, BJ 147

70

Mathurin, Andy 106, 107

108

Mukasa, Joseph 35

A

Mageto, Myron 117
Maina, Rajiv 94, 95

Sam

Mudge,

Mullican, Lenore 34
Murdock, Candace 45,149
Murray, Tiffany 66, 122,
149

Murri, Ally 96
Music

Meloy,

Andrew

107

Menard, Erin 105
Mendenhall, J arod 83
Mendez, Stephanie 32
Menduina, Miguel 92, 93
Menezes, Patricia 88,89
Menzies, Melinda 46
Mercado, John 58
Merkle, Rob 63
Meyerson, Keri 88, 89
Middleton, Jonathan 160
Miller, David 123
Miller, Lindsey A. 43,57,
77

Miller, Lindsey
Miller, Neil 148
Miller, Russ 32,49, 122,
M.
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65

Varughese.

56

Music Ministries

Musukuma, Alick

40
94

Ndackson, Kathleen 71
Nelson, Matt 78
Nelson, Sarah 18,25
Neuenschwander, Greg
Newlin, Hannah 36, 69
Newman, Jared 77
Nhira, Edwell 139

Nickoley,

Daniel

19

Nokes, Jessica 62
Norwood, Woodrow 83

Nursing

74

Nussbaum, Jason 73, 93

25

CII
=

'Ciii
=

c:s
...

.....
...

Overton, Chris 41, 160
Owens, John 57
Owens, Martha 90
Owens, Megan 90,91

Oyedeji,

Ennie

43

Page, Carmen 63
Page, Holly 48
Paily, Dawn 71

A.

EnVironmental Stewardship:

Laura

Higgins,

Palmer, Aaron 38
Palmer, Amy 35,138
Palser, Dana 19,49

Tr-ccq Petrasek,

Patricia Redmond.

Pang, Benjamin
Pangburn, Kim
v

O'Connor, Bethany 24,48
Oaxaca, Belen 88
Ofori-Ansah, Solomon 85
Ogle, Jeff 36
Ogunoye, Yemi 106,107
Okafor, Emeka 29
Olsen, Trinnin 37

Opp, Nathan 142
Oppedisano, Richard

A.

French Club: Elisheba

Freshman Council:

McCarth�,

124

90

R�an Brock,
Sluu,

Jonathan

Kathleen
Rebecca

Bratschun, Sara Mazzucca.

Pickett, Alicia 23
Pierce, Chera 147
Pierce, Melissa 63,125
Pinkard, Adam 111
Pinkerman, Justin 78
Pinnell, Lisa 118
Pitman, James 16
Pittman, Carol 82
Pitts, Beth 33, 34
Placko, Ivana 88,89
Polvado, Leanne 57
Ponce, Erika 21, 43, 45
Potter, Andrea 112
Potter, Sun 92,93,98
Prejean, Jillian 86, 100, 101
Preslar, Shelly 19,43
Putman, Chris 32,52

.

Quinonez, Jeremy 20

38

Kweku

Ortega,

Philip, Binoj 81
Phillips, Becky 68
Physical Science 66
Physics 66

A.

Boafo, Yolanda Martinez, John Mark Tho
mas, Sandra Coffman.

Gamma Beta Phi: fRONT ROW: Lolita Mar

tin, Erin

Rogers,

Sara Grace Turner,

Leonard Osahor; BACK ROW: Loneice

Goodwin, Bets� Lewis, Gu� Peterson,
Robert Simmons.
A.

German Club: Kristine

Stillinger, Stephanie

Lederle.
Pan thin, Dawn

136

Parker, Leslie 17
Parks, Angel 81
Paselk, Brady 13
47

Payne, Christopher

Paz, Jeanett 79
Peart, Shelly-Ann 136

A.

Graduate Business Associadon: David

Ernesto Mendoza, Angel Parks,
Patterson, Dr. Marshal Wright

Bur�,
Cunthto
(f'ocultq

adviser).

Orozco, Jose 82

Ortega,

Elisheba

74, 75

Orth, Shawn
Osahor, Leonard 66,67
Otto, Patrick 83
Outman, Trevor 9
3

Peary, Janice 20
Pebsworth, Wes 14,58, 24,
122

Pechnik, Christy 28
Pen a, Victor 92, 93
Pepin, Joel 62
Perini, David 98
Perkins, Nate 1

Perryman, Wendy
Peters, Sherry 45

72

Petzold, Franz 110
Philbrick, Nicole 31
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Rahim, Nizam 44, 47
Raile, Aimee 12, 53, 70
Rainwater, Seth 55
Ramirez, Jorge 112
Ramirez, Peter 26,27
Ranahan, Bill 11
Ray, Joel 46
Reed, Jackie 66
Resendiz, Sergio 25, 145
Resident Advisors

24

Richards, Kathleen 70
Ritze, Heidi 90
Roberts, Ben 86
Roberts, Lindsay 3,50,51,
139

Roberts, Oral 50
Roberts, Richard 2,7,39,
48,50,51,139
Robinson, Emily 21, 48
Robinson, Tonva 83

Rock the House

Rodriguez, Clarissa 102
Rodriguez, Daniel 31
Rogers, Erin 11,19
Rogers, Tanya 79

Singleton,

101

Ruisch, Lindsay 90
Erica

121

Russell, Daniel
122, 132

4,5,28, 29,

Russell, Dennis 48, 141
Russell, James 80

Deborah

136

Honors Prouram Student Council: Jo� Thrall,
Koulo Cargile, David Collins, Sarah Seitz,

v

.ledidoh Abrams, Jamie Curtis.

Seitz, Sarah

147

105

Self, Nate 100
Sellers, Tiffanye 5
Senate

30

Serwick, Kristen 69
Shaw, James 85
Sheerer, Tommy 99
Shields, Kelly 21, 26, 42, 61
Shima saki, Alyssa 8

Shipley, Pamela 158
Shirk, Wendy 58

Stosek, Barbara

34, 78

Stough, Jessica 35
Strack, Stephanie 120
Strawn, Debbie 48
Streater, Marcus 98

1\

30

8

Institute for Electrical and Electronic Enuineers:
Lcq, Leonard Osahor, Daniel Reed,

Shawn

Michael Butcher.

90

Scrymgeour,
Seay, Alycia

127

Stookey, Kristyn

Sturdivan, Claire 108
Sundstrom, Thomas 109
Suresh, Judith 81
Sutherland, Denee 67,72

Sawyer, Brittany 79
Scherger, Benjamin 14,45

109

59

Sterns, Matthew 146
Stice, Blake 154
Stice, Peter 154
Stock, Meghan 138
Stone, Amanda 105
Stone, Jessica 28
Stontz, Joey 8

ties

Hebrew Club: Torn Duncan, Roxanne Hos
ford, Erin Granger, Beth Pitts.

Luke

Stephens, Trey

Student Association Activi

1\

Schick,
Schmalzbach, Richard 14
Schneider, Kevin 81
Schroeter, Rene 39, 126
Schrum, Luther 26
Schubert, Lisa 101
Schuller, Robert 11
Schwartz, Diana 22
Scott, Wendy 94

Stark, Kristina 122
Steele, Bethany 49
Steele, Caleb 68
Steiner, Justin 1;32

Student Association

Samora, Jennifer 122
Sanders, Courtneay 82
Sanders, Kellon 93
Sanders, Rashad 131
Satow, Candace 108
Savitski, Rachel 155
Savitski, Sonny 155

Anne

110

Stanbury, Spencer

Skinner, Robert 64
Smith, Jacob 138
Smith, Kristin 137
Smith, Mackenzie 133
Smith, Porsche 76
Smith, Reggie 26,27
Smith, H.J. 8
Smith, Spencer 94
Smither, Clay 28,53
Snow, Charles 158
Soccer 90, 92
Sommer, Laine 87

Romaniello, Michele 74
Rose, Kevin 47
Rotich, Hillary 94
Rotich, Kip 94
Rowland, Whitney 100,

Rupp,

Stanaland, Tim 66

Showman, Josh 139
Simms, Rikkie 61
Simon, Mary 55

102

1\

Missions Stall: fRONT

ROW:

Richard

Coleman, Ann-Marie High (assistant di
rector), Emil� Tlleq, Danielle Voss, Peter
Russell, Deb Bibeau; SECOND ROW: Den
nis Russell

(director), Christine Littlejohn,

Nina Martino, Keneesha Thomas, T amm�
Deuo, Rachel Highland, Chantelle T odman,

Suttles, Rachel 55
Suttles, Samantha 15
Swafford, Leslie 97
Swails, Joel 57

Swearigen, Eugene

Blake

It

Essenberg, Charles Johnson, .ler ernu
Knapp, M�ron Mageto, Ivan Barrio, Nathan

Taylor, Jennifer
Taylor, Liz 85

Swanson.

Tennis

Trish Tarno, Vonnie Bradle�; BACK ROW:
Stice, Donnie Madden, Evan

Soucy, Isabelle 6
Sparks, Diannah 64
Speir, Ian 13, 145
Spencer, Lauren 74
Spencer-Gardner, Luke
106, 107

Spenner, Amanda 132
Spenser, Kimberley 135
Brendan 22
Squashic,
© Oral
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159

Swinson, N ashea 68
Syko, April 87, 88, 89

Tassoul, Heather 54
77

108

Teunissen, Julie 19

Theology

76

Thevaos, Michelle 19
Thomas, Alyssa 72
Thomas, Kaneesha 96,141
Thomas, Kathy 85
Thomas, Rhett 18,22
Thrall, Joy 117
Thrall, J uli 28

Vicena, Vanessa 9

Turnbull, Miley 94, 95
Turner, Sara Grace 60, 116,
137

Tuttle, Allison 26
Tuzinkiewicz, Andrew 129

1\

Mu Phi Epsilon: Richelle

Victor

Unruh, Terry 80
Upshur, Lizzy 22,42
Urban, Shawn 76
Urmanec, Angie 20
Utz, Megan 90

Davies, Reginald

Srnrth-Kelleu.
Tiggs, Tyrone 106, 107
Tiley, Emily 141
Tims, Whitney 15,74

Philosophers SocielV: Aimee Rile�, Emil�
Langford, Dr. Samuel Thorpe (fccultu

v

Todman, Chantelle 24,141
Tollett, James 84

adviser), David Brown, Abraham Perez.

Tompkins, Lisa 94
Toohill, Andy 20,36,44
Torres-Rivera, Zoraida
Townsend, David 17
Track

96

110

Tragardh,

Cameron

106,

107

1\

Oklahoma Inlercollegiale legislalure: Christina

Vickery, Paul
Volleyball 88

158

Volturara, Melissa 151
Vorm, Eric Stephen 32
Voss, Aaron 55
Voss, Danielle 22

Wagner,

Anna

13,79

Walker, Alyssa 34
Wallace, Mindi 26,41,58,
122, 134

Walls, Ellen 68
Walsh, Billy 71
Waltman, Claire 118
66

Wanyama, Godfrey

Ward, Rachel 142
Warnock, Stephen 59
Warren, Ty 66
Watkins, Tiffany 43
Waugh, Chris 65,94
Webb, Quinn 118
Welch, Jared 108,153
Wendt, Aaron 19,47
Wenrich, Amber 64, 65

1\

Pre-Medical Society: Tara Rorncsorrto. Re

Valdez, .lohn Paul Dorr Washburn, Jamie

becca

Curtis.

Crout, Holeu Hor kendor-ff'.
Pat

112

77,
Trussell, Lisa 20,73
Tucker, Dia 40
Tukarski, Nina 15

Trompeter,

Miller, Gu� Peterson, Shannon

Wentz, Jeremiah 113

1\

Psi Chi Rho: Christine

Hunter, Giovanni
Evie

Littlejohn, Linda
Billings, Bethan� Steele,

MUilenburg.

Wenyika, Reggies

82

Wenzel, Charlotte
West, Julia 96

20,67

West, Philip 94, 95
Westers, Bill 25, 76
Westers, Nicholas 47,69

Westgate,
V ahringer, Bill

48

Valdez, Christina 30
VanDerBosch, Matt 114

Vannasdale, Paul

101

Vanse, Andrea 38
Vargas, Calandra 97

Societv for Human Resource Management:
fRONT ROW: Susan McMurra� (facult�
adviser), Mindi Wallace. Am� Palmer;
1\

BACK ROW: Emma Tor meu, Thomas
en franzen, Sarah Hefti.
c
z.

Gan

_

Varghuese, Grace 78
Varughese, Crystal 71
Vasquez, Maria 103
Vaut, Trey 93
Vehrenkamp, Gina 102
Vekich, Terry 29
Venable, Shawn 94,95,111
Vicena, Joshua 14

© Oral Roberts University

Candace

137

White, Christie 25
Wiemer, Sarah 120
Wilburs, Dave 105
Williams, Candace 145
Williams, David 42
Williams, Kourtney 81
Williams, Mike 94
Williamson, Deb 83
Williston, Cori 105
Wilson, Bill 35,38,39,68
Wilson, Larry 52, 57

Wing events

12

Wiseman, Ross 137
Wofford, Matthew 11

Wright, Karen
Wright, Sarah

55
54

Pubic Relations Student Society of America:
Selah Davis, Kelle� Ridge. Vanessa Viceno,
A_ia Iniguez. Heidi Bruening, Adia Peterson,

v

Wyers,

Dustin

10

Brandi Stark. Am� Robbins.
Donovan Dennis.

y

v

Trl Bela: Denee

Sutherland, Rebecca

Benson. Aaron Mitchell. Tara Romasanta,
Kristen Hrubrik, Amber Doule.

Jo� Jerome,

Yardy, Timothy 6
Yarger, Todd 30
Yates, Nicky 33
Yoder, Sheldon 32,33,46

z
99

Zajac, Josh

Zaltron, Michelle 138
Zapata, Hector 93

Zhao, Anna 80
Zimmerman, Beth 4,58,
122, 161
Spanish Club: Kara Dixon,
AI�ssa Walker, Q.uinc�
Smith, Jamie Ausdemore,
<

v

Stacked for success: Junior

Nick� Yates,

freshman Jennifer .Jone s.junror- Rebecca
Boller, sophomore Christi Bowman,
freshman
more

Mendez and

Stephanie

Randi Christenson

Brenda Calderon

(fccultq

adviser), Erica Darlington.

sopho

compete

at the

Oklahoma Interscholastic Press Asso
ciation State Conference in

staff

disploued

April.

their abilities and

The

were

rewarded with 18 first Place Awards.

The 2003 Periheleon

published by the Oral Roberts University Year
book Staff and was printed by Jostens in Topeka, Kansas. The Perihelion is a 175
page book. The paper stock is 100-lb mead signature gloss and the endsheets
were
printed on snow white transicolor paper, flooded to match cover. All
work was done by students unless otherwise noted. The Perihelion reserves a
copy for full-time residential students and is paid through enrollment fees.
Headlines: Chase; Subhead: Constance; Body Copy: Times; Caption Lead-ins:
Genuine; Captions: Kurt; Folios: Genuine; Other fonts: Mystical and Sweettime.
Class pictures courtesy of Thornton Studios. Special thanks to Colleen
Camp, Jostens representative; Debbie Wright; Dr. Nancy Brainard; Dr. Jeff
Ogle; Gary Gilmore; Sports Information; the Oracle staff; and all other faculty
and students who contributed to the efficient production of the yearbook.
was

Editor in Chief: Rebecca Boller
Assistant Editor in Chief:

Campus

Academic Editor:

Sports
The 2002-2003 Perihelion

won

18 First Place Awards

from Oklahoma Interscholastic Press Associa tion
monthly contests. The Perihelion also won five first place
awards from OIP A final sta te

com

peti tion in the ca tego

spread design, caption, headline,
ondary coverage design.
ries of

I

The 2001-2002 Perihelion

won

copy and

sec

Award of Excellence,

Award of Merit and Honorable Mention from the Okla

homa

Collegiate

Academic Editor,

Press Association. Sarah
won

third

place

Highland,

in Feature

Writing.

Nicky

Yates

Life Editors: [oanna Jones and Jennifer Randolph
Spiritual Life Editor: Christi Bowman

Stephanie

Mendez

Editor: Randi Christenson

Clubs/Organizations/People Editor: Jennifer P. Jones
Graphics Editor: Ronald Ho
Photography Editor: Russ Miller
Yearbook Adviser: Chris Putman
Student Publications Director: Kamela Jones
en

Photographers: James Allen, Jamie Baugh, Ann Clas, Chris Dingess, Casey
Gregg, Michal Joachimowski, Joe Kohutek, Jordan Linscombe, Barbara Stosek,
Aaron Svenby, Eric Stephen Vorm.
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